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INTRODUCTION

In 1988, the Deerfield River Watershed Association was formed for the

purpose of protecting and enhancing the resources of the Deerfield River

watershed . The Association was formed at a time when the relicensing

process for six of the eight hydroelectric facilities in Massachusetts had

just begun. The relicensing process and the growth pressures in the

Deerfield River valley highlighted the need for a Comprehensive River

Management Plan for the Deerfield River. The Franklin County Planning

Department identified the need for a Comprehensive River Management

Plan, and contacted the power companies involved in the relicensing, New

England Power Company and Northeast Utilities , and asked for their

support in the planning effort . Matching grants were committed and an

application was submitted to the Executive Office of Communities and

Development , Strategic Planning Grant Program . Funding was awarded in

the summer of 1989, and work began immediately on the project.

As the first step in the planning process , a Citizen Advisory Committee

was formed, consisting of Deerfield River Watershed Association members,

recreational and environmental interests , town boards , the power

companies , and other interested parties . Consultants were hired , a work

plan developed, and the planning process begun in earnest by September,

1989.

The tight time line for state funding required that the planning process

be highly organized and structured. To meet this requirement it was

decided to define a corridor for the primary focus of the study. The

corridor is one quarter mile wide on either side of the main stem of the

river. This corridor is reflected in the mapping and much of the

discussion. In addition, the planning process was divided into four phases

of two months each, with consultants assigned to chair working

subcommittees. Phase I focused on data collection and mapping. Phase II

was the development of goals and objectives. Phase III concentrated on

conflict resolution and environmental priority setting. Phase IV was



designed to develop implementation and action strategies. There were

public outreach efforts and workshops held throughout the planning

process.

This approach has been very effective, thanks to the hundreds of

volunteer hours dedicated by the Advisory Committee members . A complete

list of Advisory Committee members can be found in the appendix . This

Comprehensive Management Plan reflects dozens of meeting hours of

discussion and analysis to present a community wide statement of goals,

objectives, and actions for the Deerfield River. It is intended to serve

both as a Plan for local boards, organizations, and citizens, and also as a

guidance document for Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in the

relicensing process

.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

There were seven goals identified by the Advisory Committee . These

were ranked in order of importance

.

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river basin.

2 . Protect open space within the river basin in order to protect

habitat , and the rural character of communities

.

3 . Manage the river for multipurpose uses , including hydropower

and recreation, in a manner which, wherever possible enhances the

existing ecosystem, and /or at least minimizes the negative impact on

that ecosystem.

4. Establish Deerfield River Compact, to work with communities to

implement Plan, ensure compatible zoning and review developments

with a regional impact

.

5. Guide residential, commercial, and industrial development through

zoning and other appropriate measures to protect resources and to

ensure that new development does not exceed infrastructure of

towns

.

6 . Increase recreational use of all types and provide appropriate

facilities for these uses

.

7. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

Essential to the future of the Deerfield River are minimum flows

throughout the river; adequate to support fisheries, recreation, and

energy production. This point was highlighted time and again in the

planning process . The objectives and actions detailed in the Plan reflect

these three primary goals.

IV



IMPLEMENTATION

This Plan was developed and written with a constant eye to

implementation : both how to carry out the actions and how this Plan can

be used by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. This Plan cannot

be truly complete until the studies being conducted by the power companies

as part of the relicensing process are concluded and their results analyzed

and incorporated. Specifically, this Plan needs to integrate information

on fisheries, recreational uses of the river, ramping, flows, and water

quality. In addition, this Plan needs to be adopted by a state agency in

order to have standing in the FERC relicensing process

.

Finally, this Plan concludes that it is essential that a structure be

created for implementing this Plan, as well as incorporating the power

company reports , and coordinating with the ongoing parallel Vermont

planning effort. We have dubbed this structure the "Deerfield River

Compact . " This will be an association of towns and organizations with

a commitment to each other to work to enhance the Deerfield River

environment and act to carry out the goals and objectives of this Plan.

It is also anticipated that the Compact will be actively involved in the

relicensing process

.

FUNDING

This project was funded by a Strategic Planning Grant from the

Executive Office of Communities and Development , with matching funds

from New England Power Company and Northeast Utilities . We are grateful

for their support, cooperation, and participation.
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DATA
The Setting

The Deerfield River watershed is in Western Massachusetts and

southwestern Vermont. It has a drainage basin of 664 square miles;

draining much of the Southern Green Mountains in Vermont , and the

Northern Berkshire Mountains in Massachusetts. The northern portion of

the drainage area from Somerset Reservoir to Route 2 in Massachusetts is

primarily forested. In the lower portion of the basin much of the land along

the main stem is open and agricultural land, with many isolated stretches

with no public access. The river basin is a rural area, with little

commercial or industrial development. It is an area noted for its beauty,

and is a popular destination for fall foliage trips. In addition, it is known

as one of the best fishing rivers in Massachusetts and has enjoyed

increasing recreational use. The Deerfield River is also a hard working

river, producing hydroelectric power at eight facilities.

The towns in the Deerfield River basin are, without exception, small

rural communities. Greenfield, the largest town, serves as the commercial

center and county seat for Franklin County, with a population of almost

70,000. The other towns in the Massachusetts segment of the river range

in population from 130 in Monroe to 4,500 in Deerfield. Traditionally, the

livelihood of the population in the basin has been resource-based, ranging

from subsistence farming and forestry operations to tourism outlets which

capitalize on the scenery and recreational opportunities . All of these

factors underscore the importance of protecting the river and its resources

through a comprehensive planning process

.
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THE LANDSCAPE
Introduction

The physical characteristics of the Deerfield River valley are significant

in defining land use patterns and the ecology of the area . The bedrock

,

soils, water, largely dictate the type of fauna and flora which are found,

as well as the resource issues which arise. They are also fundamental

influences in determining the direction for the goals of this Plan

.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY

Knowledge of the region's bedrock resources provides the key to

understanding the formation of soil, the soil erosion potential, water

resources, and, finally, the appropriate land uses.

The bedrock geology of the Deerfield River valley is largely defined by

the dominance of metamorphic rock. There is sedimentary bedrock,

however, in Deerfield. In addition, a small amount of igneous rock can be

found near the confluence of the Deerfield and Connecticut Rivers in

Greenfield . The prevalence of metamorphic bedrock has produced the

steep terrain of the valley, the Whitewater character of much of the

streambed, and the limited presence of sand and gravel aquifers, as well as

agricultural land. In addition, it has contributed to a general shallow soils

profile because of its resistance to erosion and a tendency for sheet runoff.

SOILS

Soils within the Deerfield River corridor are primarily the result of

glacial activity 14,000 years ago. During the last ice age the county was

covered by the glacier, which deposited mixtures of rock, sand, silt, and

clay, commonly known as glacial till. In some areas melting activity

1 A detailed discussion of the bedrock characteristics can be
found in the appendix.
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Along the banks of the river, especially between Charlemont and

Shelburne, there is a flat river plain. This is ideally suited for

agricultural use, and has had a long history of such usage. These rich

soils which led to the original settlement of the area in the seventeenth

century. Much of this scenic, rich land is within the 100 year floodplain.

EROSION

Erosion is not a major feature along the Deerfield River. There are

isolated spots, such as in Shelburne Falls near the State Police Barracks on

Route 2, where streambank erosion can be observed, but this is the

exception. As a rule, the river exhibits little meandering, slow flow

velocities, a light suspended load, and few in stream sedimentary deposits

such as point bars

.

The Deerfield River is fairly straight until reaching Deerfield and

Greenfield. Upon entering Deerfield, and the broader valley with

sedimentary bedrock and glacial lake deposits, the river begins to meander

more . During periods of high flow and sediment loads , erosion of the

outside bank and floodplain sediment deposition takes place in this area.

Human control of the river through impoundments and dramatic

variations in flow velocities can both increase and decrease the natural rate

of erosion. River bottom erosion may be susceptible to dramatic flow rate

changes , while streambank erosion may be stabilized by limiting the number

of large flood events

.

FLOODPLAINS

Floodplains are vital to the ecological and human health of the Deerfield

River basin . Floodplains provide critical habitats for wetlands , wildlife

,

and aquifer recharge areas. In addition, they provide flood storage for

major events , provide significant rich agricultural lands , and are scenic

resources for those traveling the river corridor . Thus , preservation of

floodplains are critical to both human and natural habitats

.
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The Deerfield River enters Massachusetts at the Sherman Development,

between the towns of Rowe and Monroe . The floodplain width at the

Sherman Reservoir is 1,200 feet. Past the Sherman Development, the

floodplain narrows to a width of 500 feet and continues at this width to the

Rowe-Charlemont town line.

Entering Charlemont, the floodplain has an average width of 550 feet

due to the widening of the river terrace . The floodplain elevation at the

confluence of the Chickley and Deerfield Rivers is 566 feet with a width of

800 feet. This average width continues until the Mill Brook where it

reduces to, on average, 450 feet until the Buckland town line. From the

Mill Brook downstream to the #4 Development in Charlemont, the elevation

drops from 518 to 480 feet.

Through Buckland and Shelburne the floodplain continues to narrow

because of the confined river valley and steepening topography. The

average floodplain width is 350 feet with an elevation of 411 feet at the #3

Development in Shelburne Falls.

Entering Shelburne and Conway, the Deerfield River maintains an

average floodplain width of 250 feet. Just beyond the Bardwell Ferry

bridge, in Conway, at an elevation of 196 feet, the floodplain widens to 300

feet. It further widens to 450 feet at the 181 foot elevation at Shingle

Brook in Deerfield. At the Conway-Deerfield town line, the floodplain

elevation is 169 feet with a 400 foot width.

In Deerfield the river's wide floodplain is due to a gentler topography

and low elevation. Between Interstate 91 and the Deerfield Street bridge,

the floodplain registers its maximum width of 6,400 feet. From the

Deerfield Street bridge to the Connecticut River, where the river crosses

hard igneous rock, the floodplain maintains a narrower average width of

900 feet.



FOREST LANDS

The Deerfield River watershed is rich in forest lands. In fact, almost

80% of the land is forested. Most of this forest was farm land sometime in

the past 100 years, but because of changes in economy, transportation,

and life style , has reverted to forest land as farming has been abandoned

.

Nevertheless , not all of this land is suitable for economically viable

forestry. The type of soils is key to determining the capacity for a

productive forest to develop . Prime forest soils are an indicator of the

potential for a strong forestry resource. A prime forest soils classification

includes consideration of appropriate soil chemistry, moisture, slope, and

elevation. In the river watershed that falls within Franklin County, 54% of

the land is considered prime forest soils ; the best soil for silviculture

production.

AGRICULTURAL LAND

The Deerfield River Basin still contains many working farms which

contribute to the area's economic diversity, provide open lands, and create

the aesthetic patchwork of forest, field, and farm for which New England is

famous . Over the past twenty-five years , a great deal of the farmland has

been abandoned, taken out of active agriculture, and has reverted to

forest land through natural succession.

In 1885, assessor records show 36,549 acres of active farm land in the

region. In 1952, there were 92,447 acres of farm land in the region,

showing an increase of 150%. This was the peak of agriculture in the

region. Between 1952 and 1978, 36,549 acres of farm land was either

developed or reverted back to forest; showing a loss of 48% over 26 years

time. Farm land has decreased in acreage from 1978 to 1985 by 23,113 acres

or 50%.

As with forest lands, not all land is suitable for agriculture. Within

the river watershed that falls within Franklin County, only 14% of the land

is considered to be prime farm soil. Most of this borders the river or its H
10



PRIME FOREST AND FARM SOILS TOWNWIDB

TOWN : ACRES OF FRXHE > % OF ACRES OF FRIME % OF
FOREST SOIL TOWN FARM SOIL TOWN

ADAMS 8,751 60%

ASHFIELD 10 , 000 39% 2, 520
-
::: '

.
10%

^W*^^ 2 ;

" 13%

CHARLEMONT 7 , 196 ^;-

'

43% v ;

;, 2 , 440 ,j .

.
.

14%

;OOLRAXN :j
:

.

:
'"%-

:

:

.6 ,902 : •••> ;:••:
: 28% 2 , 580 11%'

*

CONWAY ';;,••••••••;• :'•:.: "VSv 380 : 35% 2,300 9%

DEERFIELD -

:

: 5', 896^. /';.;.. 64% ,;';/•. 6 r460 ,'
';

,
;
70%

FLORIDA 13 ,949 'T^\;-T ^0V;jf^' . .

OREENFIELD 3 , 050 21% 3 ,780 26%

HAWLEY '.
;v 8,145 ^4

'" «*% 1 , 620
;

: :

'""v.. 8%

HEATH 9,225 58% 1,740 11%

LEYDEN 1,766 15% 880 8%

MOMpE 3,349 48% 140 2%

NORTH ADAMS 8,741 62%

ROWE 6 ,805 44% 520 3%

SAVOY 20,175 95%

SHEL^'UfRirEi 3/222 21% 1,520 10%
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tributaries , with almost a quarter of the prime soils being found in

Deerfield alone.

In addition to the change in the visual character of the region, change

in economic base and increased development, another consequence of the

loss of farm land, is a decrease in the amount of surface runoff that reaches

the river due to the increased water consumption by trees and other

vegetation

.

SURFACE WATER

Quality

The main stem of the Deerfield River in Massachusetts is designated by

the state as Class B water. A Class B designation indicates relatively

clean water which is suitable for swimming, recreation, and fish

propagation and habitat . This classification is based on sample testing

averages for certain chemical characteristics , with minor allowances for

statistical deviations.

While the Deerfield River has been designated as Class B water,

determining water quality in the river presents some problems . Most water

quality testing is done in an environment where flows are predictable and

consistent. The Deerfield River, however, has a fluctuating flow due to

hydroelectric generation. This makes it difficult to determine water quality

because of sudden changes in volume, which tends to change the way

contaminants are either diluted or concentrated.

Water quality surveys typically assess primary chemical, physical, and

biological characteristics. Chemical analysis includes measurement of Ph,

metals, ion concentrations, and dissolved gases. Temperature, color, and

turbidity are among the physical parameters measured . Biological

assessments test for the numbers and kinds of species, or specific

3 The Massachusetts Water Quality Classifications can be found
in the appendix.

12



tolerances of an individual species

.

Some of the more common water quality criteria are biological oxygen

demand (BOD), dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, and coliform bacteria.

BOD /dissolved oxygen in water refers to the uncombined oxygen held in

solution and made available to aquatic organisms for respiration . The

suspended solids classification measures the particulate matter that is

either floating on the surface or in suspension in water and removed by

laboratory techniques . Fecal coliform bacteria is an indicator test for

pathogens which can be dangerous to human and animal health.

The past ten years of water quality measurements by the state

Department of Environmental Protection reveals generally good

,

consistent levels of dissolved oxygen at the various testing stations . Water

temperatures fluctuate from about 40 degrees to a maximum in the mid-70's;

well within the Class B water guidelines and parameters . There is

noticeable water warming near the Yankee Atomic Plant in Rowe , where

water from the river is recirculated through the plant for cooling.

Table of Permitted Wastewater Dischargers

1) Yankee Atomic Power Plant at the
Sherman Development (water cooling)

2 ) Monroe Bridge Sewage Treatment
Facility

3) Veritec Wastewater Treatment Faci1ity /
:v;in; i;:iGblra'in ^oh the Sorth River

*

:i41: :iSheiburne :: wastewater Treatment ,;: \:--y-y--v:

''2 Facility ; v in ' !'Biickland '; :

;

:

;

:

;

:

5) Old Deerf^eid Sewage Treatment
;-; -.Facility ,:

:

'in :Deerfield

61 Greenfield Water Pollution Control
Plant on the Green River.

4 Formerly Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
(DEQE)

.
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The BOD over the past ten years has been consistent, showing an

increase downstream to the Connecticut River. The fecal coliform bacteria

measurements frequently exceed the parameters allowed for class B waters

.

Higher fecal coliform counts are common east of Charlemont, on the South

River, on the lower Green River, and on the Deerfield River near the

confluence with the Connecticut River. These high counts reflect

discharge from wastewater treatment facilities. These facilities have a

history of inadequate treatment of waste, particularly during storm and

other high flow events

.

The principal water quality problem seen in the Deerfield River

watershed is bacteria. The class B water quality standard for fecal

coliform of 200/100 ml was violated at 62% (13 of 21) of the sampling sites

during a 1987 sampling period. These occurrences took place on the lower

Deerfield River, on the South River, and on the Green River and its

tributaries in the vicinity of Greenfield . Raw discharges of human waste

still exist in some of the communities . There is also significant non-point

agricultural runoff which contributes to high bacteria levels along many

areas of the Deerfield River, and in particular in the Greenfield and

Deerfield area.

In 1986, a Department of Environmental Quality Engineering report

identified several areas of untreated domestic sewage . Charlemont on the

Deerfield, and Ashfield on the South River, a tributary of the Deerfield,

both dump domestic sewage directly into their rivers. Both towns are

planning treatment plants and sewage interceptors. A significant problem

exists in Greenfield with combined sewer overflow discharges, and

discharge when there is low flow in the Green River. This should be

mitigated with treatment capacity upgrading which is expected to be

completed in 1995. In 1988, excessive chlorine amounts were noted at the

Greenfield Water Pollution Control Plant. The Shelburne Wastewater

Treatment Facility experiences water inundation problems during periods of

heavy runoff. There are no present plans to remedy this situation.

14



Flow

From the headwaters of the Sherman Reservoir to the confluence with

the Connecticut River, the Deerfield River has a series of hydroelectric

developments that control the river's flow patterns . None of these facilities

are specifically designed or operated for flood control, although they do

provide incidental flood control action for downstream areas

.

By design, these hydroelectric facilities hold back water. In addition

to enabling the production of electricity, the upstream impoundments

provide a capacity for year round flow, since the impoundments can release

water when nature would not — in August for example. However, because

not all of the impoundments have minimum flows below their dams , there are

stretches of the river in which no water flows , except during periods of

seasonal high flows . Instead the river is diverted through penstocks and

water is discharged downstream. This has eliminated the fisheries as well

as other recreational opportunities in the by-passed reaches

.

Presently, only Developments #2, #5, and Fife Brook have minimum flow

requirements in their operating licenses. Development #2 requires an

average daily minimum flow of 100 cubic feet per second (cfs) . This means

that generation cannot be shut down for more than four hours

.

Development #5 has a constant minimum discharge of 25 cfs. Fife Brook has

a minimum flow of 100 cfs. Providing a minimum flow suitable for fisheries

and recreation below every dam is a priority of this Plan.

Because of the regulated character of the river, the question arises as

to what the natural flow regime would be without the impoundments . In

other words, what would the "natural" Deerfield River be like? Because

the river has been regulated since the early twentieth century, this is a

difficult question to answer. Not only has the river been managed for

hydroelectric generation for almost a century, but land use and

development along the river and within the watershed have undergone

dramatic changes in that time . These factors need to be taken into

consideration when considering the "natural" river flow.

15
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In an attempt to begin to answer this question, the New England Power

Company performed a hypothetical study in Massachusetts , Vermont , and

New York on rivers which are similar in size, topography, flow and

drainage to the Deerfield, to show the flow under unregulated conditions.

It is apparent from this study that the range of flows estimated in an

unregulated Deerfield River is far greater than that witnessed in the

current flow regime. Summer months would produce much lower flow

conditions while periods of high runoff (spring) would produce about the

same flow conditions as in the regulated river. In addition, under

regulated conditions the river has a daily pulse ; ebbing with low energy

demand periods . The hydroelectric operations also result in stretches of

the river where the streambed has little or no water for most of the year.

GROUNDWATER

Within the Deerfield River watershed , the highest potential yield

groundwater supplies are found in unconsolidated sand and gravel

deposits . These saturated sand and gravel deposits are generally related

to glacial deposits , and to a lesser extent , alluvial riverbed deposits . Most

of these large sand and gravel deposits are located near the main stem of

the Deerfield, or on primary tributaries. Colrain, Deerfield, and

Greenfield all have municipal wells located in unconsolidated sand and

gravel aquifers. Most residents of the area, however, rely on private

bedrock wells

.

Development pressures and the threat of groundwater contamination

have forced many communities to consider the future development of

municipal water supplies . There are eleven significant unconsolidated sand

and gravel deposits in the watershed which preliminary studies indicate

may have adequate water supplies for the development of a municipal well

.

The aquifers with the greatest potential yield can be found near the

confluence of the Cold and Deerfield Rivers in Charlemont, on the North

River in two locations in Colrain, on the Deerfield in Old Deerfield, and

17
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near the Green River between Greenfield and Leyden.

To date, groundwater contamination has not been a problem in this

area . Nevertheless , inappropriate siting of septic systems , road salt

application, underground storage tanks, agriculture, transportation

accidents , and commercial and industrial activities all represent a present

threat to existing and future water supplies. For this reason, many towns

in the watershed have begun comprehensive groundwater protection

planning efforts

.
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OPEN SPACE

The Deerfield River watershed is a rural area with little commercial,

industrial, or residential development, and yet all of these types of

development have increased dramatically in the past ten years

.

Development pressures are so significant that preservation of open space

was ranked as the number two priority for the watershed

.

More than eighty percent of the Deerfield River watershed is in open

land. In addition, more than thirty-five percent of the open space, or

85 , 000 acres , in the watershed is protected from development . This land

protection ranges from tax assessment programs which give towns the right

of first refusal to purchase

S1985 Open Lands

in Frank 1 i n County

Stmt i
.':' / !}

:" :'.
!

:^S, 4%
'.I »*.• **.( »•• •-! i • _ I »*»t_r »'_. > I r . .'.' I I lilt i'.'I/*

ii

H^ Crop Land 9 . 3X

jffil Pastur-o 4. 8X

m ° rchard O . TX
•:•:• Forest Land e 1 . OX

[77\1 Wetland O . T9t

1 J Water 1 . 2X

Hopen Land 1 . 8X
Public Open Space 0.5X
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the land (16% of the watershed), to state parks (15% of the watershed), and

non-profit land trust ownership or protection (1% of the watershed), to

power company and railroad lands (almost 2% of the watershed). Included

in the power company lands are flowage rights in the lower Deerfield which

preclude development through the use of deed restrictions . Almost 40% of

the river basin is in active agriculture and managed forestry. Maintaining

these lands as a resource for all to enjoy and for the protection of the

environment and ecosystem, as well as a resource for economic

development, is central to this Plan.

Development of some lands in the watershed is not only inevitable, but

necessary for the region to continue to grow economically and culturally.

In this context, it is important to identify which lands are unsuitable for

development based on their environmental, historical, or cultural

characteristics. Once identified, strategies such as zoning, land

acquisition, and easements can be used to set these lands aside and focus

development where it will be the most beneficial.

Critical Lands

In 1989, the Deerfield River Watershed Association received a grant

from the state Division of Fisheries and Wildlife to develop an assessment

tool to identify critical lands within the Deerfield River Watershed, from

Shelburne Falls to the Vermont border. This task was accomplished by

developing a resource value matrix that allowed areas to be identified and

ranked in an order that reflects the numerical total of these

characteristics

.

1 In addition to this planning document, four of the eight towns
bordering the river have Open Space Plans, and two others are in progress.

In the past few years several towns in the watershed have passed
Cluster, or Open Space, Zoning by-laws. These require the preservation of
open lands as part of the design of subdivisions using this technique.

21



The characteristics which were chosen for the matrix were

:

1. Agriculture: areas now in active farming and suitable for continued

agriculture because of their location and soils

.

2. High Groundwater Yield: areas estimated, through use of the USGS

Hydrological Survey, to have a high groundwater supply potential.

3. Unique Habitat: areas important for their zoological and/or botanical

species , either known or predicted . Information obtained in part from the

state Natural Heritage and Endangered Species program.

4. Development Pressure: sites that are likely to experience residential or

commercial development in the near future

.

5. Wetlands: areas that include vegetated wetlands (swamps, marshes,

bogs, or wet meadows) , or open water (streams or ponds)

.

6. Scenic*Aesthetic: areas with scenic vistas important to the rural

character of the area along the river.

7. Recreational: areas important for fishing, boating, hiking, or other

outdoor recreation.

8. Floodplain: lands identified on the federal flood insurance maps.

9 . Linkages : lands adjoining or near state forest and park lands and of

probably important to state agencies in their future expansion plans

.
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MATRIX OF LAND CHARACTERISTICS FOR CRmCAL LAND ASSESSMENT
UPPER DEERFIELD RIVER, By 1the Deerfield River Watershed Association, 1989

VALUES

AREA AGRICULTURE WATER
SUPPLY

UNIQUE
HABITATS

DEVELOPMENT WETLANDS
PRESSURE

SCENIC/

AESTHETIC
RECREATION FLOODPLAIN STATE PARK

NEARBY
TOTAL

1 X X X 3

2 X X X 3

3 X X X X 4

4 X X X X X X X 7

5 X X X X X X X X 8

6 X X X X X X 6

7 X X X X X X 6

8 X X X X X X 6

9 X X X X 4

10 X X X X X 5

11 X X X X X X X X 8

12 X X X X X X X X 8

13 X X X X 4

14 X X X X 4





PROTECTED LAND IN DEERFIELD RIVER BASIN
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A matrix was developed using this information which identified

fourteen areas along the upper Deerfield River for protection. A brief

description of these areas follows:

AREA ONE: A long, narrow plateau along the southwest side of the river in

the vicinity of Reed Brook and Hill Road, just downstream of the village of

Hoosac Tunnel, in Florida. This is the first major open area downstream of

the Vermont line . The shoreline here provides critical fishing and boating

access.

AREA TWO: Land around and including the Krutiak gravel pit, in Florida,

near the west bank of the river, just downstream of Beaver Island and

extending downstream almost to the Florida Bridge. Adjoins Mohawk Trail

State Forest.

AREA THREE: The Negus Mountain area in Rowe, rising to nearly 1,800

feet elevation immediately northeast of the river. The Negus Mountain

ridge is dramatically scenic and contains unusual habitats of exposed rock

and ledge. Adjoins Mohawk Trail State Fores *>
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and ledge . Adjoins Mohawk Trail State Forest

.

AREA FOUR: An area of wooded floodplain between Zoar Road and the

river, one half mile upstream of the Zoar Road - Mohawk Trail intersection,

in Charlemont.

AREA FIVE: A broad agricultural area south of the river in Charlemont, at

Tower Road, near the Zoar Road - Route 2 junction, together with a

riverside recreational park with cabins located just north of the Mohawk

Trail.

AREA SIX: An area of farm fields in Charlemont, north of the Mohawk Trail

and floodplain between Route 2 and the river, bounded on the north by

Patch Brook and on the south by the Deerfield. An attractive roadside

park on the Mohawk Trail at the upper end of this area. Legate Hill Road

crosses the eastern portion of the site.

AREA SEVEN: An open area along South River Road in Charlemont, south

of both the Deerfield and the B&M Railroad, and just east of Charlemont

Village

.

AREA EIGHT: A low, open area on the north side of the river in

Charlemont, a few hundred yards west of Hartwell Brook.

AREA NINE: An open farmland section in Charlemont, north of the river

along Mountain road , with Leavitt Cemetery at its west end

.

AREA TEN: A mixture of open fields and woods north of the Mohawk Trail

between Heath Road and Avery Brook in Charlemont.

AREA ELEVEN: A diverse, scenic stretch of farmland including the open
field at West Oxbow Road, floodplain meadow, and wooded ponds between

Route 2 and the river near the old red schoolhouse and the farmland east of

26



AREA TWELVE: Open land in the vicinity of Clesson Brook and Route 112 in

Buckland, just south of the Deerfield. This is important agriculturally and

as a critical scenic area visible from both Route 2 and Route 112.

AREA THIRTEEN: The ridge known locally as "Flag Hill," in Charlemont,

extending northwesterly from the junction of North River Road and the

Mohawk Trail near the old drive-in movie theater. The northern part of

the ridge in the Catamount State Forest . The ridge ascents via a series of

wooded and grassy rock outcroppings , with fine views of the Deerfield

River valley.

AREA FOURTEEN: Land within the loop of the Deerfield, just upstream of

Shelburne Falls in Buckland, with North River Road on the north and west,

Route 112 on the east, and the Mohawk Trail on the south. The North

River enters the Deerfield at the north end of this area.
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LIFEFORMS

Introduction

Rivers and their watersheds are unique interdependent systems

.

Altering one segment of river, or a portion of the drainage area, affects

the other parts . The dams and roads that are built , fields that are cleared

and paved, and other changes in land use, alter the ecology of the river

and watershed, while becoming part of a new ecology. Dams have been

part of the Deerfield River ecosystem since 1906. Their presence has had a

controlling role in the present ecological structure of the river.

Wetlands

Wetlands play several important roles in a watershed . They can act to

slow down runoff and mitigate flooding. The diversity of plant types

within wetlands provide wildlife habitat . Their ability to filter water and

uptake nutrients is critical to surface and groundwater quality. The

importance of these wetland systems has caused Massachusetts to develop

strict wetland laws and for the United States Environmental Protection

Agency to designate them as a priority concern.

In 1986, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service prepared a wetland

inventory for the Deerfield River Basin. This area was found to contain

wetlands which are characterized as

:

Riverine - wetland and deep water habitats contained within or

adjacent to a channel.

Lacustrine - wetlands situated in a topographic depression or river

channel, lacking trees, shrubs, persistent emergents or lichens with

greater than 30% coverage.



Palustrine - All non-tidal wetlands dominated by trees , shrubs

,

persistent emergents, mosses or lichens.

The further south in the river valley, the more wetlands there are.

Buckland has been inventoried to have 20.25 acres of wetlands, while

Deerfield has 144 . 26 acres of wetlands . The broadening of the river's

floodplain in this area, flatter terrain, and soil composition accounts for the

increase in wetlands as the river nears its confluence with the Connecticut

River. Many more isolated wetlands probably exist in the basin than have

been documented to date . The acreage given above is from data provided

by the University of Massachusetts Remote Sensing Unit, which uses aerial

photography. Wetlands which are forested would be counted as forest

land, thus reducing the wetland acreage accounted for.

Vegetation

Vegetation is a vital player in the watershed ecosystem. Most of the

Deerfield River valley remains heavily vegetated , allowing for a rich

diversity of plant life . Vegetation uptake and transpiration influences the

quantity of water which enters the river. Open pasture and fields have

quick runoff and relatively little uptake of water though the plants' roots,

while forest land slows runoff and withdraws and stores large quantities of

water. Wildlife utilizes many types of vegetation as food sources, habitat

and breeding grounds , with some species requiring specific vegetative

cover. The vegetation along the river diffuses sunlight which helps to

maintain the river temperature , making it suitable for various types of

aquatic life.

Vegetation also has a role in improving overall water quality.

Vegetation adjacent to the river acts as a buffer to filter sediments which
result from runoff, reducing the quantity of suspended solids entering the
river. This is particularly true for agricultural lands . Vegetation also
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provides a source of essential organic nutrients for aquatic life . Thus

,

vegetation is integral to every aspect of the watershed ecosystem

.

Vegetation Types

The Deerfield River Basin hosts a variety of vegetation which includes

coniferous and deciduous forests , open meadow and crop lands , and

several types of wetland and riparian shrub vegetation. Soil type,

elevation, and temperature determine the type of vegetation. Generally,

the higher elevations at the head of the watershed are characterized by

forests of white pine, spruce, fir and hemlock, with deciduous hardwoods

composed primarily of maples in the lower elevations

.

As the river enters Massachusetts, it cuts a deep valley. This area has

dominant forest species of white and red pine , sugar maple and birch

.

Most of this area was farmed or has been in pasture at some time in the past

100 years. Some of this area is still actively in agricultural crops or

pasture. Those fields which have been abandoned are in various stages of

succession characterized by small aspen, birch, willows, and herbaceous

shrub communities.

As the Deerfield River Valley broadens towards its confluence with the

Connecticut River, the land becomes more rolling and flat. Much of this

area's vegetation is represented by active crop land or fallow agricultural

land . Lands in or adjacent to the floodplain support various wetland

community plants such as willow, birch aspen, and red maple. Dryer areas

support woody shrubs such as dogwood, hawthorn, viburnum, and wild

rose. Many types of deciduous trees also thrive here.

Leaf litter enters the river and is degraded by
macroinvertebrates. See discussion below under Aquatic
Macroinvertebrates for more detail.
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Rare and Endangered Plant Species

The Deerfield River Basin supports many endangered plant species that

range in rarity from those classified as being of special concern to species

classified as endangered by both the state and federal governments

.

Eleven rare plant species , three of which are endangered , have been

confirmed in Massachusetts. Because of the similarity in habitat, it is

likely that the same species can be found in Vermont

.

It is likely most of the rare and endangered plant species found in

Massachusetts are also present in the Vermont section of the watershed

.

Because of the relatively low population density in the Deerfield River

basin, it is also likely that many more rare and endangered species are

present in the watershed than have been identified to date . There is often

a direct correlation found between population density and the number of

rare and endangered species located and identified. For example,

Springfield, Massachusetts has more rare and endangered species on

record than does all of Franklin County — which has much more open land

and a significantly smaller population.
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Aquatic Macroinvertebrates

Macroinvertebrates most commonly refer to aquatic insects but also

includes crustaceans and other lesser recognized species . These play an

important role in the general economy of a river. One of the most important

roles is their ability to transform organic matter in the river into smaller

particles which are used for food by fish and other aquatic organisms

.

This processing of organic matter is accomplished through a variety of

methods . Some species of macroinvertebrates act as shredders or

collectors of materials while others scrape, filter, or grind material,

utilizing the organic matter as their food source. In turn, these insects

become food for fish, creating a vital link in the aquatic food chain.

Most aquatic insect species spend only the immature stages of

development in water. These species lay their eggs in the riffles of rivers

where they develop into the larval or nymph stage, feeding and growing

until they reach the emergence stage of life . In this stage , they develop

wings and leave the water, flying off to mate and begin the cycle again.

These emergences or hatches, as anglers call them, are frequently

spectacular events with many thousands of insects involved
,
providing a

feast for feeding fish and an event eagerly anticipated by fly fishers . This

life cycle stage also represents a major loss of organic matter and nutrients

from a body of water. Species which go through a partial aquatic life

include caddisflies ( Tricoptera ) , mayflies ( Ephemeroptera ) , and midges

( Diptera ) . Species which spend their entire lives in the water include

spring tails ( Collembola ) , and aquatic parasitic wasps . These also play a

specific and important role in the riverine ecosystem.

Aquatic macroinvertebrates are a good indicator of river water quality.

Many, such as caddisflies, stoneflies, and mayflies, require cool, clean

water, high in dissolved oxygen to survive. Other macroinvertebrates,

like the family Chironamedia of the order Diptera , are found in waters of

lower quality. This trait makes examination of aquatic insects a good

indicator of the health of a river.
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Macroinvertebrates of the Deerfield River

The major studies of macroinvertebrates on the Deerfield River were

done by Justin N. Frost and William E. Easte between 1972 and 1976. Justin

and Easte found a total of 15 dominant taxa.
2 Of these, ten show a summer

recruitment pattern, three, a fall recruitment and, two an early spring

recruitment . November through March is a period of active growth for the

dominant taxa. The spring crop of invertebrates depends on larvae

recruitment from the past summer, fall and early spring. The dominant

species in the river were found to be the caddisfly, Hydropsyche morosa ,

and a mayfly specie, Baetis sp . Other caddisfly species from the family

Hydropsychidae were also well represented. Mayfly species Ephemerella

rotunda and Ephemerella dorothea were found to be abundant

.

Hydropsychid larvae spin nets , and thus rely on water currents to

bring them food . These species are known to have distinct velocity

requirements for survival. Frost and Easte conducted sampling of

caddisfly colonization based on varying velocities through the use of

artificial substrata placed at two locations (river mile 7 and 22) near the

banks and midstream in the river. The midstream locations were colonized

most readily when they experienced flow frequencies at the riffle area of 50

cm/s and 100 cm/s. The number of larvae colonizing the shore locations is

limited when exposed to lower velocities , while midstream colonization is

limited by velocities which are too high. The most drastic reductions

occurred when exposed to water velocity periods below 30 cm/s.

The study then correlated the river flow in cubic feet per second (cfs)

to the corresponding flow frequency at the study site in cubic meters per

second. It was found that an average river flow of 50 cfs at river mile 7,

represented 40 cm/s and at river mile 22, 31 cm/s, both below the optimal

range for colonization. River flows of 100 cfs represented 39 cm/s at river

mile 22, with this velocity never available at river mile 7. Once again, this

was below optimum colonization. This seems to indicate that Hydropsychid

2 Dominant taxa are arbitrarily defined as those with a total
abundance of more than 100 in the samples.
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larvae, the major invertebrate in the river, needs flows over 100 cfs for

successful colonization of habitat

.

Water Quality and Its Affect on Aquatic Life

Water quality plays an important role in the life and reproduction of

aquatic organisms . Species of macroinvertebrates are often very sensitive

to water quality. Hydropsychids , the primary macroinvertebrate and an

important source of food for fish in the river, are sensitive to degraded

waters . A study on the Green River in Massachusetts found that

macroinvertebrates were adversely affected in areas that received non-

point source runoff and pollution. In these areas, populations were smaller

and a lower species diversity was present

.

Trout require cool, clean water that is high in dissolved oxygen and

that does not warm above their tolerance range . Waters which are high in

suspended solids, often caused by erosion, can damage both

macroinvertebrates and fish eggs as well as disrupt feeding.

At present, the fishery in the Deerfield River are some of the best in

the Commonwealth. This reflects relatively healthy water quality, and a

fishery which has adopted to water temperatures and flows created by

hydroelectric operations . Were the operations of the hydroelectric

facilities to be changed, or stopped, the fisheries would be impacted. The

fisheries are sensitive to water quality dynamics and permanent changes in

temperature due to different flow regimes or velocities could change the

type of fisheries that we now see.
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Fisheries

Fish and fishing have been a part of the Deerfield River since it was

first used by native peoples of the area and later by the European settlers

.

Fisheries management first began on the river in 1887, when the state

raised fry and fingerling trout to be distributed to any who applied . It is

believed that these fish were stocked primarily in the tributaries . The
3

first record of stocking in the main stem Deerfield River was in 1909.

From 1913 to 1924, warm water non-trout species such as walleyed pike,

yellow perch , and large and small mouth bass were stocked by the state

.

In 1924, with the completion of Harriman Station in Vermont, the river

began to see regulated flows resulting in cooler water from bottom release

from dams. From 1925, and continuing into the present, the stocking

efforts in the Deerfield River have focused on trout species , with non-

native rainbow, brook and brown trout being stocked to supplant the

native populations.

During the 1930's and 1940's, a greater emphasis was placed on the size

of fish going into the river. Average fish size put into the river was 14

inches, with 16 to 18 inch fish not being uncommon. Following this period,

a size of approximately 10 inches was selected as optimal. From 1979 to the

present, 12 inch trout are being stocked.

In 1959, the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Game (MDFG)
"reclaimed" the river; killing the fish population with rotenone in an effort

to kill off fish competing with trout. Trout were then restocked in the hope
that without competition from other species , the trout would establish a

reproducing population. A 1972 report by the MDFG found a fish

community structure essentially in the same form it was before the

"reclamation" in 1959.

See appendix for stocking records from 1887 - 1989
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Lamprey eel numbers have increased considerably in recent years in

the Deerfield River system . This is due to the improving water quality

throughout the Connecticut River watershed as well as the more efficient

fish passage installations, also on the Connecticut.

The adults spawn in the riverbed and die . Their larvae remain

buried in the bottom sediment for as long as three years . On emergence

they head downstream to the Atlantic Ocean, where they remain for one to

two years . While in the Deerfield , the Lamprey compete with fresh water

eels for food , while its young serve as a food supply for other fish species

.

In 1979 a "catch and release" management sections was established

from the Fife Brook Development to the Hoosac Tunnel Railroad trestle. The

program was established as the result of studies and surveys concerning

fishing in the Deerfield.

An angler opinion survey and reel survey conducted by the members of

the Hoosuck Chapter of Trout Unlimited, in 1977, indicated that the

overwhelming reason for fishing this section was the natural beauty , but

that 92% of the trout stocked were fished-out within four weeks of their

introduction into the river. In 1978, the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife

conducted the same survey, which produced similar results.

In 1986, another "catch and release" area was designated from

Pelham Brook to the Mohawk Campground just upstream from State Route 2

in Charlemont . This area was developed as part of a Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife comprehensive proposal with Trout Unlimited and the

Massachusetts Sportsmen Council to establish special management areas

statewide in streams having high water quality and the ability to "hold

4 The Lamprey are parasitic (clinging to the flanks or
underside of host fish and extracting its bodily fluids) only in
salt water. Therefore, they do not interfere with native fish
species, or with the Atlantic salmon.

5 A "catch and release" area where only artificial bait can
be used and the fish caught must be returned alive to the river.
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over" trout during the warmer water temperatures of summer.

Only five locations in the state carry this special designation; two of

which are on the Deerfield . This is an indicator of the high water quality

that flows within the watershed and the fish experience that it affords

anglers

.

Sherman Pond is known for its ability to produce large trout. In 1952,

a 22 1/2 pound brown trout was taken from the impoundment. Since 1967,

records indicate brown trout of 10, 12, and 18 pounds being taken. Other

game fish in the pond include: brook, rainbow and lake trout, yellow

perch, small mouth bass, pickerel, and most significantly, smelt, a food

source for large fish

.

Fish Habitat

In general, the fish habitat of the upper segments of the river is

dominated by a riffle/run pattern with pools of varying depth between.

The river slope is steep . Bottom composition is boulder over bedrock with

sand
, gravel and cobble in the voids and pools . Average stream widths

range from 30 to 150 feet. Towards the river's confluence with the

Connecticut River, the Deerfield becomes much wider, dominated by runs
and still water. The bottom composition is cobble, gravel, sand and muck.
Average width is over 150 feet.
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in the Deerfield River from 1940through 1976 can be found in the appendix.
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For a comPlete description of the river habitat see
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FISHES OF THE DEERFIELD RIVER IN 1940, 1942, 1959, AND 1972-1976

(1940, 1942, and 1959 data)

(Ref: Frost, J.N., and W.E. Easte. 1977. Final Report, Bear Swamp Pumped
Storage Hydroelectric Project Fishery Study, January 1972-December 1976.

New England Power Company and Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife.)

1940 1942 1959*
1972-
1976**

Anguillidae
Anguilla rostrata

Catostomidae
Catostomus catostomus
Catostomus commersoni
Erimyzon sucetta

Centrarchidae
Amplotlites rupestris
Enneacanthus obesus
Lepomis auritus
Lepomis gibbosus
Leporais machrochirus
Lepomis megalot is

Micropterus dolomieui
Micropterus salmoides
Pomoxis nigromaculatus

Cottidae
Cottus cognatus

Cyprinidae
Carassius auratus
Couesius plumbeus
Cyprinus carpio
Notemigonus crysoleucas
Notropis atherinoides
Notropis cornutus
Notropis hudsonius
Phoxinus eos
Rhinichthys atratulus
Rhinichthys cataractae
Semotilus atromaculatus
Semotilus corporalis

American eel

Longnose Sucker
White sucker
Lake chubsucker

Rock bass
Banded sunfish
Redbreast sunfish
Purapkinseed
Bluegill
Longear sunfish
Smallmouth bass
Largemouth bass

Black crappie

Slimy sculpin

Goldfish
Lake chub
Carp
Golden shiner
Emerald shiner
Common shiner
Spottail shiner
Northern redbelly dace

Blacknose dace
Longnose dace
Creek chub
Fallfish

x**

X X X X

X X X
X

X

X X

(x)

(x)

X X X

(x) X

(x)

X X X X
(x) X**

X X

(x)?

(x) X

X

X X X
X

X

X X X X

X X X X

X

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X
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FISHES OF THE DEERFIELD RIVER IN 1940, 1942, 1959, AND 1972-1976

(1940, 1942, and 1959 data)

1940 1942 1959*

1972-
1976**

Cypr inodont idae

Fundulus diaphanus

Esocidae
Esox lucius
Esox niger

Ictaluridae
Ictalurus natalis
Ictalurus nebulosus

Banded killifish

Northern pike
Chain pickerel

Yellow bullhead
Brown bullhead

(x)

(x)

(x)

X

Percidae
Etheostoma fusiforaie

Etheostoma olmstedi
Perca flavescens

Swamp darter
Tessellated darter
Yellow perch

x

x

X

X

(x)

X

X

X

X

Petromyzont idae

Petromyzon marinus

Salraonidae

Salmo gairdneri
Salmo trutta
Salvelinus fontinalis

Sea lamprey

Rainbow trout
Brown trout

Brook trout

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X**

X

X

X

* Species reported as scarce are enclosed in parentheses. With two exceptions,
all occurred only in the lower part of the river below NEP No. 2 impoundment.
One specimen of chain pickerel was found above the No. 3 impoundment in addi-
tion to those present in the lower river. Lake chubs were found only in the

No. 3 impoundment. The goldfish was included in the species list for the

Deerfield River in the 1959 report, but there was no indication of where it

was collected.

** Collected only at mile 7.



Anadromous Fisheries

Federal, state and private efforts to restore the Atlantic salmon, in

the Connecticut River, has resulted in a concerted effort to restore salmon

throughout the entire basin. The historical record concerning the size of

salmon runs up the Deerfield River is incomplete, but is known that they

traveled up the Deerfield, spawning in the main stem and in some of the

tributaries. During periods of low flow, salmon congregated below

Shelburne Falls waiting for adequate flows before proceeding upstream.

Recent surveys of the Deerfield River Basin indicate that there is

considerable salmon nursery and spawning habitat within the watershed

.

The "Strategic Plan for the Restoration of Atlantic Salmon to the

Connecticut River Basin," produced in 1982, indicates that approximately

thirteen percent of all salmon nursery habitat within the Connecticut River

basin is within the Deerfield River watershed . Salmon fry have recently

been stocked in the South, Bear, and Cold Rivers as well as Poland and

Creamery Brooks. Biological monitoring of these areas has demonstrated

the ability of these habitats to produce high quality salmon smolts

.

The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife has recently

produced a "Draft Fisheries Management Plan, Deerfield River 1990-

2010." This plan places a great deal of emphasis on producing smolts

through the planting of salmon fry. Producing smolt from fry has proven

to be a cost effective way to generate higher returns of adult fish, than

smolts raised in a hatchery . The Division is planning to eventually stock

1,000,000 salmon fry in salmon nurseries. The Deerfield River is included

as nursery habitat for this strategy. In addition, the Division would like

to attain and support a run of at least 500 adult salmon for natural

reproduction, sport fishing, and aesthetic purposes by the year 2010.

The Atlantic salmon disappeared from the Connecticut River
watershed in the nineteenth century when the Connecticut was
dammed.

7 Copy in the appendix.
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One of the major obstacles these smolt face is a safe downstream

passage. Presently, smolt migrating downstream may pass multiple

hydroelectric projects with no by-pass facilities ; where they may be

subjected to high mortality rates . Smolt stocked on the Deerfield would

face turbines on that river and at Holyoke . Functional smolt bypass

facilities or other strategies will be required for a successful smolt

program. This plan also addresses cold and warm water fisheries.

Fluctuating Water Flows and Their Affect on Fisheries

Several studies have been conducted concerning the affect of

fluctuating river flows on fish communities. Mark Bain, PhD, University of

Massachusetts, did research for his doctoral thesis on the Deerfield River.

Over a two year period he compared the affect of flows on the fish

community structure of the Deerfield, which is highly regulated, to the

West River, a tributary to the Connecticut River in southern Vermont, and

a relatively unregulated river. He concluded:

"The Deerfield River study reach represents an extreme

case of artificial flow fluctuation (both amplitude and frequency)

and consequently habitat instability. Based on a comparison of the

two rivers and trends within the Deerfield River, fish community

structure appears to be altered by highly fluctuating habitat

conditions .

"

These results correlate with other studies which have been completed

on this subject. In 1982, Schlosser found that rivers which experienced a

diversity of daily flows were found to contain fewer young fish and more
older fish as a result of this fluctuation. It has generally been found that

these fluctuations have a detrimental affect on young fish, reducing their

ability to survive. In addition, it places stress on older fish which must
constantly change their feeding and resting areas due to the habitat change
which occurs as a result of fluctuating flows. There is also concern that

fish will become stranded in isolated pools when these higher flow releases
begin to recede.
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In regard to macroinvertebrates , large flow fluctuations may increase drift

of these organisms . In other words , they are swept out of their habitat

downstream with the flow of water. Larger flows may disrupt the bottom

habitat utilized by macroinvertebrates

.

In contrast to this information is a short term study that was conducted

on the Savage River in Garrett County, Maryland by the Maryland

Department of Natural Resources. This study, "Effects of Whitewater

Releases on Trout and Macroinvertebrate Populations in the Lower Savage

River," examined the effects of controlled water releases on trout and

macroinvertebrate populations and developed recommended ramp-up and

ramp-down procedures

.

The Savage River is a trophy trout river. In June of 1988, the

Maryland International Canoe/Kayak Classic was held on the river in the

area of the Trophy Trout Management Area. In order to provide sufficient

Whitewater for practice runs and races, 1,000 cubic feet per second (cfs)

of water was released each day over a seven day period , in contrast to the

usual 50 cfs flow. Over this period the United States Army Corp of

Engineers released water at various ramp-up and ramp-down rates in order

to study the effect on fish and macroinvertebrates . Concerns for these

populations centered on stream bottom disturbance and increase in

macroinvertebrate drift. A second concern was that trout would be

stranded during ramp-down, with a third concerning water temperature in

a large , cold water pool

.

These results were concluded from this short term study:

1 . Trout populations at the existing population densities do not appear

to have a detectable adverse affect on the wild trout population in

the Lower Savage River.

8 Ramping is the rate at which water is released from a dam
facility.
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2. Stranding of trout under recommended ramp-down procedure was

minimal

.

3 . Macroinvertebrate drift did increase but there was an indication

that the Whitewater release had a catastrophic effect on the

macroinvertebrate community.

4 . These releases had no variance greater than fluctuations caused by

floods. Taking into account safety, water consumption, and

environmental impact, the following ramp-up and ramp-down
qprocedures were recommended:

Ramp-up

Base flow of 50 cfs

+75 125 cfs wait 30 minutes

+200 325 cfs wait 30 minutes

+200 525 cfs wait 30 minutes

+425 1000 cfs

Ramp-down

Reduce flow 200 cfs every 30 minutes

.

for the 'oeirfield^fv^^^f
6 thV theSe are N0T recommendations

river
Deerfield Rlver

'
*>ut merely the specific results for one
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Wildlife
10

There are a variety of wildlife habitats within the Deerfield River

watershed, including: hardwood, mixed wood, and soft wood forests,

riverine , old field , croplands , and wetlands . While no two types of wildlife

have exactly the same requirements for living, they all need food, cover,

and water. If these elements are of high quality, in ample quantity and

located near each other, most species of wildlife will benefit.

When habitat needs are met , wildlife populations can thrive . The

wildlife populations draw hunters and nature enthusiasts to the area. The

tourism generated by this attraction contributes to the local economy.

Income from hunting licenses have contributed to the preservation of

wildlife habitat and research in wildlife management

.

As increased development has left less open space for natural habitat,

game management techniques have developed intensive programs to

subsidize local wildlife populations. This is particularly true with the ring-

neck pheasant which is not native to North America and finds

Massachusetts to be at the northern range of its tolerable area to live and

reproduce . Most stocked game is taken by hunters in the same year they

are stocked.

Wildlife species which are hunted in the Deerfield River basin include

:

whitetail deer black bear

snowshoe hare cottontail rabbit

ring-neck pheasant ruffed grouse

raccoon gray squirrel

In addition, beaver, red and gray fox, bobcat, weasel, river otter, and

fisher are found in the area, and are at times trapped for their fur. Both

10 Game and nongame species of mammals, as well as bird species
with corresponding habitats, found in the Deerfield River watershed
are listed in the appendix.
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RARE ANIMAL SPECIES OF THE DEERFIELD RIVER BASIN
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RARE ANIMAL SPECIES OF THE DEERFIELD RIVER BASIN
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game and nongame species play an important role in the Deerfield River

Basin ecosystem.

Rare and Endangered Wildlife Species

The Deerfield River Watershed provides habitat for a diversity of

wildlife species that are either endangered or considered of special concern

by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program.

The species which most often catch the public's attention are those mammals

which are larger and, to some, more glamorous. This includes the

American bald eagle and the peregrine falcon which have been sighted

in the Deerfield River basin. While the importance of these species is

undeniable, the smaller and lesser known species such as the wood turtle,

spring salamander, and yellow lamp mussel should not be overlooked.

These species also have a unique role in the ecosystem. The habitat

requirements of these species often matches the needs of the more common

species . Thus , the maintenance of this habitat is important to all wildlife

species

.
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KUlVlAlSr IMPACT

The geologic and biologic landscape has clearly been affected by

humans . Even native americans had an impact on the environment , but not

in the aggressive way that European settlers have sought to manipulate the

Deerfield River valley. It is the result of European settlement in the region

that is the subject of this planning document, and so the history of that

settlement must be taken into consideration.

History Since European Settlement

1790 - 1820

The pattern of early European settlement in the Deerfield River

Watershed was shaped by agriculture, transportation, and water-powered

small industry. The original towns were Deerfield (incorporated in 1682),

and its satellite towns, Greenfield (1753), Conway (1767), and Colrain

(1761) . The changing pattern of development in the valley during the

industrial revolution and into the modern age was shaped by the railways

and roads, the availability of coal and electrical power, improving

technologies , and the development of a national market . Population

statistics reflect the dynamics of change in the Deerfield River valley.

In 1790, Conway was the most populated town, surpassing its parent

town of Deerfield . Settlers in the western part of Franklin County had

moved from Deerfield, and were seeking good, fertile land nearby. Thus,

they settled in Conway, Colrain and Greenfield. Conway was popular

because of its rolling fertile farmlands which enabled the community to be

self-sufficient, and because it was a major stopping point on the only road

through the upper Connecticut River Valley to Albany. In addition, the

South River was perfectly adapted for exploitation by dam, gristmill and

sawmill builders of that time. The North River in Colrain, which later

became important, was too big to harness in the late eighteen century.
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Between 1790 and 1820, the total population of these West County towns

grew by 26%. Conway lost 400 citizens and fell from first to third place in

population, while Colrain (the largest town in 1820) and Deerfield each

increased by more than 500 citizens. Hawley and Rowe doubled in

population, and Heath nearly tripled. By 1830, Ashfield, Colrain, Hawley,

Heath, and Rowe had all attained their highest population levels.

Deerfield

GreenfielcjL

Subtotal

Buckland

Colrain

Shelburne

Subtotal

Ashfield

Charlemont

Conway

Population Changes , 1790 ~ 1930

1790

718

;1/417

1/459

665

2>092

1620 tern 1940 1980

1 ,330 1, 868 I/912 2/684 4/517

1,498 1 ,339 1,756 15,672 18,436

1,828 3,207 3,668 18,356 22/953

1/037 ••./.::--i;0S4''
v

:--. 'l';527:
:

:r
;;'l.#

$'64

1/92B 1/917 1; 497 : 1/552

1/016 1,022 1,636 2,002

•3/981 4, 023 4 , 660 5;418

1,737 1,610

1,079 1,127

£:/692 •:':•.
:

:;l/409

872 1/458

789 1,149

944 1,213
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By the turn of the century, the technology of dam construction and of

water-powered mills had improved , making it economically feasible to

develop sites on the North River in Colrain and on the other larger

tributaries of the Deerfield. In addition, sites on the smaller streams that

had not been developed in 1790 were now utilized as other towns in the

Deerfield River valley competed for economic growth.

At the same time, transportation routes were improving. Turnpikes

were encouraged, licensed, and incorporated. The Fifth Massachusetts

Turnpike, which went through Charlemont and Rowe to points west, was

authorized about 1805. These turnpikes competed for traffic with the old

stagecoach routes . The combination of increased agricultural cultivation

,

whose products needed processing, of improved transportation, and of a

wider variety of water powered dams and mills , resulted in increased

development throughout the West County.

1820 - 1840

From 1820 - 1840, the total population of all these towns did not change.

The population gorwth by natural increase and immigration was now

matched by emigration west . Subsistence farmers were tired of coping with

small, stoney fields on steep hillsides and were attracted by promises of

large, open, fertile, stoneless tracts in New York, Ohio, and points west.

At the same time , the first indications of urbanization began to appear

.

Deerfield, Greenfield, Buckland, Colrain, and Shelburne all grew — with

Greenfield, as the newly identified county seat, growing the fastest. Part

of the growth was due to the new ability of dam and mill builders to develop

sites on the main stem of the Deerfield River. By 1840, exploitation of sites

at Salmon Falls (between Shelburne and Buckland) had begun.
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1840 - 1940

Between 1840 and 1940 there was a 400% increase in the population of

Deerfield and Greenfield. This area had become the industrial, commercial,

and government center for the lower Deerfield valley. The Buckland-

Shelburne-Colrain area also grew, but only by 16%. On the other hand,

the population fell by 48% in Ashfield, Charlemont, Conway, Hawley,

Heath, Monroe, and Rowe — from 7,003 in 1840 to 3,661 in 1940. The

change in population can again be accounted for by changes in agriculture,

transportation, and energy generation.

Agriculture

The pattern of intensive cultivation of land declined over this period

.

The primary cause was the opening up of the West , with the resultant

emigration of farming families . The opening of the West also made

sheepherding, which was a mainstay of the rural economy of Western

Franklin County in the first half of the nineteenth century , less profitable

.

Industrialization in the larger cities and towns made them attractive.

Economical farming could be done only with more machinery on larger plots

of flatter ground. Only on the floor of the Deerfield River valley, and in a

few locations on the plateau lands above, could such land be found. In

addition, the availability of cheap agricultural products brought in from

the West crowded the local products out of the market.

Transportation

Changes in the technology of transportation, and railroads in

particular, had an immense effect on the pattern of development. The first

railroads that had a major effect on the Deerfield River watershed were
outside the valley itself. The completion of the Boston to Albany railway

via Springfield, together with the connecting railroad from Springfield up
to Greenfield, made the Boston to Albany stagecoach companies obsolete by
the 1860's. Conway and Ashfield became isolated "hilltown" communities as

a result of the stagecoach decline. With the completion of the Hoosac
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Tunnel in 1876, the Boston & Maine Railroad began to service the entire

length of the Deerfield River valley in Franklin County, taking over all

freight and most of the passenger traffic going east and west . This was

supplemented by the New York, New Hampshire, and Hartford Railroad

which ran from Shelburne Junction (near Bardswell Ferry in Shelburne)

southward to Amherst, Springfield and Connecticut. From the 1870's until

1921, when this branch line stopped operating, Shelburne was positioned

as the major transportation junction in the Deerfield River valley. The New

York, New Hampshire, and Hartford Railroad bridge across the mouth of

the South River just below Bardswell Ferry on the Deerfield River, was the

highest railroad bridge in New England at the time of its construction. Its

abutments are still there.

These two major railroad lines were supplemented by a narrow gauge

line running up the Deerfield River valley from the eastern end of the

Hoosac Tunnel to Wilmington, Vermont, by the Conway trolley line leading

from the Deerfield River valley near Bardswell Ferry, to Conway up the

South River valley, and by the trolley line from Shelburne Falls (across

what is now the Bridge of Flowers) to Colrain.

By 1921, the last passenger train had run on this spur of the New

York, New Hampshire, and Hartford line. By 1958, the last passenger

train had run on the Boston & Maine. Also by that year, the trolley lines

had disappeared. Now the only rail service in the valley is the east-west

freight service, along the old Boston & Maine tracks. It also provides

infrequent and limited service within the valley. A new use has been found

for the existing tracks , with fiber optics lines used for telecommunication

being laid in the tracks right of way.

The downfall of the passenger and freight service within the valley was

brought about by the automobile and the construction of the road network.

The designation of the main east-west road as State Route 2 , and as the

Mohawk Trail, began in 1914 and continues through to the present day.

Most freight deliveries within the valley are now provided by trucks

.

Passenger service is provided by buses and private cars

.
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Power

Changing power generation technology has had a dramatic impact in the

valley and especially on the river itself. The first change was the

development of larger, more efficient dams and water-power wheels, and

then turbines , which resulted in the damming of larger streams , and the

construction of larger factories . Mills , taking advantage of this new

technology, developed at Buckland and Shelburne on the Deerfield River,

on the North River in Colrain, on the South River in Conway, and on the

Green River in Greenfield.

Water-Powered Mills or Hill Sites

Town 1870
Ashf ield 10
Buckland 9

Charlemont 9

Colrain 21

Conway 12

Deerfield 9

Greenfield
Hawley 16

Heath 6

Monroe 2

Rowe B

Shelburne IS 8

Total 110

IS 8 6 •':*

9

8

9

12

7

7

:/.

:

V

7

5

1

ill
_2

13 "'':

W973'M*:

1

6

• 3

1

3.3:
:
:

.1
;

3

_o

22

* Source: Federal Censuses for 1870 arid 1S80
* * Source : Franklin County Dam Inventory , 1979

In 1897, the first electrical power plant in the Deerfield River valley

was built in Shelburne Falls . It was powered by a water wheel driven
generator. The water power for this plant was replaced with a steam
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turbine in 1908. The steam plant was abandoned when the Gardner Falls

Dam and power plant was completed in 1909.

In 1898, the Shelburne Falls-Colrain Trolley Co. was incorporated,

drawing its power from a hydroelectric plant on the North River in Colrain

.

In 1930, this plant was shut down, followed shortly by the trolley line

itself. In 1910, the New England Power Company (NEP) was formed in

order to acquire water rights on the Deerfield and construct a number of

dams and plants to meet the rapidly increasing demand for electric power.

NEP began to buy up the smaller electric power enterprises that existed

along the Deerfield. Three development (Nos. 2,3, and 4) were built in

Shelburne Falls in 1912 and 1913. In 1915, Development No. 5 was

completed on the Deerfield River between Monroe and Rowe , replacing the

steam generator used to power the electric trains going through the Hoosac

Tunnel. In the 1920's, the Searsburg and the Harriman hydroelectric power

plants were completed on the upper reaches of the Deerfield River in

Vermont, and the Sherman plant was completed in Monroe. In 1960, Yankee

Rowe Nuclear plant was built adjacent to the Sherman plant's pond. In

1974, the Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Plant was completed with a new

Development No . 5 built at the head of its pond . A new plant was

completed at Fife Brook in 1974.

Conclusion

With the construction of hydroelectric plants and a nuclear power plant,

the current pattern of industrial and commercial development in the

Deerfield River Valley was formed . The concentration of this industry and

commerce in Greenfield and Deerfield, the development of Interstate 91,

and the opening up of the University of Massachusetts as an employment

center, as well as Greenfield's position as county seat, have created the

population pattern which we see today. By 1940, the combined populations

of Greenfield and Deerfield encompassed 68 . 8% of the total in the Deerfield

River valley. This proportion remained constant through 1980, as the total

population of the Deerfield River valley increased . A resurgence of

population growth in the seven hilltowns during the period of 1940 - 1980
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reflects the new status of these towns as bedroom communities , and as

locations for vacation and tourist facilities

.

ZONING

The towns along the Deerfield River are primarily rural and residential

in nature . Growth pressures are relatively new to the region and much of

the zoning has not caught up with the changing environment . In Franklin

County many of the river valley towns have begun comprehensive revisions

of their zoning in the past several years. In particular, Ashfield,

Bernardston, Deerfield, Greenfield, Heath, and Shelburne have worked on

zoning revisions to address the present and anticipated building and

development demands.

While the zoning in the towns abutting the Deerfield River is primarily

residential, there are exceptions made for the railroad. From the Vermont

border, the river is abutted by a five mile stretch of "unrestricted" zoning

in Rowe. In Buckland, between Purington and Depot Roads, the river is

abutted by three-quarters of a mile of industrial zoning. After the river's

oxbow in Charlemont, it is abutted on either side by industrial zoning. A
1.2 mile long stretch of industrial zoning is found on the Buckland side of

the river . Through the village of Shelburne Falls the river is abutted by

small sections of industrial and commercial zoning. More industrial zoning

is found above Deerfield's North Meadows where there is 2,083 feet of

industrial zoning abutting the river. There is also a small section of

commercial zoning just before the railroad tracks cross the river in

Deerfield. Finally, as the river empties into the Connecticut River in

Greenfield, it is abutted by 1.40 miles of industrial zoning.

Protective zoning for the river is in place in only two areas : 1 . 5 miles of

the riverfront between the Deerfield border and Route 91 , is designated as

an aquifer protection district. In addition, Greenfield has a set-back

requirement for development along the river and its tributaries. Overall,

however, the zoning of the communities in the Deerfield River valley does

not highlight the river as a resource to protected

.
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

Roads

State Route 2, the Mohawk Trail, is the major highway in the Deerfield

River valley, and the only major east-west road. Route 2, which starts in

Boston and goes into New York State, is well maintained and serves as a

major tourism artery for people seeking to enjoy the rural attractions of

Western Franklin County . It is a two lane highway of considerable width

which rides the hilly topography of the West County. To date, because of

relatively scattered patterns of residential development in this area, the

flow of traffic is generally good . At daily commuting times and at special

times of the year (fall foliage), traffic can become congested for short

periods of time . A new factor may soon come into play with the planned

development of the Museum of Contemporary Art in North Adams , at the

west end of Route 2 . If the museum is built , there will be substantially more

traffic . Preliminary traffic projections for the project indicate that as many

as 500,000 additional cars may travel Route 2 annually. Another major

project planned for the western end of Route 2 is the resort development at

the base of Mount Greylock . This too is expected to add significantly to

tourist traffic.

Route 2 follows the course of the Deerfield River from Zoar in

Charlemont south for about twelve miles to Shelburne Falls . There has

been relatively little residential or commercial development in this area and

the natural scenery is quite dramatic. The state Department of Public

Works has targeted this area for preservation of scenic vistas

.

The following traffic counts for Route 2 show 24 hours statistics for

traffic travelling in both directions at different locations

.
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ROUTE 2
State

Greenfield -

west of Route 5

of -Public ilfprks

^Wo&M^sm

Shelburne ^ : :;we:sfc;:;6:£

Shelburne - Tower Road 9*106 (198 7)

Charlemont - west of
East Oxbow Road 3* ( )

CharlemOttt ^ east;

The 1987 counts indicate an increase over the 1984 count just west of

Route 5 in Greenfield, and the 1986 count just over the Greenfield town line

into Shelburne. When the three 1987 locations are looked at together, the

figures numerically substantiate the conclusion of local residents — the

further west on Route 2, the thinner the overall traffic.

Two other state highways travel through the study area, both in north-

south directions. Route 8A moves through Hawley, Charlemont, and Heath

before reaching the Vermont border. It is a rural road, desperately in

need of repair and maintenance . Since Route 8A winds through quite rural

and undeveloped areas , it does not see much traffic on a regular basis . It

crosses the Deerfield River on the western edge of the village of

Charlemont , and shares one half mile of road with Route 2 before heading

north

.
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State Route 112 travels through Ashfield, Buckland, Shelburne,

Colrain, and then arrives at the Vermont border. Because it enters and

leaves Shelburne Falls, the center of the West County's commercial

activity, and is generally well maintained, it is more highly traveled than

Route 8A. The Ashfield-Buckland section of Route 112 moves through a

scenic stretch of working farmland , prompting some to hope for this part of

Route 112 to be designated as a "Scenic Farm Highway." Above Shelburne

Falls, Route 112 has provided good access to industrialized areas of Colrain

along the North River. North of Colrain center Route 112 is bounded by

active farmland. This state highway also provides scenic access to tourists

areas in southern Vermont

.

Interstate Route 91, a major four lane highway, travels north-south

through a small section of the watershed, and crosses the Deerfield River

in Deerfield . It also runs near the Deerfield River for three miles north of

the Connecticut River. Route 91 is has been key to residential and

commercial development in the area. Large scale industrial and commercial

development has been steadily climbing north along Route 91 . This trend

has added pressure to converting acres of fertile land in Deerfield and

Greenfield from agricultural to commercial use.

The local roads in the area, both paved and dirt, tend not to be as well

maintained as the state roads. Lean local budgets, Proposition 2-1/2, and

recent state budget crises make it exceedingly difficult for towns to

maintain their roads. The town of Rowe with its unique property tax base,

unlike the other local towns , impeccably maintains its roads

.

Railroads

While the railroad played a key role in the early economic development of

the Deerfield River valley, today its influence as an agent of change has

disappeared. Yet the railroad's presence as a close industrial neighbor to

the Deerfield River raises important issues

.

Guilford Transportation Inc. , with offices in Billerica, Massachusetts,
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owns the 32 miles of track from the Hoosac Tunnel, in Florida, to the

switching yard in East Deerfield. This run of railroad track follows the

course of the Deerfield River for 32 miles. Guilford Transportation, Inc.

,

is privately owned by Timothy Mellon; making Mr. Mellon the owner of the

greatest contiguous swath of property to abut the Deerfield River . Most of

this land is zoned as industrial or commercial property.

Eight daily trains (four each way) presently run along this stretch of

single and double track. There is a side track in Shelburne Falls and a

siding at the Rugg Lumber Co . in Greenfield . There is also a pole line

along the tracks which carries the signal system for the trains . In

addition, a fiber optics cable used by MCI for telephone transmission is

buried within the track system and provides an important revenue base for

Guilford

.

The railroad does not service local industry, but it does carry freight

through the area on a daily basis . While 25 years ago the railroad had the

largest payroll in the county, today 250 people are employed at the East

Deerfield yard and approximately 400 people live in the county and travel

to work for the railroad. Before the recent labor disputes, employees of

the railroad earned salaries well in excess of the local standards for pay

.

The standard of living in the county has been substantially affected by the

generous salaries previously paid by the railroad. Recently Guilford

Railroad has decreased the number of employees in this area and may
abandon the line along the Deerfield for rail use. There remains

speculation, however, that the line could be bought by other rail interests

and be reactivated. In the meantime, recreational groups are expressing
interest in the Rails to Trails program should the line in fact cease to carry
rail cars.

The railroad activity within the river corridor raises environmental
questions

.
Hazardous wastes are typically carried by rail and there is

reason to believe that hazardous wastes move through the Deerfield River
valley. Nine out of ten trail derailments result from bad tracks.

Therefore, it is important that track maintenance be a high priority for the
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railroad company.

Track maintenance occurs every year and results in the replacement of

100 of the 3,000 rail ties per mile of track. The old ties used to be either

dumped next to the track or burned . These practices , because of fire

hazards and pollution, are no longer allowed to be used. Local residents

report that creosote stained ties can still be found in areas near the tracks

and close to the river. Recently, the use of creosote in railroad ties has

been outlawed.

Another environmental concern is the use of herbicides. Once a year,

herbicides are applied to control vegetation along the tracks. Because of

the tracks proximity to the river, this may present a risk of surface water

contamination

.

Several large train wrecks occurred in this area . Some of these

accidents, which occurred in the 1960's and 1970's, may never have been

adequately cleaned up . Some residents claim to be able to point out

accident debris which still rests in and along the river.

While railroad use has dramatically declined from its highpoint early in

this century, its continued present so close to the Deerfield River makes it

a critical influence on the present and future uses of the river. The

materials it has transported and still transports , the disposal of its debris

,

the use of herbicides to keep the tracks open, and the potential for

derailment , all argue for serious inclusion of the railroad as a critical factor

in managing the Deerfield River's health and well being. Even the absence

of rail activity is significant . If the railroad ceases to operate along the

Deerfield, there is the potential for opening up a 32 mile long undeveloped

corridor of industrially and commercially zoned land

.

Airports

There are no airports within the study area. The closest airports for

private and business planes are in Turners Falls and Northampton.
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Buses

Regional bus service travels through the study area on Route 2 , with a

scheduled stop in Shelburne Falls . The Franklin Regional Transit

Authority offers some service to the area.

RECREATION

Fishing, boating, rafting, hiking, cross country skiing, and

sightseeing are the principal recreational activities in the region . While the

power companies have provided some recreational access and facilities

,

most recreational use is informal and scattered

.

At the present time, there is only a modest commercial recreation

presence in the Deerfield River valley. The largest commercial recreation

facility, Berkshire East Ski Area in Charlemont, does not attract the

throngs of skiers who frequent the larger Vermont slopes . Its customer

base has generally been local. Recently, a condominium project, designed

to compliment the ski area, has begun construction. The completion and

sale of all project units will expand the recreational use of the Berkshire

East Ski Area . There are also two small commercial efforts , which provide

cross country skiing recreation.

Recently, there has been an increase in recreational boating use of the

Deerfield River. There are three major commercial boating users of the

Deerfield River . Outdoor Center of New England uses the river for canoe

and kayak instruction as well as for formal and informal Whitewater

recreation. Zoar Outdoor uses the river for Whitewater rafting, canoeing,

and kayaking. Crabapple Whitewater provides Whitewater rafting. A
number of institutions also use the Deerfield for training and recreation.

The state's Department of Environmental Management's "1988-1989

Statewide Comprehensive Open Space and Outdoor Recreation Plan, For

Our Common Good," reports that there is a greater demand for boating and
swimming in the region that there is presently capacity. The commercial
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TYPES OF RECREATIONAL USES, 1982*

DEERFIELD RIVER PROJECT

(A) Visitor count for Calender Year 1982.

1. Total number of "Drop In" Visitors

2. Forty Scheduled Tours, Totaled

Total

(B) Utilization of Surrounding Recreational Facilities,

4,812
576

5,388

1. Cross County Hiking

2. Overnight Camping

3. Bird Watching

4. Mountain Climbing

5. Natural Photography

6. Cross County Motorcycling

7. Dunbar Brook Picnic Area

8. Fishing the Deerfield River
(the catch and release area)

9. Snowmobiling

10. Cross Country Skiing

11. Cross Country Snowshoeing

12. White Water Canoeing/Rafting

13. Metal/Mineral Detecting

14. Antique Car Rallies - none
scheduled this year

15. Motorcycle Rallies

16. Sports Cars Time and Distance
Rallies - none scheduled this year

17. Wild Mushroom Picking

18. Raspberry/Blackberry Picking

2% 538

12% 647

5% 269

5% 269

7% 377

5% 269 (see Note a)

10% 539 (see Note b)

25% 1,347 (see Note c)

3% 162

3% 162

2% 108

5% 269

2% 108

2%

2%

2%

108

108

108 (see Note d)

NOTES: (a) For Items 1 through 6, the total could be increased 4 times if one
is to consider other accesses to the facilities.

(b) Add 576 to this total, since most scheduled tours to the Pumped
Storage Plant bring along picnic lunches.

(c) Adjust this total by multiplying by 3 if one is to consider the
Deerfield to where it joins the Cold River.

(d) For Items 9 through 18, increase total 2 times if considering other
accesses.

* Source: NEP in-house memorandum



BOATING USE OF THE DEERFIELD RIVER
Data compiled by Zoar Outdoor, Inc.

Recreational Boating Users for 1989

PRIVATE

661 user-days indicated in Paddlers Log for hald the
summer of 1989. Double this figure,

TOTkh t 1322'- user-days * .

•'

..

:

.;y;

COMHERCIAI*

Outdoor Center of New England: 500
Zoar Outdoor: 393
^Crapapp'le-.-Whiteva.ter : ( 40

>

Wildwater Outfitters: 30
Others: (50)

TOTAL: 1013 user-days,

Hampshire College: (50)
Nobles & Greenough: 14
Mutney School : ( 15

}

U.S, Navy: 100

TOTkht ''

21 4 user-days r
•••:•...

:>;T0TAL;
:

BSTTlMftTE ..USE 1989 *•:"2549 -/User-days .•
:

•:

/Numbers^:::inparenthe
from the sources cited or phone conversations with those
rin.^olyed -with;

.

.thev;»pecific program.- •::'•••

: :,; ,.,.;
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boating enterprises may help to address the boating shortage

.

The power companies provide recreation facilities for public use. SE?

owns and operates recreational facilities along the length of the river.

Northeast Utilities at its Gardner Falls plant area has constructed a picnic

area with parking, tables, charcoal grills, toilet facilities, and a scenic

path to the edge of the river. A trail system was created by the two power

companies in the 1970's, with management responsibility left to the state.

Maintenance of those trails has generally been neglected, and therefore the

quality of the trail system for recreational use has deteriorated

.

In 1982, NEP surveyed the recreation uses of its recreational facilities .

In addition to its developed recreational facilities , the power companies own

significant tracts of land within the watershed. These lands are almost all

open to the public for passive recreation use, and provide an important

resource for the region.

While scattered private recreational use is dominant in the watershed

,

two activities, because of the frequency of use and users* commitment to

their pastime, stand out: fishing and boating. Both activities, rely on the

waters of the Deerfield River for their enjoyment.

A fishing study, completed in 1977 by two aquatic biologists, one

working for NEP and the other for the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife, produced a creel census for the Deerfield River. This report

concluded that the Deerfield River fishery has been fairly stable . It was
reported that 8,000 to 10,000 annual fishing trips were made to the

Deerfield River, which averaged about three hours in length. The catch
during these trips was overwhelmingly trout; 90-99%. During holidays and
on weekends, 39% of the people fishing were from the urban centers along
the Connecticut River valley, 36% from the North Adams-Wilhamstown area,

17% from further distances and 8% were from local towns . On weekdays , the
local percentage climbed to 17% and to 46% for the North Adams-Williamstown
area. The highest fishing pressures always occur on the first two
weekends of the fishing season. 80-98% of the trout harvest is taken within
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the first eight weeks of the fishing season, although the two "catch and

release" areas on the upper Deerfield provide fishing opportunities all

season long.

The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife is developing a

Fisheries Management Plan for the Deerfield River. While presently in draft

form, the state is looking to enhance the trout population of the river and

to assure salmon presence in the Deerfield by using functional bypass

facilities. This plan's purpose "is to serve as a guide in the development of

these studies (for relicensing) and to the implementation of actions

necessary to assure and enhance the integrity of the resource base that

supports the existing fishery."

While there are no precise recreational boating use statistics for the

Deerfield River, Zoar Outdoor has collected data from 1989 use which

presents a rough estimate of recent boating use . Given the recent

attention paid to the Deerfield River by commercial boating interests it

appears that the numbers of recreational boating users is likely to

increase . Certainly , the Whitewater users of the river believe that with

altered management by the power companies, the river could become one of

the premiere Whitewater rivers in the United States and become a major

recreational and tourist draw.

The reason for this optimism about Whitewater boat use on the Deerfield

River is based on experience in other regions . The Deerfield is much

closer to urban areas than other rivers with high boating use . The

phenomenon of commercial rafting can produce swift increase in user

numbers. The Kennebec River, between 1983 and 1985, saw 6,000

additional rafters; an increase of 35%. During the same period, rafting on

the Penobscot River grew by 58% The Ocoee River in Tennessee has, also,

experienced expanded rafting use, growing from 6,000 in 1977 to 140,000 in

1988; well over a 2,000% increase in eleven years.

A study of the economic impact of Whitewater boating on the Gauley

River in West Virginia reported than an annual average of 14,539 rafters
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(1980-1982) used that river. The study found that "total impacts of this

rafting activity presently account for $10.11 million" and "the total impact

of Gauley River rafting on income amounts to $4,02 million." The creation

of 140 jobs was directly related to rafting activity. This study's results

"mean simply that every dollar spent per visitor day on the Gauley River

generates an increase of $2.27 in sales in the state and $.90 in income

generated .

"

While the economic benefits of rafting may seem compelling, the indirect

costs to local towns of increased demands on municipal services and the

environment require study. The report on Whitewater rafting on the

Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers states that "the principal effect of

commercial rafting on the river environment which requires attention is

that of soil erosion, soil compaction, and root exposure at river sites

visited by rafters."

The data suggests that the substantial Whitewater appeal of the

Deerfield River could easily be converted into much more frequent use of

the river for this recreational use . Statistics indicate that rafting use of

rivers is growing robustly and that enthusiasts will travel great distances

to avail themselves of Whitewater experiences . The potential impacts , both

economic and environmental, upon the communities and the ecosystem,

should be studied.
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POWER PRODUCTION

Hydroelectric Developments

There are eight hydroelectric developments located on the Deerfield

River in Massachusetts

.

HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS
IN MASSACHUSETTS
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Sherman Development

Straddling the Vermont-Massachusetts state line is the Sherman

Development. The dam and the powerhouse, which contain the 7,200 KW

hydroelectric unit , are in Massachusetts . The reservoir also provides once

through cooling for Yankee Atomic Electric Plant . Reservoir levels

typically fluctuate over the four foot flashboards at this site on a weekly

basis . The reservoir may be lowered as much as five feet below the

spillway in times of extreme electrical production . It may also be lowered to

this level to create stormwater storage. Flows through the Sherman

powerhouse range from 550 to 1,200 cfs.

Development No. 5

The Development No. 5 project has two dams with diversions. The first

is on the main stem at river mile 41. The second is on Dunbar Brook just

upstream of the brook's confluence with the Deerfield at mile 34. With an

extensive diversion canal and penstock system, water is removed from the

river bed for a total of 14,941 feet where it powers a 17,550 KW
hydroelectric unit at the No. 5 station. There is a constant minimum

discharge of 25 cfs into the river bed below the No. 5 dam. The No. 5

Station typically generates when Sherman Station generates and has a flow

range of 550 cfs to 1,008 cfs.

Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Facility

The Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Facility is downstream of Development

No. 5. This project is a double reservoir system that does not involve the

constant use of river water. Essentially, the water is pumped from the

lower reservoir which is formed behind Fife Brook, to the upper reservoir

in low electricity demand periods , and discharged from the upper reservoir

through the powerhouse and into the lower reservoir during high energy

demand periods . This produces electricity when it is most needed and cost

effective

.
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Fife Brook

The lower Bear Swamp reservoir is the principle containment for the

generating station at Fife Brook. This reservoir contains approximately

4 r600 acre feet of useable storage with a maximum drawdown of 50 feet.

The dam at the lower reservoir is an impermeable core rockfill dam. Its

maximum height is 130 feet. It is 900 feet long. The concrete gravity

spillway structure is 109 feet long. A concrete intake structure 55 feet

long is connected to a 10 foot diameter penstock leading to the Fife Brook

Powerhouse

.

The Fife Brook powerhouse contains a vertical shaft Francis Turbine

connected to a generator capable of producing 11.25 megawatts. The

operating head is 98 feet. The 11.25 megawatt power production occurs at

a flow of 1 ,050 cfs. There is a 125 cfs minimum flow restriction on this

section of the river.

Development No. 4

At Development No . 4 , the water is impounded in a two mile long pond

.

The dam is equipped with 6-8 feet of flashboards depending upon the time

of year. Water is sent through 1,514 feet of tunnel to the power production

facility where three 1600 KW hydroelectric units are sited. There is no

minimum flow required below the No . 4 impoundment

.

Development No. 3

Located in Shelburne Falls , Development No . 3 has a 1 . 3 mile

impoundment. A 1,547 foot diversion canal and a penstock divert water to

three 1,600 KW hydroelectric units. Flows from the powerhouse range from

200 - 1,400 cfs. The No. 3 impoundment has 6 foot high flashboards which

water frequently spills over. Storage between the flashboards and spillway

crest elevation is used to supplement inflows for peak power production

during the five day work week . No minimum flow is required below the No

.

3 impoundment.
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Gardner Falls Development

Operated by Northeast Utilities , the Gardner Falls impoundment

extends approximately 3,200 feet up the Deerfield River. Wooden

flashboards increase the spillway by 2 . 35 feet . The powerhouse units are

controlled by a float in the pond which allows the water to fluctuate about

1 . 8 feet . If the pond continues to rise due to high flow conditions , then

additional water is passed over the dam. The Gardner Falls Development

has a 1 , 300 foot long power canal which runs parallel to the river and to the

power house where four hydroelectric units are powered , with a total of

3,580 KW capacity. The total discharge from these units when operating is

1420 cfs. There is no minimum flow required in the riverbed at this

facility

.

Development No. 2

The most southerly hydroelectric development is No . 2 . This

impoundment reaches up the river roughly 1 . 5 miles . There are no

diversions or canals at this facility. There are three 1,600 KW
hydroelectric units in the powerhouse. The operation is similar to No. 3 in

that the normal station operation calls for peaking over the five day work
week with inflows being supplemented by storage provided by the

difference between the elevation of the flashboards and spillway crests

.

During non-peak times , the No . 2 station provides an average daily

minimum flow of 100 cfs downstream so that no shutdowns occur for a period

longer than four hours

.

Potential Stillwater Site

The Stillwater section of the river was considered as a potential site for
a hydroelectric development in 1981 by the Massachusetts Municipal
Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC). That project was abandoned after
serious opposition by local environmental groups 1 and concerned citizens.

*•, / Th€
l P

eerfield River Valley Chapter of Trout Unlimited andthe Connecticut River Watershed Council, Inc. '
ana
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Nuclear Energy

In addition to the hydroelectric facilities in the watershed , there is a

nuclear power plant . Yankee Atomic Nuclear Plant is located on the river

in Rowe. Built in 1958, the plant is up for a license renewal in 1997. The

Nuclear Plant is owned by Yankee Atomic Electric Company, a consortium of

eight utilities. Annually, the plant produces 1.2 billion KWH, and works in

conjunction with Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Plant for maximizing the use

of its energy production.

SEWAGE TREATMENT

Shelburne Wastewater Treatment Facility

The Shelburne plant is a facility shared by Buckland and Shelburne and

located in Buckland. The plant was constructed in 1974. Location of the

outflow pipe is in the Deerfield riverbed where a pipe extends out about 30

feet from the shore discharging four to six feet below the river surface

.

The plant accepts effluent from septic tanks from the residents of both

towns as well as having direct service connections with households

.

Plant capacity is 250,000 gallons per day. Overloads sometimes occur

during spring thaws and rains which can mean that untreated effluent is

discharged directly into the river. To correct this situation storm drain

run-offs have not been included in the system for the past five years . 90-

95% of the suspended solids are removed through treatment. Solids are not

discharged into the river, although they do sometimes escape directly into

the river pipe in the spring during conditions of high water. Industrial

discharges are said to be limited to carwash and laundries

.

Monroe Bridge Sewage Treatment Plant

Built in 1972, the Monroe Bridge Plant serves about 32 families in the

center of Monroe. The facility will accept sludge pumped from residents'

septic tanks . The plant is an extended aeration system with a capacity to
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handle 28 , 000 gallons per day and an estimate flow of 8 , 000 gallons per

day. Discharge is into Phelps Brook which is less than 100 yards from the

Deerfield River. Data on the quality of effluent are not available.

When constructed , the plant was designed to accept effluent from the

Glassine Factory; the only industry in town. In 1985, the Glassine Factory

closed. Although this was a major financial blow to the community, there

has been an improvement in the water quality in that section of the river

which is attributed to the closing of the factory.

Veratec Wastewater Treatment Plant

The Veratec Wastewater Treatment Plant is located on the North River

two miles from the Deerfield River in the village of Griswoldville in Colrain.

The plant was originally built in 1970, and is commonly known as Kendall

Mill. 97% of the plant's usage is from industry. The remaining usage is

from 30 homes in the village of Griswoldville. The facility does not have the

capacity to connect more residences, nor to accept septage. In 1987, DEP

presented the "Best Run Industrial Plant in the State" award to the

facility, and the Massachusetts Audubon Society has written about it as

being very river conscious. The facility offers a "soil incorporation"

program for area farms and sludge reuse program . Veratec is a subsidiary

of International Paper Co.

The plant is rated for 1.25 million gallons per day, and the current

average is 1 million gallons per day. 100,000 gallons per day is from non-

industrial usage. There is no rain infiltration or grease, and there is

separate storm drainage. The effluent is not chlorinated and

bacteriological counts are not conducted because the bleaching agents used

in the manufacturing process are considered to be adequate disinfectants

.
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Greenfield Pollution Control Plant

The Greenfield plant is on the Green River at the confluence with the

Deerfield . This is also near the junction of the Connecticut and Deerfield

Rivers. The plant serves 18,000 people and many commercial/industrial

facilities in Greenfield . The largest of these industrial faculties , a

silversmith and a plater/metal finisher, pre-treat their discharges. The

Greenfield facility will only accept septic tank sewage which comes from

within Greenfield . There is community concern that growth pressures will

force the plant to lower its effluent standards and have a negative impact

on the environment.

The plant is designed to operate at 3.2 million gallons per day, and the

current average is about 1 . 9 to 2 million gallons per day . The method of

treatment is through circulating raking. The plant seldom exceeds

capacity, but conditions of long, heavy rains reduce the plant's efficiency

and combined sewer overflow is an existing problc:: There are plans to

discharge into the Deerfield rather than the Green River and to upgrade

the plant by 1995.

Old Deerfield Wastewater Treatment Plant

The Old Deerfield plant was constructed in 1969 and went on line in

1971. The present plant life is considered by the plant supervisor to be

overextended , and upgrading the facility should be a priority . In

addition, industrial and commercial development are growing problems for

water quality in the plant.

The plant is designed for handling 250,000 gallons per day. The

current flow is approximately 125,000 gallons per day with a 150,000 to

160,000 maximum capacity. Peak loads are due to rainfall infiltration, cellar

drains, and foundation drains built in the 1940's which were connected to

the system when the plant went into operation.
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The treatment method used is extended aeration/pressure feed. All

structures are enforced concrete. Tanks consist of a clarifier, two primary

sludge storage tanks, and a contact-chlorine processing tank. The volume

of the plant which discharges into the Deerfield River varies considerably

depending on whether the several boarding schools in Old Deerfield are in

session.

OTHER DISCHARGES

Charlemont

Charlemont is the largest town on the Deerfield River that is not

treating its waste . There is a wastewater treatment facility in the planning

stage, however. Figures on direct, untreated discharge into the Deerfield

River in Charlemont are 19,875 gallons per day from residential dwelling

units, and 8,325 gallons per day from business.

Ashfield

Ashfield which lies on the South River in the watershed , also has been

cited for inadequate disposal of the waste generated in its village center.

Ashfield 's Board of Health is presently evaluating a study of individual

households within the village area towards recommending a series of

solutions to correct this situation . The townspeople of Ashfield voted down

a proposed plan for a sewage treatment plant two years ago because of its

projected expense.

LANDFILLS, DUMPS, AND DEBRIS

While there are no landfills within the river corridor in Massachusetts , a

trip on the Deerfield River points out ten to twelve sites of unauthorized

dumping. These sites are not readily visible from roads but can be seen

from the river. Discarded white goods, railroad ties, and other kinds of

human debris are being clandestinely dumped along the Deerfield River.

With the cost of solid waste disposal increasing, a trend towards roadside,
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illegal dumping is likely to continue

.

In different sections , the river also holds industrial debris which lies

submerged or hidden in the water posing serious danger to those using the

river for recreation. For example, metal poles which are used to keep

flashboards in place are swept downstream during times of powerful water

flow in the river. Generally, these are retrieved when water levels recede.

While instances of debris in and along the Deerfield River have not reached

such density to cause immediate alarm, they pose a growing threat to the

health of the river and the safe enjoyment of its waters

.

ECONOMY

The economy of the Deerfield River valley has been hard hit by the

Massachusetts recession, residential growth pressures, and cuts in state

funding. The economic base includes agriculture and forestry, tourism,

power generation, and recreation. The communities are working to revive

local economies and are looking in many directions for the answer.

Forestry

In the past 28 years , while residential and commercial development has

grown in Franklin County, forested land has also increased by 7%. There

are 13,958 acres registered as tree farms in western Franklin County. The

value of wood as a raw product has not kept up with inflation , however

,

which serves as a disincentive for forestry activities . Much of the wood

harvested locally for lumber is shipped out of the area for processing at

high volume plants, only to return for sale and use as finished lumber. In

addition to wood produced for processing, there are many people that rely

on annual sales from their "wood lots" to supplement their incomes. Until

the price for raw wood grows significantly, forestry will likely maintain a

low economic profile in this area

.
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Agriculture

Agriculture has traditionally been important to the economy of the

Deerfield River valley. Between 1952 and 1972, however, working farmland

decreased by 20% in the towns of the watershed. Dairy farming, long the

agricultural base of the area, has endured steady decline. Within Franklin

County the annual value of farm products sold is nearly 25 million dollars,

with dairy farming still accounting for 45% of this total. Federal milk

regulations and the shortage of farm labor continue to contribute to the

erosion of the local farm economy.

Tourism

While it is clear that tourism plays a major role in the economy of the

Deerfield River valley, it is difficult to determine the scope of that impact.

Information from the U.S. Travel Data Center's 1985 report, "Domestic

Travel in Massachusetts Counties," shows that less than half of 1% of travel

expenditures for the state are spent in Franklin County. This study

reported that countywide 408 people were employed in travel/tourism jobs

with an aggregate payroll of $4,379,000. Local tax receipts from tourism

within Franklin County were $147,000. Direct annual travel revenues for

Franklin County were shown to be $24,727,000: by far the smallest revenue

of any county in the Commonwealth.

Because of the thriving business climate in the state in 1985, tourism

was growing 38% faster than the national rate. The dominant form of travel

was short, getaway trips, with 70% of the trips being for three or fewer

nights. Over half the travelers took three or more trips per year. 60% of

the visitors earned more than the national median household average

income, while 30% earned more than $50,000 annually. 52% were college

graduates
. While these statistics cannot be used to create a precise profile

of tourism in the study area, they certainly show that Franklin County, as

the most rural county in the state, does not receive the degree of economic

impact from tourism found in other parts of the state

.
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The Franklin County Chamber of Commerce reports that 10,000 tourists

stop annually at their Visitor Information Center near the junction of

Routes 2 and Interstate 91 . The scenery of the Mohawk Trail was listed as

the number one tourist draw to the area, with Historic Deerfield second,

and the attractions of Shelburne Falls, third. While tourists years ago

were likely to spend a week around the Mohawk Trail, the Chamber reports

that today the average length of the visit is likely to be two or three days

.

The Chamber also reported that "scenery used to be a larger draw," while

today, tourists are looking to visit specific places for entertainment and

recreation

.

Tourism's impact on the study area is presently tied to specific events,

such as Old Deerfield's Craft and Antique Shows, and times of the year,

such as fall foliage and sugaring season . In May and June and again in the

fall for Parent's Day weekends, the activities at the local private schools

draw many travelers to the area. The Deerfield River valley offers the

quiet, low-key pleasures of non-resort tourism. The travelers who come to

this area find cultural events , such as summer music concerts , recreational

resources , and a pace of life which fits with the natural surroundings of

the rural towns and villages . The glamour and allure of resort amenities

found in other areas is not to be found in western Franklin County.

Increasing tourism as a revenue source for the Deerfield River valley is

a popular idea. In particular, enhanced use of the river itself as a

recreational resource is seen as having the potential for drawing large scale

tourism into the area. Some view this as a positive and by others as a

negative when they consider the strip development pressures and traffic

problems that this may create along Route 2.

There are both state and local efforts to attract people to Western

Massachusetts as a tourist destination. In addition, local communities are

beginning to consider whether their zoning is suitable for handling

development pressure created by tourism, and to be able to take

appropriate actions in response.
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Power Generation

The Deerfield River has been called one of the hardest working rivers

in the country. Since 1904, its water has been generating electricity. The

Greenfield Electric Light and Power Company constructed the Gardner Falls

project in 1903 - 1904. In 1934, the company's name was changed to

Western Massachusetts Electric Company, which is presently a subsidiary

of Northeast Utilities. Since that time, the waters of the Deerfield have

been harnessed to create the highest concentration of hydroelectric

generating facilities in New England

.

New England Power Company (NEP) operates eight hydroelectric plants

along the river; six in Massachusetts, and two in Vermont. Western

Massachusetts Electric Company owns and operates the Gardner Falls plant

in Buckland. The Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Plant, owned by NEP, was

constructed in the mid-1970's.

Data for NEP's eight plants shows that the combined average annual

generation, measured in megawatts hours (MWH), for these facilities is

314,200 MWH. Northeast Utilities' Gardner Falls plant annually generates

an average of 16,526 MWH, bringing this annual total to 330,726 MWH. In

addition, Yankee Atomic Power Plant annually generates 130 million MWH at

its facility.

The economic impact of power generation in the Deerfield River basin

can be separated into two categories

:

1) value of power as product and,

2) money which the power companies spend locally.

The value of generated electricity can vary substantially depending
upon when it is sold. The demands for electricity fluctuate and the value
per megawatt hour changes with the demand. Being able to generate and
sell electricity at peak power demand periods results in greater income for
the power companies. The price of hydroelectricity ranges from $25 to $100
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per MWH. Assuming an average value of $50 per MWH of power produced,

the eight plants along the Deerfield River annually generate an average

amount of electricity worth $16,536,000. Electricity produced by Yankee

Atomic sells for considerably less . They average 55 cents per MWH , for a

total annual value of $71.5 million. Thus, the total value of energy

generated is in excess of $88 million.

The power companies are also a significant employer in the region. NEP

employs 70 people at its facilities along the Deerfield , with a payroll

of$3, 000, 000. Additionally, 30 people locally are employed as construction

workers and other support personnel, which adds $1,000,000 to NEP's local

payroll presence. Northeast Utilities at Gardner Falls employs between five

and ten people . Yankee Atomic Electric Company in Rowe , wholly owned by

eleven utility companies, has between 130 and 150 employees. Together the

power companies employ about 300 people locally, with a payroll in the

range of $10,000,000.

The power companies also are significant contributors to the local

economy through local property and personal taxes . As the table below

shows, New England Power, the utility with the largest ownership of land

within the study areas, pays substantial taxes to local towns, as does

Northeast Utilities . In addition to local taxes paid by New England Power

and Northeast Utilities, Yankee Electric Company pays $400,000 in annual
o

municipal taxes to the town of Rowe.

For a number of local communities , the power companies are the largest

taxpayers . The growing financial demands on small towns combined with

the recent reductions of state aid to towns, adds to the significance of the

tax revenue from the power companies

.

When tax payments to Rowe from all three power companies
are combined, 94% of Rowe's tax base is provided by this source.
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TOWN NEW ENGLAND POWER NORTHEAST UTILITIES % OF TOWN TAXES PAID

Read Estate Pers. Prop Real Estate Pers. Prep

|;;£;;|;;;;;;£;;;;|£;;;;l;£;l£

Buefcland $132,365 $14,807 x;;$2$;06i;^; $12;517 :;:;:;:;20%;;

Charlanont $14,572 $18,470 $205 !:!j;;i:jjiSI;!j

Colrain $6,537 W^^0MWttj&i

Conway $6,081 $1,042 ^jiliiiS^jiiji:!:; $17,668 j|iiii

Deerfield $2,211 :ii!J:ii;:!i^:i:ii;ii;;ili&lfe^SftW^M^M 2%

Greenfield $836 $4,002 $29,057 $126,507 2%

Bawley $4,640 $41 2%

Heatfe $123;013 WM-^M: $7,145 iijiiiijIjlSl!!

Florida $5,720 $540,719 $11,112 57%

Monroe $57,664 $5,090 o liijiiiiiSSfciftS;;;;;!:;;!
;•;•:; 38%

:^^i;;;x:^,ii4;:;x $67$,530 W&&&M $4,281 62%

Shelfcurne $10,999 $24,096 $3>389 $20,631 7%

Total $459,375 $1,301,$27 $61,734 $245,133

IN ADDITION, YANKEE ELECTRIC COffANY PAYS APPROXIMATELY $400,000/YEAR TO ROVE FOR THE YANKEE

ATCtGC POWER PLANT . Rowe then.has 94% of their Ewnicipal taxes paid by pc^r a

TOTAL LOCAL TAXES PAID BY POWER COMPANIES: $2,468,129

* Figures from Rowe are from FY 1990, but are eonparable toFY 1989.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals and objectives which have been identified for the Deerfield

River are the product of dozens of hours of meetings by the Deerfield River

Comprehensive Management Plan Advisory Committee and its

subcommittees . The goals and objectives reflect the concerns of the

community, as well as special interest groups, and the utilities: all of whom

were involved in the process . A complete list of the Advisory and

Subcommittees can be found in the appendix.

Goals

Seven goals were identified by the Advisory Committee. They were

ranked in importance through a voting process . The result of this

prioritization is as follows

:

1 . Improve and protect water quality throughout the river

basin

.

2 . Protect open space within the river basin in order to protect

habitat , and the rural character of communities

.

3 . Manage the river for multipurpose uses , including hydro

power and recreation, in a manner which, wherever possible

enhances the existing ecosystem, and /or at least minimizes the

negative impact on that ecosystem.

4 . Establish Deerfield River Compact , to work with communities to

implement the Deerfield River Management Plan, ensure

compatible zoning and review developments with a regional

impact

.

5. Guide residential, commercial, and industrial development

through zoning and other appropriate measures to protect

resources and to ensure that new development does not exceed
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the infrastructure of the towns in the river basin.

6 . Increase recreational use of all types and provide appropriate

facilities for these uses

.

7. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

Objectives

The Advisory Committed identified objectives for each goal.

1 . IMPROVE AND PROTECT WATER QUALITY THROUGHOUT THE RIVER

BASIN.

A. Identify pollution, both point and non-point sources along the

river, potential new sources of pollution and areas with potential for

hazardous spills or leaks.

B . Create citizen water quality monitoring program

.

C. Create agreement among state, federal, and local governments

concerning a solution, a time frame, and a funding strategy for

correcting the surface water quality problems in the Deerfield River.

D

.

Maintain river flows to ensure water quality standards

.

E. Develop an education program to inform local citizens about the

water quality of the Deerfield and what can be done about it.

F. Gather information about hazardous materials being

transported through towns and examine communities' rights in

regard to the controls available for limiting this transportation.
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G . Work to educate and reform identified polluters

.

H. Work with Boards of Health, Planning Boards, and Conservation

Commissions to develop and adopt zoning and other by-laws and

regulations to protect water quality, including underground storage

tank regulations.

I. Work with users, state, and towns to prevent hazardous material

spills and to ensure individuals and officials are trained and equipped

for proper control and cleanup

.

J. Work with state and local Department of Public works to reduce,

eliminate, or find alternatives to road salt use in the watershed

drainage area.

K . Work with farmers to leave vegetated strips between fields and the

river and for best use practices for fertilizer and pesticide application

.

L . Work with foresters to use best management practices for harvest

near river and tributaries

.

M . Help communities find funding for waste water treatment

construction or upgrades, such as Ashfield, Charlemont, and

Greenfield

.

N. Work with state and local officials to create a sludge standard and

sludge pretreatment standard for both public and private producers of

sludge.

O. Conduct survey of eroded areas on river.

P. Identify stabilization techniques for eroded areas, including natural

vegetation control and other bio-engineering techniques

.
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Q. Work with railroad to address poorly maintained and graded

tracks which result in runoff and increase chances of derailment

.

R . Work with railroad to clean up stockpiled creosote soaked railway-

ties along banks.

S . Delineate aquifers and critical recharge areas

.

T. Locate all possible sources of groundwater contamination.

2. PROTECT OPEN SPACE WITHIN THE RIVER BASIN IN ORDER TO
PROTECT HABITAT AND THE RURAL CHARACTER OF THE
COMMUNITIES.

A . Identify environmentally sensitive areas

.

B . Direct growth and use away from sensitive areas

.

C . Encourage and participate in streamlining the process for

designating Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

.

D . Work with landowners to donate conservation restrictions on their

land.

E. Support private acquisition of land through land trusts to ensure

long term preservation.

F. Encourage power companies to purchase open space along the

river and impose conservation restrictions

.

G
.
Encourage railroad to donate conservation restrictions on riparian

lands

.

H
.
Increase local technical assistance to town boards

.
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I . Encourage towns to adopt by-laws which protect important open

space in their community.

J. Support legislation that protects agriculture, and supports efforts

to keep area agriculture, horticulture, and forestry businesses

viable

.

K . Participate on state level to increase money available for open space

protection.

L . Conduct and update an ongoing open space planning process

.

3. MANAGE THE RIVER FOR MULTIPURPOSE USES, INCLUDING HYDRO
POWER AND RECREATION, IN A MANNER WHICH, WHEREVER
POSSIBLE, ENHANCES THE EXISTING ECOSYSTEM, AND/OR AT
LEAST MINIMIZES THE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THAT ECOSYSTEM.

A . Review the results of the utility and state recreation and fisheries

studies and amend this plan to include cfs and ramping information

.

B . Ensure that all purposes receive adequate flows with equal

consideration given to all uses

.

C . Restore minimum flow to the entire Deerfield River system

.

D

.

Provide consistent measurement of flows at relevant locations

.

E. Benefits to the ecosystem, and its enhancement, should

be important criteria for evaluating any proposed flow

regimes

.

F. Manage flow so erosion is not a problem.

G

.

Continue to generate hydroelectricity in a fashion

that is compatible with the biosystem.
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H. Optimize flow for aesthetic reasons.

4. ESTABLISH DEERFIELD RIVER COMPACT, TO WORK WITH

COMMUNITIES TO IMPLEMENT PLAN, ENSURE COMPATIBLE ZONING,

AND REVIEW DEVELOPMENTS OF A REGIONAL IMPACT.

A. Explore the most appropriate forum for this Compact to operate in

terms of legal, business, and political considerations.

B . Establish composition of Compact

.

C . Solicit representation from the leadership in each community to

meet regularly to establish the issues that the Compact needs to

address.

D. Create the Deerfield River Compact.

E . Educate public and local government on the goals and

implementation of the Comprehensive Management Plan.

F. Enhance interstate cooperation.

G. Draft legislation with specific procedures for reviews, designation

of critical environmental areas, and funding.

H. Become involved in outreach and publicity for referendum and/or
Town Meeting efforts

.
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5. GUIDE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ZONING AND OTHER APPROPRIATE

MEASURES TO PROTECT RESOURCES AND TO ENSURE NEW
DEVELOPMENT DOES NOT EXCEED INFRASTRUCTURE OF TOWNS.

A . Use the Deerfield River Compact as a vehicle for coordinating zoning

and appropriate restrictions along river corridor.

B . Educate all ages on the need to protect the river basin resources

.

C . Encourage buffer strips of natural riparian vegetation along river

and tributaries.

D . Determine compatible uses of the river corridor with minimal impact

on natural resources in mind.

6. INCREASE RECREATIONAL USE OF ALL TYPES AND PROVIDE

APPROPRIATE FACILITIES FOR THESE USES.

We were unable to reach consensus on how to achieve this goal.

Therefore, all view points are expressed in the following objective

statements

.

View Point I

A . Establish maps and guides to the historical sites and trails

.

B . Optimize and coordinate flows for recreational Whitewater use

.

C . Provide flows for all ranges of difficulty from closed boat to open

boats to tubers.

D . Identify safe swimming areas

.
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E . Clean riverbed of dangerous debris and materials

.

F. Provide signs to identify recreational opportunities

and hazards.

G . Provide a high flow warning system

.

H . Develop and upgrade appropriate facilities for recreation while

maintaining aesthetics and protecting environment

.

I . Identify sensitive areas of habitat and resource where increased

use would have a negative impact

.

J. Identify areas where the public infrastructure can support

increased recreational use.

K. Work with towns and the state to coordinate facility siting.

L . Provide elderly , handicap , and other non-energetic access to

enjoy visual resources.

M . Develop targeted , visible recreation access to steer traffic away
from sensitive areas.

N . Provide flow information for recreational use

.

View Point II

A. Do not increase recreational use.

B . Maintain passive recreation use as it now is

.

C
.
No enhancement of other recreation opportunities for fear of

negative impact on the environment and rural character of area.
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D . Do not publish and distribute maps or information on location of

historic, cultural, or environmental resources.

7. ENHANCE FISHERIES 1 THROUGHOUT THE RIVER.

A . Install fish passages on dams consistent with state Fisheries

Management plan.

B . Research historic salmon runs

.

C . Encourage studies of river management and the effects on

ecosystem.

D . Control ramping rates to lessen impact on biosystem

.

E . Study the impact of maximum flows caused by hydropower generation

on the fisheries

.

F. Research and establish indigenous and self-sustaining trout

population

.

G. Improve in-stream habitat.

H. Increase minimum flows throughout the river.

I . Coordinate efforts with the state Division of Fisheries &

Wildlife.

J . Optimize river flows for fisheries habitat

.

1 It should be noted that by "fisheries" we are referring to the habitat
appropriate for fish. We are not referring to the act of fishing.
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IMPLEMENTATION
In order for the goals and objectives of this Plan to be achieved,

specific actions will have to be taken. The discussion below outlines who

the key players for implementation should be, as well as a time line for

completion of these objectives

.

Three major categories of entities capable of implementing these goals

and objectives have emerged . They are : the power companies , the

Deerfield River Compact, and state, federal, and local officials.

Power Companies

The Power Companies are key to the implementation of several of the

goals, specifically:

- manage the river for multipurpose uses , including hydropower and

recreation, in a manner which, wherever possible, enhances the

existing ecosystem, and /or at least minimizes the negative impact on

that ecosystem.

- increase recreational use of all types and provide appropriate

facilities for these uses

.

- enhance fisheries throughout the river.

New England Power Company and Northeast Utilities have both

cooperated in the development of this Plan and share concerns about these

goals and objectives . What actions they ultimately take will be a function of

studies they are currently undertaking as part of the relicensing process

,

of economics, and finally of the contents of the licenses issued by the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in 1993. Presently, there are

studies on ramping rates , flow rates , recreational use and opportunities

,

and fisheries underway. The results are expected within the next year.
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The Advisory Committee has requested that the power companies

take the following actions, and request that the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission include them within the relicensing process

.

1

)

Maintain river flows to ensure water quality standards

.

2) Purchase open space along the river and impose conservation

restrictions

.

3) Ensure that all purposes receive adequate flows with equal

consideration given to all uses

.

4) Benefits to the ecosystem, and its enhancement, should be

important criteria for evaluating any proposed flow regimes

.

5 ) Manage flow so erosion is not a problem

.

6) Continue to generate hydroelectricity in a fashion that is

compatible with the biosystem.

7) Optimize flow for aesthetic reasons.

8) Have minimum flows below every dam on the river adequate to

support fish ha

which are dry.

support fish habitats .
* There should be no stretches of the river

9) Have ramping rates throughout the river which are sensitive to

fishery habitat needs and recreational use of the river .
*

1 No specific cfs are recommended at this time. Once the utility
reports and studies are prepared, this Plan will be amended to include the
appropriate information and data.

No specific ramping rates are recommended at this time. Once the
utility reports and studies are prepared, this Plan will be amended to
include the appropriate information and data.
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10) Have releases appropriate for Whitewater and other recreational

uses of the river.

11) Provide elderly, handicap, and other non-energetic access to

enjoy visual resources.

12) Improve recreational access facilities to the river, including

better signage , garbage facilities , restroom facilities

.

13) Provide a high flow warning system.

14) Develop appropriate upstream and downstream passages for fish.

15) Study the impact of maximum flows caused by hydropower

generation on the fisheries

.

16) Increase minimum flows throughout the river.

17) Coordinate efforts with the state Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife.

18) Optimize river flows for fisheries habitat.

Deerfield River Compact

The Deerfield River Compact will be the primary entity responsible

for implementing the goals and objectives of this Plan. The Compact will be

an organization formed for the express purpose of overseeing the

implementation of the Plan, taking action to effect the implementation, and

participating in the relicensing process on the Deerfield River. A proposal

for the creation of this entity is included in the appendix

.

Essentially, the Deerfield River Watershed Association, in

conjunction with the towns of the watershed, the Franklin County Planning

Department, environmental groups, and river use groups will join together
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to work cooperatively on implementing this Plan. The intent is that there

will be an agreement for regional review of projects of regional

significance, as well coordination with town planning, zoning, and other

regulatory action . There will need to be a financial structure developed

for funding this effort . Foundation grants and public funding sources are

being considered for the start-up of the Compact.

An Interim Compact will begin work in July, 1990. Initial membership

will consist of members of the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management

Plan Advisory Committee.

The Advisory Committee feels a strong commitment to developing a

regional entity to implement and enforce the Plan. An overseeing entity

with a vested interest is essential to cooperate with state, federal, and

local entities to facilitate and direct action, as well as to take a leadership

role in the relicensing process

.

The Interim Compact will have the vital role of continuing the

planning process once the grant funding for this project ends on June 30,

1990. Important pieces of the effort remain to be accomplished: 1) seeing

that this Comprehensive Management Plan is adopted by a Massachusetts

state agency, so that it has standing in the FERC relicensing process, 2)

coordinating work with Vermont and production of a joint plan for the

Deerfield River, and 3) incorporating the results of power company studies

and reports.

The Plan must be adopted by the state for FERC to consider it in the

relicensing process. While several state agencies have expressed interest

in this, specifically the Water Resources Commission and DEM, someone
must take responsibility for seeing that the plan is in fact adopted.
The Interim Compact in cooperation with the Franklin County Planning
Department, will take on this responsibility.
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State, Local, and Federal

Most of the actions which will be necessary for implementing the goals

and objectives will require state, local, or federal action. Of course,

funding will be key to many of the actions . An attempt has been made to be

creative in finding solutions to that dilemma. The Deerfield River Compact

is one of those solutions. In addition, "districts" with taxation authority,

such as aquifer, economic development, water, and transportation districts

which have the authority to assess taxes and bond , will be considered

.

TIME LINE FOR ACTION

The goals have been prioritized by the Advisory Committee to

indicate their importance to the river basin and also to reflect the urgency

in timing. Thus, addressing water quality, open space preservation, and

an appropriate flow regime for the river are the goals which should be

worked on first. However, the Committee recognizes that funding is key to

the implementation of any objective or action statement . While the goals

were prioritized , the ranking is subject to change as a function of the

availability of funding. Therefore, the Committee has agreed that should

funding become available for, for example, a study of historic salmon runs,

while this was ranked low on the priority list, it should be moved to the top

as funding becomes available for that effort. Again, this reflects the

implementation focused direction of this Plan.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRIORITIES

In addition to the goals which were ranked by the full Committee,

there is a subset of goals which were identified as "Environmental

Priorities . " Within the overall goals and objectives , these are seen as the

key environmental issues . These too have been ranked by significance to

the river basin.

Ijjiiljiiliiljljliiji^

:i);:;:protect^

2) water quality problems*

3) minimum flow in the river,

4) preservation of scenic vistas

5); : ;a
;

qu:lfe^:!iP^

The following priorities were
considered as descending in

of equal importance and should not be
icance,

a) develop long term monitoring
Plan.

tool for the implementation ;of this

b) public education about environmental issues effecting the

c) study the effect of power production and Whitewater releases and
;:fluctutat^

e) floodplain protection within the river basin.

::fj;:;;open:;:spacex

g) railroad operations addressing care of tracks, transportation of
hazardous materials, and fiber optic digging.
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ACTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

GOAL I: IMPROVE AND PROTECT WATER QUALITY THROUGHOUT THE
RIVER BASIN. 3

- Identify pollution, both point and non-point sources, along the river,

potential new sources of pollution and areas with potential for hazardous

spills or leaks. ACTORS: The Deerfield River Watershed Association

(DRWA), MassPIRG, Riverwatch, DEP, DEM, EPA, Boards of Health,

Conservation Commissions . COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Create citizen water quality monitoring program in order to watchdog

fecal and total coliform problems, as well as other contaminants. ACTORS:

DRWA, schools, Riverwatch, Deerfield River Compact (DRC), DEM, DEP.

COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- State, federal, and local governments need to agree upon a solution, a

time frame, and a funding strategy for correcting the surface water quality

problems in the Deerfield River. Commitments and agreements of an

irreversible nature need to be made amongst these political entities

.

ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, DEP, DEM, EPA, town boards. COMPLETION

DATE: 1991.

- Develop an educational program about the water quality of the Deerfield

and what can be done about it. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, Riverwatch, DEM,

Boards of Health, Conservation Commissions. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Gather information concerning hazardous materials being transported

through towns and examine communities' rights in regard to the

controls available for limiting this transportation. ACTORS: Boards of

Health, Franklin County Planning Department (FCPD), DRWA, DRC.

COMPLETION DATE: 1990.

See appendix for key to abbreviations
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- Work to educate and reform polluters. ACTORS: DRC, EPA, DFA, DEP,

Judicial System. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Maintain flows to ensure water quality standards. ACTORS: FERC, Power

Companies, DRC, DRWA, FCPD. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Work with Boards of Health, Planning Boards, and Conservation

Commissions to develop and adopt zoning and other by-laws and regulations

to protect water quality. Specifically, consider river set-back

requirements, underground storage tank and hazardous materials by-laws,

aquifer and watershed zoning overlays , wetlands protection by-laws

,

septic system and private well regulations , unregistered motor vehicle and

lawn care by-laws, as well as site plan review, cluster, and other zoning

techniques. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, FCPB, town boards. COMPLETION
DATE: 1992.

- Work with users , state , and towns to prevent hazardous material spills

and to ensure that officials are trained and equipped for proper control and

cleanup. ACTORS: Fire and Police Departments, Boards of Health, DEP,

EPA, DRC, DRWA, FCPD. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Work with state and local Department of Public works to reduce,

eliminate, or find alternatives to road salt use in the watershed drainage

area. Included in this effort should be policy statements for town adoption

concerning the use of road salts, construction of salt sheds, and mapping
of salt use and drainage patterns, as recommended by the Massachusetts
Audubon Society. ACTORS: State and local DPW, Board of Health, FCPD,
DRC. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Work with farmers to leave vegetated strips between fields and the river
and to use best management practices for fertilizer and pesticide

application. The Franklin Conservation District and Soil Conservation
Service have recently received a federal grant to do accelerated

conservation work in Deerfield along the Deerfield River. In addition, the
Soil Conservation Service has designated the Deerfield River Watershed a
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priority for technical assistance . This will greatly facilitate the

achievement of this action. ACTORS: DFA, SCS, FCD, Cooperative

Extension, DEM. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Work with foresters to use best management practices for harvesting near

river and tributaries. ACTORS: RC&D, SCS, FCD, DEM, Cooperative

Extension. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Help communities find funding for wastewater treatment construction or

upgrades. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, FCPD. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Work with state and local officials to create a sludge standard and sludge

pretreatment standard for both public and private producers of sludge

.

ACTORS: DEP, EPA, FCSWD, Boards of Health. COMPLETION DATE:

1993.

- Conduct survey of eroded areas on river. ACTORS: SCS, FCD, DRWA,

Conservation Commissions. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Identify stabilization techniques for eroded areas, including natural

vegetation control and other bio-engineering techniques. ACTORS: SCS,

FCD, DRWA, Conservation Commissions . COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Work with railroad to address poorly maintained and graded tracks which

result in runoff and increase chances of derailment. ACTORS: DRC,

DRWA, Guilford Railroad. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Work with railroad to clean up stockpiled creosote soaked railway ties

along banks. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, Guilford Railroad. COMPLETION

DATE: 1992.

- Delineate aquifers and critical recharge areas. ACTORS: Water

Districts, Planning Boards, DEP, DRC, DRWA, FCPB, Boards of Health.

COMPLETION DATE: 1993.
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- Locate all potential sources of groundwater contamination. ACTORS:

Water Districts, FCPD, DRWA, DRC, DEP, Boards of Health, Planning

Boards, Conservation Commissions . COMPLETION DATE: 1993.

GOAL II: PROTECT OPEN SPACE WITHIN THE RIVER BASIN IN ORDER TO

PROTECT HABITAT AND THE RURAL CHARACTER OF THE

COMMUNITIES.

- Identify environmentally sensitive areas. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA,

Natural Heritage Program, Massachusetts Audubon Society. COMPLETION

DATE: 1993.

- Direct growth and use away from environmentally sensitive areas

.

ACTORS: Planning Boards, DRC, FCPD, DEM. COMPLETION DATE: 1993.

- Encourage and participate in the process for designating Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern. ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, DEM, town boards.

COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Work with landowners to donate conservation restrictions on their land

.

ACTORS: Private Land Trusts, DRWA, DFA, DEM, DF&W, Conservation

Commissions. COMPLETION DATE: 1995.

- Support private acquisition of land through land trusts to ensure long

term preservation. ACTORS: The Franklin and other Land Trusts, DRWA,
DFA, DEM, DF&W, Conservation Commissions. COMPLETION DATE: 1995.

- Encourage power companies to purchase open space along the river and
impose conservation restrictions. ACTORS: Power Companies, DRWA,
DRC. COMPLETION DATE: 1995.

- Encourage railroad to donate conservation restrictions on riparian lands

.

ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, Railroad. COMPLETION DATE: 1995.
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- Increase local technical assistance to town boards. ACTORS: DRC,

FCPD, EOCD. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Encourage towns to adopt by-laws which protect important open space

and environmentally sensitive areas in their community . These may

include: a) open space development by-law, b) transfer of development

rights, c) aquifer protection by-law, d) wetlands by-law, e) erosion

control, f ) floodplain protection by-law, g) site plan review, and h) scenic

road by-law. ACTORS: DRC, FCPD, EOCD, EOEA, town boards.

COMPLETION DATE: 1993.

- Support legislation that protects agriculture and supports efforts to keep

area agriculture, horticulture, and forestry businesses viable. ACTORS:

DRC, DRWA, FCPD, town boards, County Commissioners, agricultural and

environmental groups, legislators. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Participate on state level to increase money available for open space

protection; such as the Land Bank concept. ACTORS: DRC, FCPD, town

boards, County Commissioners, agricultural and environmental groups,

land trusts, legislators. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Conduct and update an ongoing open space planning process. ACTORS:

DRC, FCD, FCPD, town boards. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

GOAL III: MANAGE THE RIVER FOR MULTIPURPOSE USES, INCLUDING

HYDRO POWER AND RECREATION, IN A MANNER WHICH, WHEREVER
POSSIBLE, ENHANCES THE EXISTING ECOSYSTEM, AND/OR AT LEAST

MINIMIZES THE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THAT ECOSYSTEM,

- Review the results of the power companies and state recreation and

fisheries studies and amend this Plan to include cfs , ramping rates , and

other appropriate information and recommendations . ACTORS: DRC,

DRWA, FCPD. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.
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- Restore minimum flows throughout the river sufficient so that there is

enough water to support macroinvertebrate populations , fisheries , and

recreation throughout the length of the river. ACTORS: FERC, Power

Companies, DRC, DF&W. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Ensure that all purposes receive adequate flows with equal consideration

given to all uses. ACTORS: FERC, Power Companies, DRC. COMPLETION

DATE: 1994.

- Manage flow so erosion is not a problem. Ramping recommendations will

be available after the utility studies are completed. ACTORS: FERC,

Power Companies, DRC, SCS, FCD. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Provide consistent measurement of flows at relevant locations. ACTORS:
FERC, Power Companies. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Continue to generate hydroelectricity in a fashion that is compatible with

the ecosystem. ACTORS: FERC, Power Companies, DRC, DEM, DEP

DF&W. COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Optimize flow for aesthetic reasons. ACTORS: FERC, Power Companies,

DRC, DEM, DEP DF&W. COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Benefits to ecosystem, and its enhancement, should be important criteria

in evaluating any proposed flow regimes. ACTORS: FERC, Power
Companies, DRC, DEM, DEP, DF&W, COMPLETION DATE: 1994.
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GOAL IV: ESTABLISH DEERFIELD RIVER COMPACT, TO WORK WITH

COMMUNITIES TO IMPLEMENT PLAN, ENSURE COMPATIBLE ZONING AND
REVIEW DEVELOPMENTS WITH A REGIONAL IMPACT.

- Explore the most appropriate legal, business, and political forums for the

Compact. ACTORS: Interim Compact. COMPLETION DATE: 1990.

- Establish composition of Compact. ACTORS: Interim Compact.

COMPLETION DATE: 1990.

- Solicit representation from the leadership in each community to meet

regularly to establish the issues that the Compact needs to address

.

ACTORS: Interim Compact, DRWA, FCPD. COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Create the Deerfield River Compact. ACTORS: Interim Compact, town

boards, County Commissioners, DRWA. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Educate public and local government on the goals and implementation of

the Comprehensive Management Plan. ACTORS: Interim Compact, DRWA,

FCPD, towns. COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Enhance interstate cooperation and produce a joint River Management

Plan summary for FERC. ACTORS: DRC, FCPD, NPS, Windham Regional

Planning, Vermont. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Draft legislation with specific procedures for reviews , designation of

critical environmental areas, and funding. ACTORS: Interim Compact,

DRWA, DRC, towns, FCPD, legislators. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Become involved in outreach and publicity for referendum and /or Town

Meeting efforts. ACTORS: Interim Compact, DRWA, FCPD, town boards,

legislators. COMPLETION DATE: 1993.
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GOAL V: GUIDE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ZONING AND OTHER APPROPRIATE MEASURES

TO PROTECT RESOURCES AND TO ENSURE NEW DEVELOPMENT DOES

NOT EXCEED INFRASTRUCTURE OF TOWNS.

- Use the Deerfield River Compact as a vehicle for coordinating zoning and

appropriate restrictions along river corridor. ACTORS: DRC, FCPD,

towns. COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Educate all ages on the need to protect the river basin resources

.

ACTORS: DRWA, DRC, FCPD, FCD, Massachusetts Audubon, schools,

historical societies. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Encourage buffer strips of natural riparian vegetation along river and

tributaries. ACTORS: SCS, FCD, DRWA, DEM, Power Companies,

Railroad, agricultural and environmental groups. COMPLETION DATE:

Ongoing

.

- Determine compatible uses of the river corridor with minimal impact on

natural resources in mind. ACTORS: DRWA, DRC, FCPD, DEM, DEP,

DR&W, DFA, SCS, FCD, town boards.

GOAL VI: INCREASE RECREATIONAL USE OF ALL TYPES AND PROVIDE
APPROPRIATE FACILITIES FOR THESE USES.

We were unable to reach consensus on this goal. Therefore two

viewpoints are expressed.

View Point I

- Establish maps and guides to the historical sites and trails. ACTORS:
Historical Commissions, DRWA. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.
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- Optimize and coordinate flows for recreational Whitewater use. ACTORS:

FERC, Power Companies, DEM, DF&W, NPS. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Identify safe swimming areas. ACTORS: DEM, DRWA, towns.

COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Clean riverbed of dangerous debris and materials. ACTORS: Power

Companies, Railroad, DEM, DF&W, Conservation Commissions.

COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Provide signs to identify recreational opportunities and hazards

.

ACTORS: DRWA, Power Companies, Whitewater groups, DEM, DF&W, AMC.

COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Provide a high flow warning system. ACTORS: Power Companies.

COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Develop and upgrade appropriate facilities for recreation while

maintaining aesthetics and protecting the environment. ACTORS: Power

Companies, DEM, towns, Whitewater and environmental groups.

COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

- Identify sensitive areas of habitat and resource where increased use

would have negative impact. ACTORS: DRWA, DRC, Natural Heritage

Program, Mass. Historical Commission, Mass. Audubon Society, educational

institutions. COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Identify areas where the public infrastructure can support increased

recreational use . ACTORS: towns, DPW's, DEM, DRC, DRWA.

COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Work with towns and state to coordinate siting of recreational facilities

.

ACTORS: towns, DRC, DRWA, FCPD, DEM, DF&W, DFA. COMPLETION
DATE: 1992.
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- Develop targeted, visible recreation access to steer traffic away from

sensitive areas. ACTORS: DRWA, DRC, DEM, Power Companies, Mass.

Audubon Society, educational institutions . COMPLETION DATE: Ongoing.

- Provide flow information for recreational use. ACTORS: Power

Companies. COMPLETION DATE: Done.

- Provide elderly, handicap, and other non-energetic access to enjoy visual

resources. ACTORS: DEM, Power Companies, Towns. COMPLETION

DATE: 1994.

View Point II

- Do not increase recreational use

.

- Maintain passive recreation use as it now is

.

- No enhancement of other recreation opportunities for fear of negative

impact on the environment and rural character of area

.

- Do not publish and distribute maps or information on locations of historic,

cultural , or environmental resources

.

GOAL VII: ENHANCE FISHERIES THROUGHOUT THE RIVER. 4

- Install fish passages on dams consistent with state Fisheries Management

plan. ACTORS: FERC, Power Companies, DF&W, USF&W, Trout Unlimited,

fishing groups. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Research historic salmon runs. ACTORS: DF&W, USF&W, DRWA,
Historical Commissions, fishing organizations , Atlantic Salmon Association,

Fisheries Cooperative. COMPLETION DATE: 1991.

4 By fisheries, we are referring to fish habitat and not to the act of
fishing.
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- Encourage studies of river management and the effects on the ecosystem.

ACTORS: DRC, DRWA, DEM, DF&W, USF&W, fishing organizations

.

COMPLETION DATE: 1992.

- Control ramping rates to lessen the impact on the biosystem. Once the

state and power company fisheries studies are completed , the Deerfield

River Compact will see that recommended ramping rates are included in this

Plan. ACTORS: FERC, Power Companies, DF&W, USF&W, fishing

organizations. COMPLETION DATE: 1994.

- Research and establish indigenous and self-sustaining population of

trout. ACTORS: DF&W, USF&W, DEM, DRWA, Trout Unlimited, fishing

organizations, environmental groups. COMPLETION DATE: 1995.

- Improve in-stream habitat. ACTORS: DF&W, USF&W, DEM, DRWA, Trout

Unlimited, fishing organizations , environmental groups. COMPLETION

DATE: 1995.

Conclusion

The formation of the Deerfield River Compact as well as active

participation in the relicensing process will be essential for effective

implementation of this Plan. In addition, the adoption by a state agency of

this Plan is essential. The Deerfield River Watershed Association, Franklin

County Planning Office , and other members of the Advisory Committee will

work to see that these are pursued.
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KEY TO IMPLEMENTATION ABBREVIATIONS

AMC - Appalachian Mountain Club

DEM - Department of Environmental Management

DEP - Department of Environmental Protection

DFA - Department of Food and Agriculture

DF&W * Division of Fisheries and Wildlife

DRC r- Deerfield River Compact

DRWA - Deerfield River Watershed Association

EPA -H; United States Environmental Protection Agency

FCD > Franklin Conservation District

FCPD ~ Franklin County Planning Department

FCSWD - Franklin County Solid Waste District

FERC - Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

EOCD - Executive Office of Communities and Development

EOEA - Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

NP$ - National Park Service

RC&D - Berkshire-Pioneer Resource^
Conservation* and Development

5CS - Soil Conservation Service

USF&W - United States Fish and Wildlife Service
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GOAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING

I. IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
THROUGHOUT THE RIVER BASIN. Identify pollution/polluters.

Create citizen water quality
monitoring program.

Deerfield River Watershed
Association (DRWA), Mass PIRG,
Riverwatch, DEP, DEM, EPA,
Boards of Health, Conservation
Commissions, Trout Unlimited.

DRWA, Riverwatch, DEM,
Schools, DEP, Connecticut
River Watershed Council, Trout
Unlimited.

Riverwatch, DEP, MassPIRC,
Towns

Riverwatch, DEP, DF&W, Towns,
Schools.

COMPLETION DATE

1991

1991

Agreement among agencies
concerning solving surface
water quality problems.

Public education concerning
water quality in river basin.

DRWA, DRC, DEP, DEM, EPA,
local boards.

DRC, DRWA, Riverwatch, DEM,
Boards of Health, Conservation
Commissions.

DRWA, DRC, Towns

Riverwatch, DEP, MassPIRC,
Mass. Audubon, Schools, DRWA
1991

1991

Research transportation of
hazardous materials and rights
regarding.

Educate and reform polluters.

Maintain flows to ensure water
quality standards.

Work with local town boards to
develop and adopt by-laws and
regulations to protect water
quality.

Work with all concerns to
prevent hazardous material
spills and pollution, ensure
proper control and cleanup.

Rock salt reduction to protect
water quality.

Work with farmers to leave
vegetated strips along river
and to use best management
practices for fertilizer and
pesticide use.

Boards of Health, FCPD, DRWA,
DRC.

DRC, EPA, DFA, DEP, Judicial
System.

FERC, Power Companies, DRC,
DRWA

.

DRC, DRWA, FCPD, local boards.

DRC, DRWA, FCPD, Boards of
Health, Fire and Police
Depts., DEP, EPA.

State and local DPW, Boards of
Health, FCPD, DRC.

DFA, SCS, FCD, Cooperative
Extension.

Dept. of Transportation, FCPD

DRWA, DEP

Power Companies, DEP, EPA

DEP, Towns, DRWA, EPA

DEP, EPA, EOCD

DPW, DEP, EOCD

DFA, SCS, FCD, SCS, EPA

1990

1991

1994

1992

1991

1992

1992

Work with foresters to use
best management practices for
harvest near river and
tributaries.

RC&D, SCS, FCD, Cooperative
Extension, DEM.

DEM, SCS, FCD, EPA 1992

Help communities find funds
for upgrade and construction
of wastewater treatment
facilities.

Work to develop a sludge
standard and pretreatment
standard for public and
private producers of sludge.

DRWA, DEP, FCPD.

DEP, EPA, FCSWD, Boards of
Health.

FCPD, DRWA

Towns, DEP, EPA, FCSWD

1992

1993
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GOAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Conduct survey of eroded areas
on river.

Identify stabilization
techniques for eroded areas.

SCS, FCD, DEHA, Conservation
Commissions.

SCS, FCD, DRWA, Conservation
Commissions.

SCS, FCD, DRWA

SCS, FCD, Railroad, Power
Companies

1991

1991

Work with railroad to address
track repair to prevent runoff
and derailment.

DRWA, DEC, Guilford Railroad. DRWA, Railroad 1992

Work with railroad to cleanup
railway ties along banks.

Delineate aquifers and
critical recharge areas.

DRC, DRWA, Guilford Railroad.

Water Districts, Planning
Boards, DEP, DRC, DRWA, FCPD

.

Boards of Health.

DRWA, Railroad

DEP, EPA, Towns, Schools,
Water Districts

1992

1993

Locate all potential sources
of groundwater contamination.

Water Districts, FCPB, DRWA,
DRC, DEP, Boards of Health,
Planning Boards, Conservation
Commissions.

DEP, EPA, Towns, Water
Districts

1993

II. PROTECT OPEN SPACE WITHIN THE
RIVER BASIN IN ORDER TO PROTECT
HABITAT AND THE RURAL CHARACTER OF
THE COMMUNITIES.

Identify envirorunentally
sensitive areas.

Direct growth and use away from
environmentally sensitive
areas.

DRWA, Natural Heritage Program,
Audubon Society, Mass. Historical
Commission.

Planning Boards. DRC, FCPD,
Mass. Historical Commission,

Mass. Audubon. Foundations, DEM,
DFScW, Mass. Historical

EOCD, DEP, EPA, Towns, DRC,
DRWA

1993

1993

Encourage and participate in
designating Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern.

Planning Boards, Conservation
Commissions, DRC, DRWA, DEM.

DEP, EPA, EOCD, DEM 1991

Encourage and participate in
streamlining the process for
designating areas of critical
environmental concern.

DRC, DRWA, DEM. DEM , Towns 1991

Work with landowners to donate
conservation restrictions on
their land.

Land Trusts,
DRWA, Conservation Commissions,
DFA, DEM, DR&W.

Land Trusts, DRWA 1995

Support private acquisition of
land through land trusts to
ensure long term preservation.

Land Trusts,
DRWA, Conservation Commissions,
DFA, DEM, DF&W.

Land Trusts , DRWA 1995

Encourage power companies to
place conservation restrictions
on their land.

DRWA, DRC, Power Companies. DRWA, Power Companies 1995

Encourage railroad to donate
conservation restrictions on
riparian lands.

DRWA, DRC, Railroad. DRWA, Railroad 1995

Increase technical assistance
to town boards.

DRC, FCPD, EOCD. EOCD, DFA. DEP, EPA, DPW, Mass.
Historical Commissions, Mass.
Arts & Humanities.

1992





GOALS OBJECTIVES WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

III. MANAGE THE RIVER FOR

MULTIPURPOSE USES, INCLUDING

HYDRO POKER AND RECREATION, IN

A MANNER WHICH, WHEREVER

POSSIBLE, ENHANCES THE

EXISTING ECOSYSTEM, AND/OR AT

LEAST MINIMIZES THE NEGATIVE

IMPACT ON THAT ECOSYSTEM.

Do and update open space

planning.

Restore minimum flows to the

entire Deerfield River system.

DRC, Town Boards, FCPD, FCD.

FERC, Power Companies, DRC,

DFiK.

FCD, County Commissioners,

Town Boards , EOCD

DRHA, Private Foundations,

Power Companies , EOCD

1992

1994

Ensure that all purposes

receive adequate flows with

equal consideration given to

all uses.

FERC, Power Companies, DRC. DRWA, Private Foundations,

Power Companies, EOCD

1994

Review the results of the

power company and state

studies concerning the

Deerfield River and amend this

plan to include pertinent

information and

recommendations.

DRC, DRWA, FCPD. DRWA, Private Foundations,

Power Companies , County

Commissioners, EOCD

1991

Manage flow so erosion is not

a problem.

FERC , Power Companies , DRC

,

SCS.

SCS , Power Companies , FCD 1994

Provide consistent measurement

of flows at relevant

locations.

FERC, Power Companies. Power Companies 1994





GOAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Benefits to the ecosystem, and

its enhancement , should be

important criteria for

evaluating any proposed flow

regimes.

Continue to generate

hydroelectricity in a fashion

that is compatible with the

ecosystem.

Optimize flow for aesthetic

reasons.

FERC, Power Companies, DBC,

EPA, DEP, DF4W, DEM.

FERC, Power Companies, DRC,

DFJkW, DEM.

FERC, Power Companies, DRC.

Power Companies Ongoing

Power Companies

Power Companies

Ongoing

1994

IV. ESTABLISH DEERFIELD RIVER

COMPACT, TO WORK WITH

COMMUNITIES TO IMPLEMENT PLAN

,

ENSURE COMPATIBLE ZONING, AND

REVIEW DEVELOPMENT OF A

RECIONAL IMPACT.

Explore the most appropriate

legal, business, and political

forums for the Compact.

Interim DRC. DRWA, DRC, FCPD, County

Commissioners, EOCD

1991

Establish composition of

Compact.

Interim DRC. DRWA, DRC, FCPD, EOCD, County
Commissioners

1990

Solicit representation from

the leadership in each

community to meet regularly to

establish the issues that the

Compact needs to address.

Interim DRC. DRWA, DRC, FCPD, EOCD, County

Commissioners

Ongoing

Create the Deerfield River

Compact

.

Interim DRC, Town Boards,

County Commissioners, DRWA.

DRWA, DRC, EOCD, FCPD, County

Commissioners

1991





GOAL OBJECTIVES WHO POSSIBLE FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Educate public and local

government on the goals and

implementation of the

Comprehensive Management Plan.

Enhance interstate

cooperation.

Interim DRC , DRKA, FCPD,

Towns.

DRC, FCPD, NPS.

DRKA, DRC, EOCD, Towns, FCPD,

County Commissioners

DRVA, FCPD

Ongoing

1991

Draft legislation with

specific procedures for

reviews, designation of

critical environmental areas,

and funding.

Interim DRC, DRWA, Towns,

FCPD, Environmental Groups,

Land Trusts, Legislators.

DRWA, RC, FCPD, Towns 1991

Become involved in outreach

and publicity for referendum

and/or Town meeting efforts.

Interim DRC, DRWA, Town

Boards, FCPD.

DRWA, DRC, FCPD, Towns 1993

V. GUIDE RESIDENTIAL,

COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ZONING AND

OTHER APPROPRIATE MEASURES TO

PROTECT RESOURCES AND TO

ENSURE NEW DEVELOPMENT DOES

NOT EXCEED INFRASTRUCTURE OF

TOWNS

.

Use the Deerfield River

Compact as a vehicle for

coordinating zoning and

appropriate restrictions along

river corridor.

DRC, FCPD, Towns. EOCD, Private Foundations,

DEM, DEP, Towns

Ongoing

Educate all ages on the need

to protect river basin

resources.

DRWA, DRC, Conservation

Commissions, FCPB, Audubon,

FCD.

DRC, DRWA, Schools, Towns,

EOCD, Power Companies

1992
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GOAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDINC COMPLETION DATE

Encourage buffer strips of

natural riparian vegetation

along river and tributaries.

Determine compatible uses of

the river corridor with

minimal impact on natural

resources in mind.

SCS, FCD, DRHA, DEM, Power

Companies, Railroad,

Agricultural and Environmental

Groups.

DRWA, DRC, FCPD, Town Boards,

DEM, DEP, DF&.W, DFA, SCS.

FCD, SCS, Agricultural Groups,

Power Companies, DEM, Land

Trusts

EOCD, FCPD

Ongoing

Ongoing

VI. INCREASE RECREATIONAL USE

OF ALL TYPES AND PROVIDE

APPROPRIATE FACILITIES FOR

THESE USES.

Establish maps and guides to

historical sites and trails.

Optimize and coordinate flows

for recreational Whitewater

use.

Historic Commissions, DRWA.

FERC, Power Companies, DEM,

DF&W, NPS.

DRWA, Mass. Historical

Commission. Mass. Arts t

Humanities

Recreational Businesses, Power

Companies

1991

1994

Identify safe swimming areas.

Clean riverbed of dangerous

debris and materials.

Towns, DRWA, DEM.

Power Companies, Railroad,

DEM, DF&W, Conservation

Commissions.

DEM, DRWA

Power Companies, Railroad

1992

1992

Provide signs to identify

recreational opportunities and

hazards.

DRWA, Power Companies,

Whitewater Groups, DEM, DF&W,

AMC.

Whitewater Groups, Power

Companies, Foundations

1991

Provide a high flow warning

system.

Power Companies. Power Companies 1991





COAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Develop and upgrade

appropriate facilities for

recreation while maintaining

aesthetics and protecting

environment

.

Power Companies, DEM, Towns,

Whitewater and Environmental

Groups

.

Civic Groups, Business

Associations, DEM, Power

Companies, Whitewater Groups,

DF&W

1991

Identify sensitive areas of

habitat and resource where

increased use would have a

negative impact.

Identify areas where the

public infrastructure can

support increased recreational

use.

DRWA, DEC, Natural Heritage

Program, Mass. Historic

Commission, Audubon Society,

Educational Institutes.

Towns, DPW, DEM, DRC, DRWA,

Mass. Historic Commission.

EOCD, EOEA, Power Companies,
DRWA, Towns, Schools

EOCD, Power Companies, EOEA,

DEM

1992

1992

Work with towns and state to

coordinate recreational

facility siting.

Towns, DRC, DRWA, FCPD, DEM,

DF&W, DFA.

DRWA, DRC, DEM, DF&W, DFA 1992

Provide elderly, handicap, and

other non-energetic access to

enjoy visual resources.

Towns, DEM, DF&W, Power

Companies.

DPW, Council on Aging, Towns,

Power Companies, DCPO

1992

Develop targeted, visible

recreation access to steer

traffic away from sensitive

areas.

DRWA, DRC, DEM, Power

Companies, Audubon Society,

Educational Institutes.

Power Companies, DF&W, DEP,

DEM, Towns, Foundations

Ongoing

Provide flow information for

recreational use.

Power Companies. Power Companies Done

Minority Viewpoint

Do not increase recreational

use.





COAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Maintain passive recreation

use as it is now.

No enhancement of other

recreational opportunities for

fear of negative impact on the

environment and rural

character of area.

Do not publish and distribute

maps or information on

location of historic,

cultural, or environmental

resources.

VII. ENHANCE FISHERIES

THROUGHOUT THE RIVER.

Install fish passages on dams

consistent with state

Fisheries Management Plan.

Research historic salmon runs.

Power Companies, FERC, DF&W,

USFIN.

DF&W, USF&W, Historical

Commissions, DRWA, Fish

Organizations, Atlantic Salmon

Federation, Fisheries

Cooperative Unit, Connecticut

River Watershed Council, Trout

Unlimited.

Power Companies

Historic Commissions, Trout

Unlimited, other fish interest

groups, Mass. Historic

Commission

1994

1991

Encourage studies of river

management and the effects on

ecosystem.

DRC, DRWA, DEM, DF&W, USF&W. DF&W, USF&W, Power Companies,

Foundations

1992

Control ramping (release)

rates to lessen impact on

biosystem.

FERC, Power Companies, DF&W,

USF&W.

Power Companies 1994





GOAL OBJECTIVE WHO POTENTIAL FUNDING COMPLETION DATE

Study the impact of maximum

flows caused by hydropower

generation on the fisheries.

DF&W, USF&W, Power Companies,

Educational Institutes.

Power Companies 1991

Research and establish

indigenous and self-sustaining

trout population.

Improve in-stream habitat.

DR&W, I'SF&W, Trout Unlimited.

DF&W, USF&W, DEM, DRWA , Trout

Unlimited, Sports Clubs, Power

Companies.

Trout Unlimited, DF&W, USF&w,

DEM, Private Foundations

Power Companies, DEM, DFtW,

USF&W.

1995

1995

Increase minimum flows

throughout the river.

FERC, Power Companies, DFtW,

USF&W, DRC.

Power Companies 1994

Coordinate efforts with the

state Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife.

DF&w, DRC, Power Companies,

Trout Unlimited, FCPD, DRWA.

DF&W, USF&W, Trout Unlimited,

DRWA
1990

Optimize river flows for

fisheries habitat.

FERC, Power Companies, DF&W,

USF&W, Trout Unlimited, DRC,

Environmental Groups.

Power Companies 1994
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VERMONT

Simultaneous to the Massachusetts Deerfield River Comprehensive

Management Planning effort , has been a parallel project by the state of

Vermont . Their goal is to develop a Plan for consideration by the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission in the relicensing process . While many of

the concerns being addressed in their planning process are different than

those of Massachusetts , due to the character and use of the River in

Vermont, we share many concerns.

The Franklin County Planning Department has met several times with

its counterparts in Vermont to discuss and plan for a joint effort to be

presented to FERC. It is intended to continue these meetings and

discussions, and to publish a joint Plan/Report summarizing the goals and

objectives for the Deerfield River as a whole. This Plan/Report will be

completed by January, 1991.
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compiled from 145 responses /Victoria Reck, Planner/ Windham Regional Commission /February 1990

Four-seasons 1 S S U E S Reservoir access
trail network

Boating laws

enforcement Reservoir water

Bypassed river segments
River; flow regulation

' Natural resources

—

The watershed level fluctuation • surface water quality,

as a whole
Boat moorings on
Harriman Reservoir •

Day use policies

Water withdrawal

Growth management

ground water quality,

shoreline qualities,

wildness

GOALS STEPS recommendedby surveyrespondents

TO KEEP SOMERSET
A PRISTINE WILD AREA

TO USE THE DEERFIELD
AND RESERVOIRS TO
IMPROVE THE
RECREATION-BASED
ECONOMY OFTHE
RIVER BASIN

TO IMPROVE
RSHERIES

' Don't allow increased use
Never allow use of water by Mount Snow for snow making

Don't promote any new recreational activities

No commercial ventures—i.e., no tour boats, etc.

No commercial/residential development
Ban jet skis

Restrict motorboat horsepower
Restrict motorboat hull size

Restrict motorboat speed
Allow no craft with internal combustion engines

Allow small fishing boats with electric engines

Allow sail-powered boats only

Never pave the road into Somerset
Never allow motorized access from West Dover

Don't improve access to the Reservoir

Limit vehicle access
Limit overland vehicles to certain trails

Allow access only by foot

Make Somerset part of the National Forest

• Use the River and Reservoirs as a water supply for snowmaking for ski

resort expansion
• Inventory potentials for water impoundment and storage, and determine

site-specific instream flows needed to sustain downstream aquifer

biota
• If Mount Snow reduced its sedimentation of Snow Lake more snowmaking

water would be available with little change in outflow
• Create a reservoir in the Mount Snow resort center which could supply

the adequate amount of water for snowmaking purposes
" Build a small water park to help promote family businesses during the

summer months
• Any restrictions which are currently being considered that may limit

recreational opportunities must be challenged

• Stock the Reservoirs
• Increase minimum flows in the Searsburg—Harriman section
• Provide fish passage facilities—upstream and down—at all dams
• Regulate Reservoir level fluctuation during spawning season
• Conduct studies on the effects of Reservoir level fluctuation on fish

habitat and reproduction



GOALS STEPS recommendedbysurveyrespondents

TO PROTECT THE
ENVIRONMENT

* Limit commercial development to specific locations
* A Forest Management Plan should be established and implemented to

improve wildlife habitat
* Preserve as a conservation district. Keep open to recreation uses

—

hiking, hunting, fishing, limited camping; controlled harvesting of

forest products
" Timber, logging: careful management and a replacement system
* The protective acreage should continue to be managed for the benefit of

wildlife and production of timber
* Why not encourage nesting loons [on Somerset] through the use of

nesting platforms seen elsewhere in Vermont?
' Allocation of funds at the State, local and regional levels to ensure

that important environmental areas can be purchased and held in

permanent trust as protected areas for future generations

TO IMPROVE THE
RECREATION
FACILITIES IN

THE RIVER BASIN

* Limit snowmobile trails around Somerset and provide more trails for

cross-country skiing
' Create a paved multi-use recreation path between the Mount Snow ski

area and the Dover-Wilmington border
' Link existing trails, create and maintain new trails—to provide for a

variety of uses throughout the year
' Create a state park for overnight camping on one small section of

Harriman
' Stock more fish in the Reservoirs
' Improve beaches
' There should be a couple of sandy beaches added at Harriman because

the ones we have now are rocky
' Patrol beaches on weekends for littering

Improve marinas
' Improve boat launching areas by paving them
Limit hours of use of certain size motors to allow for fishing

undisturbed by motors

Provide mooring space in Ward's Cove for sailboats only

Schedule many weekend (non-peak demand) water releases, sufficient for

white-water recreation, into the dryways below the dams
The management of the recreation areas—the bathing beaches, picnic

areas, and boat launching sites—could be better managed by an

agency such as the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and
Recreation. This could relieve the licensee of the responsibility,

and the areas, especially the boat launch sites, could be improved.

Regulated camping could be provided. Fees could be charged for

use of these facilities.

They need to get more help to keep the Reservoir maintained

TO MAINTAIN THE
STATUS QUO-
KEEP IT THE SAME

" No over-developing
* Ban moorings on the Reservoirs
* Ban jet skis
" No development on the shore of Harriman
* Have no restrictions on non-motorized bike use
Maintain—not create more—access points

* Laws need to be made about building requirements—how many per year,

and where
"

I would like to see the West Branch designated as a wild and scenic

river so that it cannot be developed or disturbed in any way



GOALS S7EPS recommended by surveyrespondents

TO MAINTAIN OR
IMPROVE WATER
QUALITY

TO IMPROVE EVERYONE'S
ACCESS TO RECREATION
ATTHE RESERVOIRS

Prevent over-use

Police for dumping of motorboat engine oil

Allow only sail-powered boats on the Reservoirs

State and local plows not to push salted sand into the River

No building or land changing within 25 feet of the River unless it is to

protect the bank from erosion

Limit tree removal near the River

Make certain all boats are self-contained

Communities of Wilmington, Dover and West Dover need to adopt
shoreline protection bylaws which require setbacks from the River,

more frequent pumping of septic systems, and other appropriate

measures
Require septic systems for homes around our lakes and waterways

—

Raponda, Sadawga
Develop adequate sanitary facilities at more beaches

Designate the Upper Deerfield as a scenic river

• Keep recreational facilities open to the public at no charge—use state

and federal control to keep the land available to the public

• Improve public awareness of opportunities along the River—document
opportunities on all stretches

• Provide better maintained, larger picnic areas
• Identify and develop additional areas for swimming, picnicing, parking
' Improve maintenance of access points
• Establish and improve portage trails around the dams
• Improve trails for mountain bikes
• Provide better maintained hiking trails

• Allow limited (through signing up ahead of time?) camping at specific

sites on Somerset and Harriman
• Allow overnight mooring at Harriman
" Perhaps make Harriman available for those who 'need* motorized

recreation—and save Somerset for canoeists and hikers
• Provide better maintained, larger boat launches

TO HAVE CONTROLLED
GROWTH AND PROPER
PLANNING—PLANNED
AND ORGANIZED GROWTH

Seek out similar communities that have dealt with this issue. We need
to set up the proper atmosphere for pre-planning, using qualified

individuals to help set up procedures for water use, water

treatment, and sewer/septic development
Stricter building and environmental codes
Regional plans for trash, water, sewage, and other government service

Preserve the waters for use by the public but without major

development commercially
The different groups must work together .

Local and regional plans and zoning ordinances need to be coordinated

so that we are all informed, concerned, aware of the problems, and
are working together for the common good

Do not let decisions be made without thoroughly polling the local

population.

State and local restriction is preferable, as it is not subject to changes
that might occur when privately owned water bodies change hands

TO GENERATE
ELECTRICITY

* To "run' the River as it has been in the past
* Don't open the watershed to commercial recreation
' Further development of generating stations should be encouraged



GOALS STEPS recommendedby surveyrespondents

TO PROTECTTHE
ENVIRONMENT

' Limit commercial development to specific locations
* A Forest Management Plan should be established and implemented to

improve wildlife habitat

* Preserve as a conservation district. Keep open to recreation uses

—

hiking, hunting, fishing, limited camping; controlled harvesting of

forest products
* Timber, logging: careful management and a replacement system
* The protective acreage should continue to be managed for the benefit of

wildlife and production of timber
* Why not encourage nesting loons [on Somerset] through the use of

nesting platforms seen elsewhere in Vermont?
* Allocation of funds at the State, local and regional levels to ensure

that important environmental areas can be purchased and held in

permanent trust as protected areas for future generations

TO IMPROVE THE
RECREATION
FACILITIES IN

THE RIVER BASIN

* Limit snowmobile trails around Somerset and provide more trails for

cross-country skiing
* Create a paved multi-use recreation path between the Mount Snow ski

area and the Dover-Wilmington border
* Link existing trails, create and maintain new trails—to provide for a

variety of uses throughout the year
* Create a state park for overnight camping on one small section of

Harriman
* Stock more fish in the Reservoirs
* Improve beaches
* There should be a couple of sandy beaches added at Harriman because

the ones we have now are rocky
* Patrol beaches on weekends for littering

* Improve marinas
* Improve boat launching areas by paving them
* Limit hours of use of Certain size motors to allow for fishing

undisturbed by motors
" Provide mooring space in Ward's Cove for sailboats only
* Schedule many weekend (non-peak demand) water releases, sufficient for

white-water recreation, into the dryways below the dams
" The management of the recreation areas—the bathing beaches, picnic

areas, and boat launching sites—could be better managed by an

agency such as the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and
Recreation. This could relieve the licensee of the responsibility,

and the areas, especially the boat launch sites, could be improved.

Regulated camping could be provided. Fees could be charged for

use of these facilities.

" They need to get more help to keep the Reservoir maintained

TO MAINTAIN THE
STATUS QUO-
KEEP ITTHE SAME

* No over-developing
* Ban moorings on the Reservoirs
* Ban jet skis
' No development on the shore of Harriman
* Have no restrictions on non-motorized bike use
* Maintain—not create more—access points
" Laws need to be made about building requirements—how many per year,

and where
*

I would like to see the West Branch designated as a wild and scenic

river so that it cannot be developed or disturbed in anyway



GOALS STEPS recommended by survey respondents

TO IMPROVE RESIDENTS'
ACCESS TO RECREATION
ATTHE RESERVOIRS

* Identify and develop additional areas for swimming, picnicing, parking
* Limit out-of-state or out-of-town residents' hours of access
* Restrict boats with out-of-state registrations on the Reservoirs

* Charge out-of-state boats a ramp fee for launching
" Charge out-of-state boats a registration fee of S1 ,000/year
* Eliminate boats with out-of-state registrations on the Reservoirs
* Allow only local boats mooring privileges

* Each town should issue residency permits to access Harriman beaches

and boat drops

TO MAKE HARRIMAN
SAFER FOR EVERYONE

" Restrict motorboat horsepower
• Restrict motorboat hull size

• Restrict motorboat speed
• Maybe limit size of motorboats to put-puts for fishing

• Restrict motorized vehicles to the widest part of Harriman (if they have

to be there at all)

• Remove motor boats from Lake Whitingham—sailboats together with

swimming are fine

• Safety and licensing measures must still be studied, prepared and
enforced for all boat skippers.

• Allow sail-powered boats only
• Ban jet skis
• To provide better and safer swimming, excavating needs to be done.
" There should be no parking on the State highway (Route 1 00) or town

road (Brickhouse Road)

The 1 993 re-licensing of the hydroelectric dams along the Deerfield River brings a once-in-a-lifetime chance
to influence the way people manage not only the water flowing down the Deerfield, but many other

aspects of the River basin as well.

The Deerfield River project is designed to provide a way for the people who know and care about the Deerfield

River and the River basin to have a say in how this area is managed. The project is a way to identify

and balance our needs for producing energy, having recreation, and protecting the River basin

environment. The project should efficiently ensure that local people and the towns in the River basin
have a effective voice in this important opportunity.

The March 1 4 workshop is for people to meet together to identify which goals for the River and River basin are
shared by most, and what steps should be taken to make the goals happen. We'll also work together to

identify conflicting goals and conflicting action steps, and try to figure out the best resolution for any
conflicts. The workshop discussion will be summarized to become the draft Goals and Opportunities
section of Vermont's Plan for the Deerfield River.

WINDHAM
REGIONAL
COMMISSION

Post Of/ice Box 81

8

139 Main Street

Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

(802)257-4547

BULK RATE
VS. POSTAGE

PAID

Permit 21

Brattleboro. VT 05301

Pfease bring this report to the WORKSHOP on
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 4 •* WHITINGHAM SCHOOL AUDITORIUM '* 7:30 - 9:30 pm
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CONCLUSION

The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan is the result of

hundreds of hours of volunteer effort committed by the Advisory Committee

to this project . The Plan reflects a thorough examination of the issues

facing the Deerfield River in Massachusetts, as well as a comprehensive

package for addressing those concerns. Naturally, the upcoming

relicensing process overshadowed much of the planning process , and

concerns for the flows in the River arise in many goals . What becomes of

flow and ramping rates is not within the control of this Plan, but we have

attempted to articulate the concerns which are presented by the present

management of the River and the ways in which the Franklin County

community would like to see that management changed.

The consultants who worked on this project, David Boyer, Bill

Lattrell, and Mark Zenick, as well as the interns, Betsy Abert, Regina

Barrett, Alexander Easterday, and Kathy Kanz should be commended for

their work. The Deerfield River Watershed Association played a leadership

role in not only obtaining funding for this project , but providing support

and assistance with its development.

The Deerfield River is a vital resource to Franklin County, and

indeed to the Connecticut River Valley as it is one of its largest

tributaries . We are faced with a unique opportunity to shape its future and

improve the quality of life for those who enjoy its watershed as well as the

for the River and its ecosystem . The development of the Deerfield River

Compact is eagerly anticipated as an innovative way to address the goals

raised in this Plan and we anticipate a successful implementation of the

actions identified.
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DEERFIELD RIVER COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Outreach Subcommittee Minutes
1/24/90

Attending: Mark Zenick, consultant, Gwen Hallsmith, County Planner, Susan

Hosie, Shelburne, Harrison Parker, Hawley, and Regina Barrett, Project
Assistant

The group discussed and made plans for the four areas of responsibility
under this subcommittee

:

(1) Press releases
(2) Workshops
(3) Publications
( 4 ) Speakers

(1) Press releases - Mark will speak with the publisher of the West County
News in Shelburne Falls about doing a series of articles about the Manage-
ment Plan. The first substantial coverage will be targeted to appear before
the March workshop. It was agreed that other newspapers have made consistent
efforts to cover the progress of the group's work on the Plan.

(2) Workshops - The committee decided to host the first workshop in early
March, hopefully at the Mohawk Trail High School, to invite further public
input and response to the goals and objectives of the Plan. It was suggested
that the other workshops be structured to address the particular perspectives
of the different municipal boards. The workshops would seek to educate and
then motivate board members to participate actively in the implementation
of pertinent objectives within the Plan. It was noted that members of the
Conservation Commissions would be an important group of people to reach in
a workshop. Since a River Fest will be scheduled in late June, it is planned
that an outreach effort to the public be done as part of these festivities.
Regina will see to scheduling the March workshop.

(3) Publications - Gwen stated that the reports are on schedule and will
be published later in the grant period.
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10:00 AM

10:15 AM

10:30 AM

Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan

Open Hearing
Saturday, March 10, 1990

Agenda

Public arrive.

Lynn Rubinstein, Franklin County
Planning Department,

will explain the purpose of the plan, its
funding, and the process that is underway.

Mark Zenick, Consultant to the project,
will present the data collected on the Deerfield
river corridor with a slideshow.

11:00 AM

11:15 AM

Lynn Rubinstein will present the goals and
objectives which have been developed by the
planning committee.

Open discussion of the plan. We would like to
hear suggested additional objectives.

12:15 PM Closing
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Public Outreach Subcommittee Report
March 15,1990

Meetings have been scheduled with officials of the towns and with
local organizations within the Deerfield river Watershed. The agendas
for these meetings reflect two goals: 1) to report directly to municipal
officials the purpose, progress and objectives of the Deerfield River
Management Plan and 2) to solicet concerns and suggestions from local

officials and citizens in order to build a well informed base of grass-
roots support for the implementation of the Plan.

To date, 4 meetings have taken place; two with towns and two with
community groups. The meetings have been well atended and candidly
helpful in gleaning imporatnt local perspectives and in galvanizing
public sentiment behind the Management Plan's goals and objectives.

The Town of Florida: we learned that the closing of the Glassine
factory in Monroe Bridge, right on the Deerfield River, has resulted
in the dramatic improvement of fish life in that part of the river. Also,
it was learned that the factory probably still houses an array of
materials considered hazardous. Any dismantling or refurbishing of
that plant should be carried out with remarkable caution for the potential
for serious contamination of the river is great. Florida officials
expressed concern about intensified commercial use of the river fearing
degradation of the river and the capacity of local people to enjoy the
river for swimming, tubing and fishing. Florida officials were very
opne to the idea of joining a compact to protect the Deerfield River
as a rural resource.

The Town of Rowe: while Rowe is the most financially well off
town in the watershed, its officials expressed great interest in managing
the use of the river to maintain the rural character of the area. It
was pointed out that no Rowe resident owns land along the considerable
stretch of river which makes up the town's western boundary. The power
companies and the railroad own all of this land within Rowe along the
river. The Town is financially able and prepared to purchase land for
open space protection. Like Florida, Rowe officials shared concerns that



FRANKLIN LAND TRUST

non-profit preservation of farmland, open space

and rural character

P.O. Box 216

Ashfield, MA 01330 (413)628-4696

the use of the Deerfield River be kept at a level consistent with the

rural quality of life and towns' capacities to meet its municipal services

obligations

.

The presentation to the Shelburne Falls Kiwanas showed that its

members recognized that the Deerfield River is a critical tourist
resource and deserves to be protected. The Kiwanas members listened
more than they extended suggestions.

The Connecticut River Watershed Council: The progress to date of
the Management Plan was applauded by the Council's members. The health
of the ecosystem within the watershed was stressed as a prime concern
of the CRWC. Also, it was recommended that the Plan seriously consider
regulation of motorized boating use of the river. Problems with large
scale motorized boating use of the Connecticut River now strongly indicate .

that future boating use of the Deerfield be directly addressed within
the Plan before such problems manifest themselves on the Deerfield.

Over the next two months meetings with other town officials and
other community groups within the watershed will be held. Educating
the public and enlisting local support of the compact approach will
shape the presentations at these meetings.

A slide program illustrating the data gathered during the first
phase of the Management Plan project was developed and shown on March
10th at a public workshop at the Mohawk Trail High School. The program
was well attended and well received. The slide show will be used again
to carry the Management Plan's message to other interested groups. The
program highlighted the reports of the Geo/Land Forms, the Life Forms
and the Human Impact Sub-committees' reports.

The West County News, the local newspaper, has written two articles
about the Management Plan and the public workshop on March 10th. Work-
shops are being scheduled for local Selectmen, Planning Boards, Boards
of health and Conservation Commissions to strengthen understanding and
the implementation of the specific goals of the Mangement Plan.

Mark Zenick



Assessors

THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS CHECKLIST

1. Submit workplan or contract with a revaluation
company to the Bureau of Local Aneisaent (BLA) for
review and approval

2. pre-echedule certification request date If desired

3. Establish full and fair cash values for all cl.

of property

4. Request certification review (LA-1) and submit sales
reports (LA-3)

Bureau of Local Assessment
5* Conduct an analysis of the sales to determine minimum

statistical requirements.

6* Conduct the field review and issue preliminary
*~~~

certification.

Assessors
7. Conduct public disclosure or hold hearings and

submit a copy of the notice to BLA

8. Submit Final Valuation (LA-2) with the Assessment
Adjustment List (LA-10)

Commissioner of Revenue/BLA
9* Certifies that proposed property assessments meet

minimum requirements; that all real property has been
classified according to use; and that the majority of
assessors are qualified to classify

10. Calculates the Minimum Residential Factor (LA-7) and
sends final certification

Selectmen or City Council and Assessors
11. Selectmen or City Council call a public hearing for

classification

12* Assessors present data on the impact of
classification

13. Selectmen or City Council adopt a Residential Factor.
decide whether to allow an Open Space Discount and/or
a Residential Exemption, and sign LA-5

14. Assessors submit signed LA-5, Residential Factor, the
Assessment Change list (LA-13) for new growth and a
copy of the clas *lf ication hearing notice to BLA

15. Assessors submit Recapitulation Sheet to property Tax
Bureau

Bureau of Local Assessment
16. Submit approved LA-5 directly to the Property Tax

Bureau where they approve the tax rate
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MEMO

TO: Deerfield River Advisory Committee
FROM: Gwen Hallsmith
RE: Minutes from August 30th meeting

DATE: September 7 , 1989

AGENDA

I. Introductions
II. Advisory Board

III. Workplan
IV. Request for Proposals
V. Meeting Schedule for Year

VI. Other Business

I. Introductions: Those present include: Harrison Parker,
Polly French, Polly Bartlett, Bill Latrell, Tom Carney, Rick
Hudson, Emily Gopen, Don Biondi, Richard Thomas, David Boyer,
Susan Hosie, Harold Manners, Terry Blunt, Lew Sorenson, John
Bennett, David Sharken, Bruce Lessells, Vicki Ritterband,
Sen. John Olver, William Macleish, Leo Sicuranza, Michael
Linde, Peter Millington, W.A. Hosie, Larry Bandolin, Lynn
Rubinstein and Gwen Hallsmith.

II. Advisory Board: The list of potential members for the
Advisory Board was discussed. Those present were asked to
review it, identify people who were not on the list, and
contact those who might be interested. Suggestions for
members should be forwarded to Gwen Hallsmith at 774-3167.

III. The proposed Workplan, which is attached, was
discussed. Power generation was specifically identified as a

sub-category of Economic Development. It was stressed that
the time constraints presented by the State grant program and
the relicensing process necessitated that tight control be
kept on the project. The time constraints also require that
the focus of the project be the river corridor itself, with
elements of the greater watershed incorporated as the
particular issues require. The definition of the River
Corridor was discussed, and the



general sense seemed to be that it would be initially defined

by a given elevation line, and areas and features would be

added as it was determined to be necessary. It was

determined that all of the existing information about the

entire watershed would be compiled initially, and this would
help determine the exact scope of the final product.

IV. Request for Proposals: The proposed Request for

Proposals, which is attached, was discussed. It was decided
that the deadline for proposals would be September 13th.

V. Meeting Schedule for the Year: The following meetings of

the full Advisory Board have been scheduled. Subcommittee
meeting will be scheduled once the consultants are hired.

All meetings will be in Room 102 of the County Courthouse

October 10 6:00
November 15 6:00
November 29 6:00
December 12 6:00
January 17 6:00
February 13 6:00
March 14 6:00
April 18 6:00
May 16 6:00

p . m Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

VI. Other Business: The degree to which the tributaries
would be included in the management plan was discussed, and
it was decided that time constraints limited our ability to
do a comprehensive analysis of each tributary. Tributary
information such as water quality and quantity will be
included; other information will be gathered as necessary.

A copy of the Draft Fisheries Management Plan was
circulated to inform. Advisory Committee members. Others
interested in this information, please contact Gwen Hallsmith
at 774-3167.



ADDENDUM:

Minutes for Geo/Land Committee Meeting

September 26, 1989

In attendance: Dawn Peters
Chuck Truax
Cathy Kanz
Martie Leonard

Martha Rullman
Susan Hosie
Bill Lattrell

7:30

7:50

Meeting opened.
Bill talked about the suggested process that the
Geo/Land subcommittee might follow. Much of the
"leg work" in the information gathering stages would
be done by committee members (Please see "process"
handout). The subcommittee agreed this would be the
most efficient method considering time constraints.

Bill introduced a resources list handout. Each
resource being considered by the Geo/Land
subcommittee was listed with suggested resource
materials'. The different topics were bedrock,
topography, soils, open space, groundwater , and
surface water.

8:25

3:35

Next each resource was reviewed by the subcommittee.
As each resource was identified, committee members
volunteered to gather information pertinent to the
topic by gathering documents listed and other
available sources. Subcommittee members volunteered
to gather information for certain resources. It was
also brought to the committees attention that most
of the information could be attained at the county
planning office . Bill and his intern would gather
all this information.

Next meeting date set, October 12, at 6:00 P.M.

Meeting closed.



Minutes for Geo/Land Committee Meeting

October 12, 1989

In attendance: Bill Lattrell
Cathy Kanz
Martha Pullman
Harrison Parker
Alexander Easterday

6:05 Meeting commences.
The group discussed the Open Plan data collection
for each of the towns along the river: As of
tonight we have the following town's plans:
Buckland, Charlemont, Conway, Greenfield, and
Shelburne. Deerfield is in the process of putting
a plan together. Monroe and Rowe do not have Open
Space plans .

6:10 Bill presented the drafts of the sections he has
completed to date. They are: Groundwater,
Topography, and Floodplains. Each section was
presented and recommendations for additions,
deletions, and revisions were solicited from the
committee

.

5:45 The next subject covered was the work remaining to
be completed by the committee. These areas are
listed below:

1

.

Open Space
2. Soils
3

.

Bedrock
4. Surface waters and flow regimes
5. Water quality
6

.

Land inventory - in conjunction
with other committees

7:00 The sections to be completed by the next meeting
were discussed and they are:

1. Soils
2

.

Bedrock
3. Open space - 50% to be completed

The time and date for the next meeting will be on
Monday, October 23, 1989 at 6:00 pm.

7:10 Meeting closes.

5_>
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MEMO

TO: Deerfield River Advisory Board
FROM: Gwen Hallsmith, County Planner
RE: Minutes from Meeting on 10/10/89

DATE: October 20, 1989

AGENDA

1. Introductions
2. Subcommittee Report
3. Consultant's report on delineation of river corridor
4. EOCD Contract change
5. Update on the request for a recreation study
6. Relicensing hearing report

Introductions: Those present included Larry Bandolin,
Harrison Parker, Dawn Peters, Martie Leonard, Rick
Hudson, Richard Thomas, Don Biondi, Bob Ledger, Leo
Sicuranza, Sue Reed, Henry Waidlich, Phil Klotz, Victoria
Reck, John Bennett, Maria VanDeusen, Alexander Easterday,
Bill Lattrell, David Boyer, Martha Rullman, Kathy Kanz

,

Regina Barrett, Mark Zenick, Charles Truax, Lynn
Rubinstein and Gwen Hallsmith.

2

Once introductions were made, Advisory Board membership
and voting privileges were discussed. It was decided
that every town and organization represented would be
entitled to two voting members, that there would be slots
for 10 at-large members, and that membership in an
organization would preclude at-large membership except in
cases where the at-large member was a resident of a town
in the watershed and was willing to liaison with the
selectmen, planning board and conservation commission.
Attendance is required to sign-up as an at-large member.
Attendance is required for voting - there will be no
proxies

.

Subcommittee Reports: The three subcommittees gave a

brief synopsis of the work that has been done so far.
Recommendations were made as to how the subcommittees
could categorize the wealth of information to make it
easier to distill and understand.



3. River Corridor Delineation: The consultants had prepared
a report on the various options, which is attached. It
was voted unanimously to accept their recommendation of
an "Integrated Corridor" approach to the River Management
Plan.

4. EOCD Contract Change: After reviewing the mapping
project with the consultants, FCPD requested and received
a contract change to produce maps at USGS Scale instead
of 1:1000. The Advisory Board discussed the overlay maps
to be produced and the following were suggested in
addition to the parcel inventory mentioned in the
contract:

1) The inventory map should include a zoning overlay.
2) Habitat for rare and endangered species, deeryards

and game management areas
3) Floodplains and groundwater
4) Wetland (possibly combined with #2)
5) Viewshed, historic points, recreational sites
6) Vegetation and land use

5. Update on request for a recreation study. The letter
from American Rivers, Deerfield River Watershed
Association, Appalachian Mountain Club, Zoar Outdoor and
eight other interested organizations was circulated and
discussed. Copies are available from FCPD.

6. Relicensing hearing report: Those who had attended the
relicensing hearings held in September discussed the
content and turnout. A report prepared by American
Rivers titled "FERC Implementation of ECPA's Provision
Requiring Consideration of Comprehensive River Plans "

was distributed and discussed.

The next Advisory Board meeting will be Wednesday,
November 15th at 6:00 in Room 102 of the County Courthouse.
The first reports from the consultants will be due at this
time.



Resource Management Associates

Comprehensive Environmental and Land Use Planning

William Lattrcll

Environmental Planner

Wetland Scientist

October 10, 1989
>.

j»- -

Watershed Corridor Options

There are several options with regard to the type of corridor

to be used in the Deerfield River Management Plan study. They

are the standard width corridor , the fixed point elevation

corridor, the resource based corridor, and an integrated

corridor which borrows some from each of the first three.

The choice of one of these four will have aibearing on not

only what information and data is gathered but also how that

data is used. This will have an effect on the use and

style of the management plan. With this in mind this particular

choice needs to be made carefully.

Standard Width Corr idor -This is a simple corridor that follows

the exact path of the river. A width of the corridor is chosen

such as Sit \t or 1 mile. The actual river is used as the mid point

for this width. This is perhaps the most common corridor

method. It is easily understood and mapped. It has a disad-

vantage in that it has no scientific or resource base or ration-

Flved Point Elevation Corri^or-This type of river corridor

is established by choosing a fixed elevation, for example

300 feet, and establishing a corridor on both sides of a river

Box 141A, R.R. 2 Colrain, MA 01340 (413) 337-5792



and suggestions. It is possible to be creative and adapt one

that is particularly fitting to the Deerfield River Management

Plan. This would require a fair amount of time to develop, however



Meeting Minutes

Deerfield River Management Plan:

Life Forms Sub-Committee meeting September 27, 1989.

The Life Forms Sub-Committee met to discuss date needs for the

Deerfield River Project. Present were:

Martie Leonard - Deerfield River Club

Gwen Hallsmith - County Planner

Larry Bandolin - Fisheries Biologist

. Regina Barrett - Naturalist

Martha Rullman - Graduate student in Environmental Studies

Bill Meyers - Yankee Atomic Electric

David Boyer - Environmental Collaborative

The Deerfield River Management Project was reviewed

The life forms data areas of wetlands, vegetation, wildlife, and fisheries,

were discussed in terms of what type of data was needed and what is

available where.

The need to integrate water quality and flow data into the life forms

section was discussed.

Committee felt that fisheries and wetlands would be the two areas of

greatest importance to the pla r
. Due to the interest groups involved,

potential conflicts, and in the case of Wetlands, the priorities established

by the E.RA. and MA D.E.R

How we will utilize the data in the plan and the planning process was

discussed.

Data collection tasks were decided.

Next meeting data was set and meeting adjorned at Approximately 7:30

PM.



Data Collection Responsibilities for next meeting:

Larry Bandolin - Will gather data from: U. Mass on entomology &

Vermont F. & W.

Martha Rullman - Acid rain data, forest sensitivity maps
Regina Barrett - Mass F. & W. data & State forest management plans.

Bill Meyers - Power Co. reports on fisheries, wetlands, etc.

Martie Leonard - MA chapter 61 management plans, town open space

plans.

David Boyer - Vegetation, wetlands, collect data from other committee

members.

Next meeting, October 11, 1989, 6:00 PM.
Mohawk Regional High School, library.
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MEMO

TO: Liveforms Committee
FROM: David Boyer
RE: Minutes for meeting 10/11/89

DATE: October 20, 1989

Committee members present:

Martie Leonard
Emily Gopen
David Thane

Meeting Minutes:

Larry Bandolin
Harold Manners
Regina Barrett

Committee discussed data gathering efforts to date and
information which is still needed.

Harold Manners provided information on tree farms and
historical vegetation information.

Outline for life forms section of report was reviewed and
discussed.

Presentation of life forms section for November 15 meeting
was discussed: Larry Bandolin will present fisheries
information and write short section on macro invertebrates.
Emily Gopen will present vegetation data.
Regina Barrett will present wildlife.
David Boyer will present Macro invertebrates and all other.

Discussion was had concerning goals for biological community
of Deerfield River. Water quality, flow regulation and
preservation of critical habitats were areas of most concern

NEXT MEETING IS NOVEMBER 1, 1989, 6:00 PM AT MOHAWK REGIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL, LIFE FORMS SECTION WILL BE REVIEWED.
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Minutes for Geo/Land Committee Meeting

October 23, 1989 ;

In attendance: Bill Lattrell
Harold Manners
George Phipps
Dawn Peters
Alexander Easterday

6:10 Meeting commences.
Bill presented to the committee the Soil and
Bedrock Geology sections. The subject of soil and
river bank erosion along the Deerfield was
discussed amongst the committee and a decision was
made to conduct further research in this area.

6:45 The next subject covered was the work remaining to
be completed by the committee. These areas are
listed below:

1. Groundwater quality and flow
2. Ooen Soace Section

These sections will be completed by the next
meeting. The time and date for the next meeting
will be on Monday, November 6, 19 S3 at "6: 00 pm

.

25 Meeting closes.

54



Minutes for Geo/Land Committee Meeting

November 6, 1989

In attendance: Bill Lattrell
Kathy Kanz
Harold Manners
George Phipps

Dawn Peters
Susan Hosie
Wallace Trumper
Alexander Easterday

6:05

"6:25

Meeting commences.
Bill opened the meeting by informing the committee
of the possibility of a cut in the current SOCD
budget for FY 90, which could effect the Deerfield
River Managment Plan. Bill strongly encouraged
people to call their state representatives.

The hydrology section of the managment plan, which
included quality, river classification, and flow,
was presented by Bill. The idea of including a map
within this section for visual reference was raised
and acceoted.

7:05

7 :35

The draft of the Open Space section was presented
to- the committee by Alexander. This section will
be completed by Thursday, Nov. 9.

Meeting closes .

DO



Deerfield River Management Plan Lifeforms Subcommittee
Meeting Minutes for November 28, 1989 at 6:00 PM at the
Courthouse in Greenfield.

David Boyer, Regina Barrett, Martie Leonard, Harold Manners,
Larry Bandolin, Leo Sicuranza and Jim Dowd were present.

1. David Boyer requested that subcommittee members write
down the goals they feel are priorities for the management
plan, where on the river their goals will focus on and what
actions need to be taken in order to implement these goals.

2. As a group we compiled these goals and prioritized them.
The list we came up with is as follows:

a. To protect the natural community of the watershed by
maintaining open space and sensitive habitat for
biological importance.

b. To improve water quality throughout the river.

c. To determine what flow and temperature is optimal for
maintaining healthy biological populations
considering minimum flows, ramping rates and seasonal
fluctuation.

d. To educate general public and local government of the
goals and implementation of the Deerfield River
Management Plan.

e. To install fish passageways on all dams.

f. To research historic salmon runs on the river.

3. David Boyer presented the prioritized goals of the
lifeforms subcommittee to the advisory board.

4. William Lattrell presented the goals of the geolands
subcommittee to the advisory board. They are listed below.

Soils: erosion/ramping rates;
soils used as guide to appropriate development;
and forest and farmland protection.



Floodplain protect and preserve its various functions;
no development in floodplain; and
permitting natural high waters during periods
of natural flood.

Open space use it to maintain rural and environmental
character;
create trail system;
allow river corridor access;
access points for recreational use; and
develop open space plans in communities that
don't have one;

Surface water quality;

Water quality (flow)

:

Groundwater

institute treatment facilities at
Charlemont and Ashfield, and
upgrade existing facilities where
needed;
remove point source discharge;
nonpoint discharge (salt,
agricultural runoff, etc.)
mitigated; and
identify dumps and other sources
of point pollution.

modify ramping, impound minimum
flow in dry stretches and
dewatered areas;
allow for more natural flows; and
conduct flow studies for
recreational use (boating)

.

institute underground storage tanks;
decrease NaCl use and increase CaCl use;
segregate of sewage and fresh water;
conduct comprehensive groundwater study;
conduct cooperative mapping;
develop aquifer districts;
preserve groundwater quality;
preserve groundwater quantity (recharge,
withdrawals, etc.)

5. Mark Zenick presented the goals of the human impact
subcommittee to the advisory board. They are listed below.

a. maintain water quality

b. establish a network of trails and a network of
historical sites with guidebooks and maps

c. guide industrial, commercial development through
zoning from impacting important resource areas

d. manage river for multipurpose uses, with appropriate



uses identified for particular locations

e. establish Deerfield River Compact to standardize
zoning protection within towns

f. establish Deerfield River Basin Commission to oversee
protection of river

g. manage expansion of use in consistent manner with
infrastructure capacities

h. increase recreational uses, providing appropriate
facilities for human use

i. carry out cost benefit analysis for correcting
problems

j . protect rural use

6. The next advisory board meeting is scheduled for December
12, 1939 at 6:00 PM in the Courthouse.
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MEMO

TO: Deerfield River Advisory Board
FROM: Gwen Hallsmith, County Planner
RE: Minutes from Meeting on 12/12/89

DATE: December 13, 19 39

AGENDA
1. Introductions
2. Meeting with Vermont *

3

.

Mapping *

4. Reports *

5. Goals and Objectives

1, Introductions : Those present included Jim Dowd, Rick
Hudson, David Boyer, Wallace Trumpar, Leo Sicuranza, Mark
Zenick, William Lattrell, Sue Reed, Dawn Peters, Lynn
Rubinstein, Don 3iondi, Rick Thomas, Peter Millington,
Bruce Lessels, John Bennett, Harold Manners, Polly
Bartlett, L.W . Griswold, Emily Gopen, Harrison Parker,
Jim Hanrahan, Alexander Easterday, Regina Barrett, and
Gwen Hallsmith.

Meeting with Vermont: The need for interstate
cooperation with Vermont was brought up and efforts are
being made to have a meeting on Jan. 17, 1990 with Rick
Hopkins of Vermont Natural Resources.

Mapping: A brief discussion ensued about the progress of
the mapping to date. The Inventory Map, of the river
corridor, is of main concern at present, because of a

Jan. 15, 1990 deadline to EOCD for the completion of
this map. The end result will be a base map at USGS
Scale with four overlays and the Inventory Map.

Reports: Gwen Hallsmith and Lynn Rubinstein recommended
additions to each of the reports. The issue of erosion
is to be studied by Bill Lattrell. Additional biological
data is to be compiled by David Boyer. The economical



value of forests and agricultural potential in the basin
will be compiled by Mark Zenick.

5. Goals and Objectives: David Boyer presented the goals of
the river management plan. A vote was taken by the board
to determine which flow regime option to use. The board
was 21 votes in favor of the multipurpose flow goal,
which appears on the goals list enclosed. Next, the
issue of condensing the goals to a fewer number was
proposed and voted upon. The board voted six in favor of
condensing and 10 not in favor of condensing. Therefore
the seventeen original goals were not condensed. The
river management goals were then ranked by each
individual board member present and mathematically
ranked, with the lowest score being number one. The
results are on the enclosed goals sheet enclosed. The
board then began to list actions for the goal of water
quality. This is also enclosed on Water Quality:
Actions

.

The next advisory board meeting will be January 17, 1939 at
6:00 P.M. in the Court House.

These items were discussed at a meeting with the staff and
consultants just prior to the full Advisory Board meeting.
They are included here for general information.



DEERFIELD RIVER MANAGEMENT GOALS:

1. Protect Open Space within the basin to protect,
habitat species, and the rural character of the
communities

.

2. Improve the water quality throughout the river.

3. Manage flow to optimize multipurpose use of the river.

4. Identify sensitive areas and direct growth and use
away from these areas

.

5. Educate public and local government on the goals and
implementation of the comprehensive management river
plan.

6. Manage river for multipurpose use; hydroelectric,
recreational, and ecosystem.

. 7. Establish Deerfield River Commission to implement plan
and review developments.

* 3. Establish river compact to work with the communities
to ensure compatible zoning.

* 3. Protect ground water.

9. Protect and preserve flocdplains and the critical
functions of the flocdplains.

10. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and so the infrastructure
of towns is not exceeded.

11. Increase recreational uses and provide facilities for
human use.

12. Install fish passage on the dams.

13. Enhance interstate cooperation.

14. Create trail and access points along the river.

15. Establish maps and guides to the historical sites and
trails

.

16. Research historic salmon runs.

* There was a tie for these goals.



Water Quality : Actions

- Charlemont, Ashfield, and Conway need waste water
treatment plants.

Greenfield needs to upgrade their waste water treatment
plant.

Create a sludge standard and sludge pretreatment standard,
both private and public.

Identify pollution, both point and nonpoint sources, along
the river and potential new sources of pollution, also
identify spill and leakage potentials.

Maintain flows to ensure water quality standard.

Work to educate and reform identified polluters.

Create a water quality monitoring program, which involves
schools and local groups.

Town regulations, such as zoning, board of health, and the
conservation commission

.

Work with farmers to leave vegetation strips along the
river and use best fertilizer and pesticide application
methods

.

Work with foresters to use the best management practises.

- Work with state and local DPW to reduce, eliminate, and
look at alternatives to road salt use in the watershed
drainage area.

- Work with users, state, and towns to prevent hazardous
material spills and ensure proper control and cleanup, and
to ensure proper training of officials and individuals
involved.

- Underground storage tanks within the corridor; tighten
controls, testing of tanks, and other applicable measures.

Information in regards to hazardous materials being
transported through towns and our rights to control and
what is allowed to be transported.
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MEMO

TO: Liveforms Committee
FROM: David Boyer
RE: Minutes for meeting 10/11/89

DATE: October 20, 1939

Committee members present

Martie Leonard
Emily Gopen
David Thane

Meeting Minutes:

Larry Bandolin
Harold Manners
Regina Barrett

Committee discussed data gathering efforts to date and
information which is still needed.

Harold Manners provided information on tree farms and
historical vegetation information.

Outline for life forms section of report was reviewed and
discussed.

Presentation of life forms section for November 15 meeting
was discussed: Larry Bandolin will present fisheries
information and write short section on macro invertebrates.
Emily Gopen will present vegetation data.
Regina Barrett will present wildlife.
David Boyer will present Macro invertebrates and all other.

•

Discussion was had concerning goals for biological community
of Deerfield River. Water quality, flow regulation and
preservation of critical habitats were areas of most concern.

NEXT MEETING IS NOVEMBER 1, 1989, 6:00 PM At MOHAWK REGIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL, LIFE FORMS SECTION WILL BE REVIEWED.
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Deerfield River Management Plan Lifeforms Subcommittee
Meeting Minutes for November 28/ 1989 at 6:00 PM at the
Courthouse in Greenfield.

David Boyer, Regina Barrett, Martie Leonard,. Harold Manners,
Larry Bandolin, Leo Sicuranza and Jim Dowd were present.

1. David Boyer requested that subcommittee members write
down the goals they feel are priorities for the management
plan, where on the river their goals will focus on and what
actions need to be taken in order to implement these goals.

2. As a group we compiled these goals and prioritized them.
The list we came up with is as follows: -

a. To protect the natural community of the watershed by
maintaining open space and sensitive habitat for
biological importance.

b. To improve water quality throughout the river.

c. To determine what fiow and temperature is optimal for
maintaining healthy biological populations
considering minimum flows, ramping rates and seasonal
fluctuation.

d. To educate general public and local government of the
goals and implementation of the Deerfield River
Management Plan.

«

e. To install fish passageways on all dams.

f. To research historic salmon runs on the river.

3. David Boyer presented the prioritized goals of the
lifeforms subcommittee to the advisory board.

4

.

William Lattrell presented the goals of the
•
geolands

subcommittee-to : the- advisory^ board.-, r They.-areJ.iistecLbelow. . ..

. .. . Soils ::y;erps'i6n/rampirig^ ".;"••.
. ///-i:.^;';^/:'-

'

! ;K
;

-..v

soils used]\ as ^guide :

yto-^appropriate ;^ey ;

and forest and 'farmland protection/;-:



Floodplain: protect and preserve its various .functions;.'.',•

; ; no, development in floodplain; and- ;

' ;^-
: ^:

;^^permitting : natural high watersKduring- peribds
"'"';

.•v-.-S'-^.of /natural flood. • y'Vj.i^^/sVxi^^t'Xl:'^^/^

Openi spaceiifuse it to maintain rural and environmental ;.-' ..

:
"'

'

"•:

:

V" X-..:
V:-~ - ^;"-^- i

" (character; V'"^^fev^^ ?'::'::' -
/.-.. 'create trail system;

"allow river corridor access; ';. :.\"
:

.

access points for recreational use; and
develop open space plans in communities that
don't have one;

''•*!-£'-'.

Surface water quality:

Water quality (flow)

:

institute treatment facilities at
Charlemont and Ashfield, and
upgrade existing facilities where
needed;
remove point source discharge;
nonpoint discharge (salt,
agricultural runoff, etc.)
mitigated; and
identify dumps and other sources
of point pollution.

modify ramping, impound minimum
flow in dry stretches and
dewatered areas;
allow for more natural flows; and
conduct flow studies for
recreational use (boating)

.

Groundwater

:

institute underground storage tanks;
decrease NaCl use and increase CaCl use;
segregate of sewage and fresh water;
conduct comprehensive groundwater study;
conduct cooperative mapping;
develop aquifer districts;
preserve groundwater quality;
preserve groundwater quantity (recharge,
withdrawals, etc.)

5. Mark Zenick presented the goals of the human impact
subcommittee to the advisory board. They are listed below.

a. maintain water quality

b. establish a network of trails and a network of
historical sites with guidebooks and maps .

c . guide industrial , commercial .developments-through .

zoning from impacting important resource areas

d. manage river for multipurpose uses, with appropriate



I
uses

t

;
identified for particular locations

•'.:' '.» '*. '••
'.-V.

*? -;•protectibh|6f£river

•A7-»vy«5 - >

^.^inanagejiekpansiort' of use in consistent manner; with
-infrastructure capacities .':..

h: . increase recreational uses , providing appropriate
facilities for human use

i. carry.out cost benefit analysis for correcting
problems •

j. protect rural use-.

6. The next advisory board meeting is scheduled for December
12 , 1939 at 6:00 PM in the Courthouse.

- « - -«.-
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Deerfield River Advisory Committee Minutes

January 17, 1990

6:00-8:00 PM

Courthouse, Greenfield

Those in attendance were Leo Sicuranza, Rich Thomas,
Don Biondi, Bill Meyer, Bruce Lessels, Jim Dowd,
Larry Bandolin, Gwen Hallsmith, Mark Zenick, David Boyer,
Alexander Easterday, Regina Barrett, Susan Hosie,
Wallace Trumper, Robert Ledger, David Thane, Victoria Reck,
Verne Howe, Ralph Howe, Maria Van Dusen, Stuart Chase,
Kathy Kanz , John Bennett, Charlie Olchowski, Harold Manners,
Lyman Griswold, Harrison Parker, Dawn Peters, Bill Lattrell,
Stuart Blain and Lynn Rubinstein.

Lynn Rubinstein opened the meeting by announcing the next
phase of the project-setting Environmental Priorities and
Resolving Conflicts. Lynn encouraged all in attendance to
sign up for the subcommittees that will encompass this
section of the project. These subcommittees are Public
Outreach, headed by Mark Zenick; Conflicts of Interest,
facilitated by David Boyer, and Environmental Priorities,
lead by Bill Lattrell.

Lynn announced that our next meeting will be held on February
13, 1990 at 6:00 PM in the Courthouse. She also informed us
that the March 14, 1990 meeting was switched to March 13,
1990 as to not conflict with a similar meeting being held in
Vermont on 'the 14 th of March. The Vermont meeting will focus
on Deerfield River Management Plan priorities and is
scheduled for 7:00 PM in Whitingham, VT. All are encouraged
to attend.

The committee introduced themselves to newcomers.

Bill Lattrell presented the map overlays of the Deerfield
River Corridor compiled by Kathy Kanz, Alexander Easterday
and himself. These overlays included: Land Use; Ownership
and Zoning and Floodplain and Aquifers. Bill Lattrell also
announced that the Massachusetts Natural Heritage is
producing a Rare and Endangered Species overlay that will be
completed by May. An overlay on Viewsheds will be completed
by March.
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David Boyer distributed the Goals arid Objectives he developed
from last months meeting. He asked the group to comment and
discuss his conclusions. There was a discussion concerning
goal #3, which states that we manage the river for
multipurpose use, hydroelectric, recreational and ecosystem.
This statement was -changed by the board to: manage the river
flow for multipurpose use including hydro, power, recreation
and ecosystem enhancement.

Goal #3 led to a discussion of the definition of "natural
flow". Bill Lattrell recommended that we look' at a parallel,
unmanaged river that is very similar to the Deerfield in
topography and slope. Larry Bandolin recommended that we aim
towards a more "even" flow vs. daily fluctuation in the
height of the river.

Members of the committee were also concerned about who has
the final say as to how the river is managed. Gwen Hallsmith
stated that we can only make strong, data backed
recommendations to FERC. They will then set standards for
the power companies relicensing. Leo Sicuranza mentioned
that the Electric Power Research Institute is working on
developing an economic model that considers the value of the
river that typically do not have dollar signs attached to
them (i.e., ecosystems, aesthetics, etc.), vs. the value of
power production. Some members of the committee agreed that
we need to discover these values to make decisions for the
plan.

Mark Zenick reminded the committee that the goals listed in
David Boyer report are prioritized. The committee chose to
revote on prioritizing the 7 goals. The goals are now listed
as follows

:

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river
basin.

Protect groundwater.

2. Protect Open Space within the river basin in order to
protect habitat and rural character of the communities.

3. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement.

4. Establish Deerfield river commission/compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments with regional impact.

5. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.



6. Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these; uses. r

7. Enhance.'fisheries throughout 1 the^ river.- .
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David Boyer . asked-, the committee to > randomly break up into -

groups ... Each", group was given one of the goals and asked to
list the steps and objectives that feel are necessary to
achieve this goal.

The groups reported their objectives to the group. David
Boyer collected them to be added to his report.

Gwen Hallsmith annouced that the state decided to fully fund
our Strategic Planning grant.

Another reminder that our next meeting is scheduled for
February 13, 1990 at 6:00 PM at the Courthouse in Greenfield.

Subcommittee meetings were scheduled as follows:

Public Outreach 1/24, 6:00 PM, Courthouse, Greenfield

Conflicts of Interest 1/24, 5:30 PM, Courthouse, Greenfield

Environmental. Priorities 1/30, 6:00 PM, Courthouse,
Greenfield
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DEERFIELD RIVER COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Outreach Subccnmittee Minutes
1/24/90

Attending: Mark Zenick, consultant, Gwen Hallsmith, County Planner, Susan
Hosie, Shelbume, Harrison Parker, Hawley, and Regina Barrett, Project
Assistant

The group discussed and made plans for the four areas of responsibility
under this subconmittee

:

(1) Press releases
(2) Workshops
(3) Publications
(4) Speakers

(1) Press releases - Mark will speak with the publisher of the West County
News in Shelburne Falls about doing a series of articles about the Manage-
ment Plan. The first substantial coverage will be targeted to appear before
the March workshop. It was agreed that other newspapers have made consistent
efforts to cover the progress of the group's work on the Plan.

(2) Workshops - The committee decided to host the first workshop in early
March, hopefully at the Mohawk Trail High School, to invite further public
input and response to the goals and objectives of the Plan. It was suggested
that the other workshops be structured to address the particular perspectives
of the different municipal boards. The workshops would seek to educate and
then motivate board members to participate actively in the implementation
of pertinent objectives within the Plan. It was noted that members of the
Conservation Commissions would be an important group of people to reach in
a workshop. Since a River Fest will be scheduled in late June, it is planned
that an outreach effort to the public be done as part of these festivities.
Regina will see to scheduling the March workshop.

(3) Publications - Gwen stated that the reports are on schedule and will
be published later in the grant period.
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Minutes for Conflict Resolution Group 1/26/90

Attendance

Lynn Rubenstien

Don Biondi

Leo Siciranza

Wallace Thumper
Susan Hosie

Eric Grant

Regina Barret

Peter Franzoso

Bruce Lessels

Jim Dowd
Tom Stevens

Marie Van Dussen
Christine Coffey

Norman Simms
M.L. Zabre

Martha Kegeles

Joe Child

Mark Blatchley

Franklin County Planning

NEU
NEPCO
Historical Society

Ch. Shellburne Historical Society

Outdoor Center of New England

F.C.P

Charlemont
Zoar Outdoor

AMC/TU
AMC
MA F&W (MA Riverways)

MA F&W (MA Riverways)

AMC
AMC
AMC
AMC Whitewater

AMC

The meeting started at 5:40 pm

Those in attendance where directed to join into the interest group in which they felt

aligned ; Hydro power, Natural flow or recreation/whitewater.

The groups were requested to describe the way they felt the river should be managed,

What benefits this approach would have, problems and possible solutions to these

problems. In addition, groups were asked to give their impressions of what they

thought the other group would want.

Each group presented their ideas to the others and responded to questions from the

other two groups.

Points of agreement between the groups were discussed. These include:



-Recognition that each group could not have its most desired use of the river.

-All the information was not available for some issues.

-Compromise could be possible on many issues but not all.

-To include in the plan what ever agreements could be made and view

points/recommendations, from each group, on issue where agreement could not be

had.

-All believed there should/will be some level of increased minimum flows at most
dams in MA.
-Improvement of existing formal and informal access points should be done.

As a group we began to discuss specific issues:

-800 number for river flow information, how to make it work.

-Weekend release of water at Fife Brook, conflicts between users groups, cost

to NEPCO, ways to solve conflicts.

-Weekend releases at Monroe Bridge.

For the next meeting we decided to come back with criteria for decision making, other

specific issues to discuss.

Next meeting is February 6, 6:00pm at the Greenfield Courthouse



Minutes 1/31/90

Environmental Priorities Subcommittee

Deerf ield River Management Plan Advisory Board

Attendance: Charles Loven, John Bennett, William Meyers, Bill

Lattrell, consultant, Richard .Thomas, Lyman Griswold, Susan

Hosie, Harold Manners, Lynn Rubinstein, Kathy Kanz, Robert

Ledger.

The meeting began at 6 p.m.

Bill Lattrell passed out Environmental Priorities questionaire.

Participants were asked to identify, and prioritize environmental

priorities for the Deerfield River Management Plan.

Bill passed out a partial, suggested list of priorities that

he had devised

.

The group then discussed what they had listed on the questionaire.

Following is a list of different priorities listed and discussed.

Protection of Unique Habitats

Effect of Public Access on Unique Habitats

Floodplains and river corridor protection

Green River Water Quality

Sewer Plant Reconstruction in Greenfield

Put in/Take out areas below Cheapside Bridge

Railroad Violations with regard to water quality (much discussion)

Railroad Care of Tracks and Bridges

Erosion and Soil Stability along River

Railroad way Fiber Optic Digging (loss of protective berm)

Charlemont Sewage Treatment need

Conway Sewage Treatment need

Ashfield Sewage Treatment need

Buckland/Shelburne Sewage Treatment Occassional Inumdation

General Protection of 1/2 mile corridor (Open Space Plans, River



Corridor Protection Plan, etc.)

Preservation of Scenic Vistas and Rural Character

- Use , overuse of deicing agents on Route 2

Education, a severe need for educating young to old of local,

and nonlocal environmental issues

Protection of Groundwater

' Monitoring, Compact Group to manage the longterm impact issues

Proposed effect of frequent Whitewater releases on Ecosystem

There were interesting and detailed discussions on most of these

topics.

Bill will organize these priorities for ranking at the next

subcommittee meeting.

It was agreed that the next subcommittee meeting woill be held on

Wednesday, 7, 1990 at 6 p.m. at the Franklin County Courthouse.

7:30 meeting adjourned
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Desrfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for Conflict Resolution Subcommittee

February 7, 1990, 6:00 p.m.

Attendance

Lynn Rubinstein
David Boyer
Harold Manners
Jon Goodman
Eric Grant
Charlie Olchowski
Regina Barrett
Rich Thomas
Leo Sicuranza
Larry Bandolin
Norman Sims
Rick Hudson
Bruce Lessels
Karen Blum
C. Mark Blatchley
Betsy Abert
Martha Kegeles
Peter Franzoso

Franklin County Planning
Environmental Collaborative
Franklin County Planning Board
Appalachian Mtn Club
Outdoor Center of New England
Franklin County Planning Board
Franklin County Planning
Northeast Utilities
New England Power-W£stboro
Deerfield River Watershed Assoc
Appalachian Mtn Club
American Rivers
Zoar Outdoor
American Whitewater Affiliates
Neari's School
Franklin County Planning
Appalachian Mtn. Club
American Whitewater Affiliates

The meeting began at 6 p.m.

Lynn Rubinstein opened the meeting reminding individuals
associated with particular organizations or special interest
groups that they need to provide documentation from their
organizations stating that the individual is a recognized
representative of same.

Betsy Abert was introduced as Alexander Easterday's
replacement as county project intern.

Two criteria were identified to assist in resolving conflict
of use. They were:

* those uses which optimize the public benefit
* actions should seek the improvement of the natural
environment of the river basin.



"External effects" or regional/national impacts of river use
was identified as an important issue to be kept in mind as
the plan proceeds.

There was also discussion about general issues. Harold
Manners raised the point of those who wish to restrict use of
the river in order to protect both natural resources and
abutters' privacy. Leo Sicuranza said it is NEPCO's desire
to "co-operate with Whitewater boaters during spillage when
water is seasonably available." He said that access could be
upgaded as well. Bruce Lessels requested that Whitewater
releases take place every weekend from March 1 - November 30,
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., at cfs (cubic feet per second) levels
appropriate to boating needs. David Boyer agreed to call Joe
Bergin of State Fisheries and Wildlife to clarify the fishery
position in terms of flow needs at Monroe Bridge. Most
thought that Whitewater releases taking place midday could
accommodate the early morning and late afternoon needs for
f ishing.

There was a discussion of value comparisons. There is a need
for a mechanism that would effectively measure the loss of
utility generation and capacity values as compared to the
value gain of a Whitewater boating site. It was restated that
economics would and could not be the sole criteria in
resolving the conflicts.

It was noted that a request should be made at the Fuil
Advisory Meeting on Feb. 13 eliciting any other conflicts
that people outside this subcommittee may see existing now or
in the future.

The next Conflict Resolution meeting will take place on
Tuesday, March 6. Fife Brook will be a main topic.

Minutes recorded by Betsy Abert.
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for Environmental Priorities Subcommittee
February 8, 1990, 6:00 p.m.

Attendance

Lynn Rubinstein
Robert Ledger
William Meyers
Harold Manners
Betsy Abert
Susan Hosie
George Phipps
Rich Thomas
Charlie Olchowski
Bill Lattrell
Lvman Griswold

Franklin County Planning
New England Power
Yankee Atomic
Franklin County Planning Beard
Franklin County Planning
Shalburne Historic Commission
Citizen
Northeast Utilities
Franklin County Planning Board
Consultant
Greenfield Conservation Commission

The meeting began at 6 p.m.

The meeting began with Bill Lattrell handing out the
environmental issues that had been identified at the Jan. 31
meeting. The group then prioritized the topics numerically,
ranking them according to the need for taking preventative
and protective actions. The results were:

1. Protection of unique habitats.
2. Sewage treatment problems.
3. Minimum flow and ramping rates in regard to river

ecosystem enhancement.
4. Preservation of scenic vistas and rural character.
5. -Aquifer protection through zoning districts, etc.
6. Erosion and soil stability along the river.
7. Open space zoning to protect river corridor.
8. Floodplain protection through zoning districts.
9. Public education on environmental topics.
10. Development of long-term monitoring tool for the river

such as a Compact Group.



11. Railroad concerns with regard to care of tracks.
12. Effect of Whitewater releases on river ecosystem.
13. Development of targeted access points.
14. Overuse of deicing agents along public ways.
15. Targeted boating access.

Wm. Meyers noted that the group should concentrate its
efforts for developing objectives on the highest ranked
priorities rather than working with the whole list. However,
others thought that the value of having guidance and
elaboration for all the criteria would have long-range
benefits and would be necessary as part of a comprehensive
planning effort. George Phipps suggested that the priorities
should be ranked by how irreplaceable something is. For
example, preserving the rural character and scenic vistas
should have a higher priority designation than activities
which would not result in irreversible damage. This was
discussed by the group but the decision was made to remain
with the already voted on priorities.

The group discussed the first two priorities with two goals
in mind: to reduce the potential for destructive activities
both current and future, and to exploit the educational
potential of the projects. V7ith regard to protecting unique
habitats, Bill proposed that an important goal of the
Comprehensive Management Plan would be to encourage groups to
become active with protection efforts by mapping and
identifying endangered species within the half-mile 'river
corridor, and possibly with the assistance of a Natural
Heritage Field botanist. It was suggested that current
access points be targeted for habitat evaluation and that new
areas not be opened to foot traffic given that we have so
little habitat information in this region.

The second priority issue included three subgroups of Sewage
Treatment Problems: those towns dumping raw sewage directly
into the river such as Ashfield and Charlemont, problematic
treatment plants such as those in Shelburne-Buckland and
Greenfield, and a private onsite Waste Water Treatment
Facility such as is proposed in Charlemont. Betsy agreed to
check on correcting possible misinformation as pertains to
how the Conway sewage problem has been described.

The next subcommittee meeting is set for Tuesday, Feb. 20 at
6 p.m. at the Courthouse.

All were encouraged to attend the Full Advisory meeting on
Tuesday, Feb. 13 at 6 p.m.

The meeting adjourned at 8 pm.

Minutes were recorded by Betsy Abert.

/
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes of the Environmental Priorities Subcommittee Meeting
February 20, 1990, 6:00 p.m.

Attendance

Betsy Abert
Harold Manners
Robert C. Ledger
Susan Hosie
Rich Thomas
William J. Meyers
Bill Lattrell
Dawn Peters

Franklin Co. Planning
Franklin Co. Planning Board
New England Power. Co.
Shelburne Historic Commission
Northeast Utilites
Yankee Atomic
Consultant
Deerfield River Watershed Association

The meeting began at 6:05 p.m.

Issues raised at the previous week's Full Advisory Board meeting
were addressed first. Environmental Priority #3 was reworded to
reflect a greater concern for minimum flow in dewatered areas
vs. low-flow areas. The group agreed that dewatered sites are
distinct and separate from low-flow areas in that "dewatered"
refers to specific sites and "low-flow" could refer to the whole
of this managed river. The #3 priority now reads:

"Minimum flow in dewatered areas in regard to river
ecosystem enhancement."

Rich Thomas suggested that the low-flow and ramping rate concern
not be overlooked, however, and that it be attached to priority
#12.

After some discussion, the group agreed to delete "Whitewater"
from priority #12. It now reads, "Effect of releases on river
ecosystem." All expressed a desire to review any available data
regarding the effects of Whitewater releases on other rivers,
recalling that some committee members had earlier said such
information exists. Though lacking Deerfield River data, it was
thought that other river analyses would warrant our committee's
review and add to our understanding of all release effects.
Bill proposed that only the first five priorities be numbered
because the final 10 seemed to bear equal importance. All agreed,
Bill will contact Ken Cox in Vermont regarding reports that
Vermont intends to keep its reservoirs full, a potentially
damaging action to the lower river.



Discussion then focused on mitigation for existing sewage
treatment plants. Though Greenfield is currently upgrading
their capacity, Buckland shows no serious sign of movement
towards increasing their much needed treatment capacity. Raw
discharge, primarily a result of storm drain system overload, is
still taking place. Again, community education was thought to be
an appropriate first course of action. For instance, the
citizens of Buckland-Shelburne could be urged to come forward
prior to the every-5-year permit renewal process and promote a
public review and discharge monitoring process.

It was agreed that information on Private or Package Treatment
Plants is minimal at this time. While only one is currently
proposed in Charlemont, questions arose as to the accumulative
affect of, for instance, six or more plants located along the
river. Bill Lattrell will examine the issues more closely.

In further discussion of the third priority regarding minimum
flow Rich Thomas reported that the the State Fisheries and
Wildlife people are producing studies currently and proposed we
support their efforts.

A regional or cross-town approach to zoning was suggested by Bill
Lattrell as an effective mechanism in the Preservation of Scenic
Vistas and Rural Character priority. It was linked with the need
to form a Compact group: "..if a Compact group is formed, towns
should be educated as to the benefits of.. zoning and land
acquisition strategies.."

Suggestions for the fifth priority, Aquifer Protection Through
Zoning Districts, related to targeting certain aquifers,
particularly those serving public wells such as Shelburne's North
River aquifer in Colrain, for special and immediate zoning
protection. Agricultural mitigation was brought up as another
objective with sustainable ag strategies such as Integrated Pest
and Animal Waste Management being raised.

The next and final subcommittee meeting will be held on
Wednesday, March 7, at 6 p.m. in Rm 102.

Minutes were recorded by Betsy Abert.
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes of the Conflict Resolution Subcommittee
March. 6, 1990..

Attendance

Lynn Rubinstein
Harold Manners
Norman Sims
Bruce Lessels
John J. Valera
Bill Hildreth
Joan Hildreth
Tom Foster .. .

Betsy Abert
Mark Blatchley
Charlie Olchowski
Don Pugh
David Boyer
Wallace Trumper
Leo Sicuranza
Karen Blom . .

Franklin County Planning
Franklin: County Planning Board
Appalachian Mtn Club..
Zoar Outdoor
American Whitewater Affiliates
American Whitewater Affiliates
American Whitewater Affiliates
Outdoor Center of New England
Franklin County- Planning
Neari School
Franklin County Planning Board
Trout Unlimited
Consultant
Shelburne Historical Society
New England Power
American Whitewater Affiliates

The meeting began at 6:05 p.m.

The group was reminded that the meeting with developers has
been rescheduled for 3/10 after the Open Hearing.

The 800# .phone .
service- wasj.discussed at length .>: Leo Sicuranza

said 4 that j the" NEP. isViliing. to
:
produce a";schedule-of-release

recording, V Tom> Foster of- OCNE. and others, questioned the
historical", accuracy of this- scheduling method,, saying that he
:.ahd^ others,! have" of ten; brought clients^, to :the..boating*'&£tes-'->
"following

2

the (livej^phpne^ schedule,' with; resultant: waits 'of!

_ between.^1 j-j! 8 hours " because-, of , release-; hold-backs . >! Boaters'
'thought' that: 'this was a 'serious problem because it affects
professional.

::
.credibility <n economics'^ and- inconveniences^- people

:

coming"'from great 'distances around the region^ They requested
notice on the release day^ by 7 a.m. if release schedules- are
-to'/change. •.''-.. :-.>.•..: V;. . .• .-•• ^- --..•; ,-.'•' •>-• "*:."••
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Tom-Foster mentioned a river in California where hydro releases/* arV}v^>- v
'

scheduled three days ;.prioryto : the(Weekend ,"* and asked if that). cqul&n'* t/be
achieved on the Deerfield. Leo Sicuranza said it would be^di'fficult';*!itq"_ :\

provide a lead or flex time.of, 1/2 .to 1 rhour, citing the compilea^lons^'of'
trying to mix the energy needs/outputiof: hydro, nuclear, and" fossil^ 'V'
production. :"•:•. '' >'~'^v^V^'

Requests were made for a live, on-location 800# during rapidly changing
conditions.

Don Pugh nooted: that fishing needs will be in conflict with both boating
and power uses during Spring and Fall releases. During those seasons he
said that optimum fishing conditions occured with warmer midday water
temperatures and at significantly lower cfs levels than those discussed by
tlie boaters.

The three user: groups represented then described optimum cfs levels:
* Fishing 150-250 cfs
* Boating 1,000 cfs '

* Utility. 1,000 -1,200 cfs.
It was noted .that spillage would vary with storms.

Fishing interests requested that the 800# message include information about
the quantity of spillage and r

whether it's high or low, etc.

i

the quantity of spillage and releases at different sites throughout, ie:

Test run discussions began. Boaters and NEP decided to come together again
on March 20 with proposals around the issue of when, how, how much, and who
pays for test runs that would result in recreation quality and safety
reports. NEP is currently undertaking a recreation study. It was felt
that arrangements should be made ASAP for boating experts to be brought in

• to conduct Whitewater tests as a part of this study.

Bruce Lessels proposed that a committee be appointed to review the NEP
Recreation study and requested a copy of the report when it is sent to DEM
upon completion. : .

•" •

.^.-It.was. agreed. that recreation facilities and both formal, and informal
rtaccess-.points should be upgraded with existing trails .'improved where
ecologically, appropriate". Upgrading-7 of : existing sites' should take place

- - developing
.c" areas

.

Harold Manners
will .talk to; local" camp owners re:- their needs and .desires' in this regard.

£4 .

.-XcThe; meeting: ended, at > 8 : 30; p
:

.m; »'- Minutes : compiled by : Betsy \Abert

.

'•.-. • ."•".«»-=,;*. O'J
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes of the Environmental Priorities Subcommittee
March 7 , 1990

Attendance

Lynn Rubinstein
Charlie Olchowski
Bill Lattrell
Bob Ledger
Harold Manners
Dawn Peters
Susan Hosie
Betsy Abert

Franklin County Planning
Franklin County Planning Board
Consultant
New England Power
Franklin County Planning Board
Deerfield River Watershed Association
Shelburne Historic Commission
Franklin County Planning

The meeting began at 6:00 p.m.

Bill Lattrell distributed the Subcommittee's draft final
report for discussion. The group agreed on an addition to one
of the priorities as recommended by Charlie Olchowski. It
should now read: "Effect of Power Production and Whitewater
Releases and Fluctuations on the Ecosystem of the River."

Lynn Rubinstein suggested we include a statement regarding the
quantitative tabulation of the priorities because some members
thought that the process of quantifying might eliminate some
of those lower on the list from special project funding should
it become available. The committee agreed that, from our
perspective, funding for project work should be allocated as
prioritized here.

The next phase of the report will undertake funding and
implementation for project work.

Susan Hosie will send a copy of the Vermont Endangered
Species/Habitat list to the Natural Heritage Program with
notes about many of the same species existing along the
Shelburne stretch of the Deerfield River.

Temporary storage and potential leaking of hazardous materials
along railroad sidetracks was thought to be important to add
to the final priority. Because it is under interstate
jurisdiction, railroad compliance will be difficult to get,
requiring federal law or congressional movement to do so.



Lynn Rubinstein recommended, given rumours that Guilford R
will be rerouting its rail service, that the Rails to Trai
Program be contacted.

The final subcommittee meeting ended at 7:20 p.m. Minutes
compiled by Betsy Abert.
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes of the Full Advisory Committee Meeting
March 13, 1990

Attendance

William Meyers
Larry Bandolin
Harold Manners
Jim Dowd
Rick Hudson
Marc Aroner
David Boyer
Mark Zenick
Bill Lattrell
Susan Hosie
Regina Barrett
Mason Phelps
Charlie Olchowski
Wallace Trumper
Don Biondi
Rich Thomas
Jim Taylor
Karen Blom
Bruce Lessels
Dawn Peters
Jon Goodman
Norman Sims
Tom Foster
Jim Hanrahan
Mark Blatchley
Don Pugh
Lynn Rubinstein
Betsy Abert
Gwen Hallsmith
Ralph Gordon

Yankee Atomic Electric
Deerfield River Watershed Association
Franklin County Planning Board
Trout Unlimited
Appalachian Mountain Club
Trout Unlimited
Environmental Collaborative: Consultant
Franklin Land Trust: Consultant
Resource Management Assoc: Consultant
Shelbuv Historic Commission
Franklin County Planning Department
CT River Watershed Council & Sierra Club
Franklin County Planning Board
Shelburne Historic Commission
Northeast Utilities
Northeast Utilities
Rowe Planning Board
American Whitewater Affiliates
Zoar Outdoor
Deerfield Riuver Watershed Association
Appalachian Mountain Club
Appalachian Mountain Club
Outdoor Center of New England
Greenfield Conservation Commission
Neari School
Trout Unlimited
Franklin County Planning Department
Franklin County Planning Department
Franklin County Planning Department
Springfield Union News

The meeting began at 6:00 p.m.

Lynn Rubinstein announced that two subcommittees will be
created for the next phase of the Management Plan, and asked
that members of the Advisory Board sign up to serve on one or
both of them. David Boyer will facilitate the Compact
Subcommittee while Bill Lattrell will oversee the work of the
Action Subcommittee. Mark Zenick will continue with his town-
by-town Outreach presentations.

-I-



Gwen Hallsmith, Franklin County Planner, distributed Earth Day/Earthwalk
posters to all with a request that any interested in volunteering for the
April 22 event contact her at the planning office. She said that a portion
of the funds raised during the walk will be used to support the formation
of the Compact Monitoring Group.

David Boyer summarized the final Conflict Resolution Subcommittee Meeting:
"Higher minimum flows will likely be had as per New England Power
agreement
Monroe Bridge is still a sticking point. Boaters would like water
to flow over the dam rather than be used in a penstock diversion.
Thismeans a loss of @15 megawatts on weekends.
"Utilities and boaters have "agreed to disagree" until more data is
collected.
*800# phone recording will be installed for release schedules.
*Formal and informal recreational access will be studied for
upgrading. Signage and portages will be improved where necessary.
*Appropriate development should be promoted.
Incremental flow methodology may help determine how much higher the
minimum flow should be.
Whitewater test runs will be held for safety, quality, and impact on
other uses. Macroinvertebrate testing was suggested as well.

Harold Manners suggested that the Whitewater boaters incorporate into a
Chapter 180 non-profit group for the sake of cohesion.

Bill Lattrell distributed the draft final Environmental Priorities
subcommittee report. As he summarized each of the ten priorities, he
invited questions and discussion.
As to Protection of Unique Habitats, he thought that mapping could be
accomplished incrementally over the years if undertaken by the Compact
group.

Regarding water quality problems, concern that private wastewater treatment
plants would make Title V and zoning obsolete was addressed by Gwen
Hallsmith who said there is a draft Generic Environmental Impact Report
which sets forth plans to deal with those concerns.

Hazardous materials storage along the river was raised as a concern.
Questions about the abandoned Deerfield Glassine Company in Monroe had to
do with what, if any, materials are currently in storage there and what
could be done to ensure that the materials do not pose an environmental
threat. Lynn Rubinstein will check on that. Bruce Lessels and other
boaters reported that some dangerous debris currently exists just adjacent
to Glassine in the river.

The next three meeting times were announced.
Action Subcommittee: Wednesday, March 21 at 6:00 p.m.
Compact Subcommittee: Tuesday, March 27 at 6:00 p.m.
Full Advisory Committee: Wednes day, April 18, 6:00 p.m.

The meeting ended at 7:30 p.m. Minutes compiled by Betsy Abert.
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for the Compact Subcommittee
March 27, 1990

Attendance

Gwen Hallsmith
Mason Phelps
Charlie Olchowski
Don Pugh
Jim Kruidemeier
Don Biondi
Wallace Trumper
Susan Hosie
Harold Manners
Marion Kelleher
Bruce Lessels-
Betsy Abert
Marc Aroner
Sean Nelson
Charles Louven
William Meyers
David Boyer

Franklin County Planning Dept.
CT River Watershed
Franklin County Planning Board
Trout Unlimited
Greenfield citizen
Notheast Utilities
Shelburne Historical Commission
Shelburne Historical Commission
Franklin County Planning Board
Greenfield Planning Board
Zoar Outdoor
Franklin County Planning Dept.
Trout Unlimited
WHAI Radio - Greenfield
Springfield Union News - Greenfield
Yankee Atomic
Consultant

The meeting began at 6:05 p.m.

At the first meeting of the Compact subcommittee, the
group discussed six main topics. It was noted that this
session should be used to brainstorm and that
recommendations would not be considered concrete.

Purpose;
*Protect resources in the watershed by reviewing
developments of regional impact.
*Provide local technical assistance to towns in the
watershed.

* Implement, manage and maintain the goals of the
Management Plan.
*Provide a forum for issues/conflicts that arise.

-!-
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Representation :

1 representative from each town and elected alternate
1 State Agency representative
*Franklin County Planning rep (and perhaps one from
Berkshire Co.)
1 ea. Connecticut, Greenfield & Deerfield Watershed

Association members
*At-large members
*VT representative (from Windham regional or equivalent
Compact)

Issues :

*Zoning
*Land Use
Recreation
Natural Resources

The Compact should develop criteria for zoning reviews
and both set agendas as well as respond to outside and
"trigger" issues.
The Compact should review activities that take place
within certain (perhaps 150') distances of the river,
and town lines.
The Compact will form as an educational group at the
outset in order to encourage more comprehensive planning
and protection strategies by town planners , etc.
It should not duplicate the efforts of town boards.

Legal structure :

Compact legislation will be drafted, initially somewhat
flexibly to be articulated at town meetings, have
legislative approval, and go to the towns for referendum.

Funding sources:
Federal grant (s)
property tax
real estate transfer tax
fee for development reviews
State funding
Fund raising I

Funding should be shared by all involved for fair
representation.

Conflicts :

A regional Compact of this nature might raise the ire of
the "home rule" advocates, though local power lost would
mean gained power outside of the town regionally. Caution
must be taken so that conflicts with pre-existing
reviewal processes such as MEPA, Pesticide Laws, Wetlands
Protection Acts, logging and quarrying will be minimized, |
and responsibilities clearly stated. |

i

David Boyer distributed articles for discussion at the
next meeting.
Meeting Schedule : Wednesday, April 11, at 6:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 24, at 6:00 p.m.
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management
Minutes of the Implemetation Subcommittee
March 21, 1990

Plan

Attendance

Bill Lattrell
Betsy Abert
Jim Wakefield
Susan Hosie
Wallace Trumper
William Meyers
Jim Hanrahan
Don Pugh
Charlie Olchowski
Mason Phelps
Larry Bandolin

Consultant
Franklin County Planning Dept.
Conway Conservation Commission
Shelburne Historic Commission
Shelburne Historic Commission
Yankee Atomic
Greenfield Conservation Commission
Trout Unlimited
Franklin County Planning Board
CT River Watershed Council
Deerfield River Watershed Association

The meeting began at 6:00 p.m.

Bill Lattrell opened the meeting with the purpose of the
subcommittee:
To find means of implementing the Phase III Goals and
Objectives.

He distributed a sheet that would help to guide the group's
thinking during this process.

*Goals
*Objectives
Primary Responsibility for Implementation
Potential Funding
Timeframe
Additional data

As to the first goal, "To improve and protect water quality.."
and its fifteen objectives, some of the implementation ideas
were:
to have the DEP monitor the river annually
to create a DEP 800# Spill or Pollution Hotline
to develop local Watershed Association water quality
monitoring
to create a Division of Fisheries Pollution Hotline with the
number printed on fishing liscences
to interview agencies for past offense records

/-



* to 'monitor dump sites
"

|\ .

:

•*to create an information campaign •;.

*togather information on the effects of pesticide and fertilizer from
farming and recreational activities on ground and surface water

*to educate as to alternatives to pesticide uses
*to educate planning boards and the public re: non-point pollution sources
* to create a hazardous spill response team if it isn't in place already
*to increase hazardous waste collections and education locally
*to increase penalties for polluters by educating the legal profession
*to demand covered salt pile storage
*to assist Boards of Health with education as to hazards and regulation
upgrade
*to work with local town road crews and the DPW to reduce salt application
*to develop an educational packet for towns to perform initial aquifer i.d.
*to assist communities in finding funding for waste treatment
*to systematically identify underground storage tanks and their contents

Charlie Olchowski suggested we find out from our congressional delegation
if there is any money earmarked through the EPA and the Clean Water Act for
our local initiatives.

All were asked to bring with them to the next meeting any or all local town
regulations regarding wetlands, aquifers, and open space.

The next Implementation meeting will be on Tuesday, April 3, at 6:00 p.m.
at the Courthouse, Room 102.

Minutes compiled by Betsy Abert.

***** MEETING REMINDER *****

The next FULL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING will meet at 6:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, April if, 1990, Room 102, Courthouse, Greenfield.

The Implemetation/Actions Subcommittee will meet at 6:00 p.m., Tuesday,
April 3, 1990, Room 102, Courthouse, Greenfiefld.

The Compact Subcommittee will meet at 6:00 p.m. , Wednesday, April 11, 1990,
and at 6:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 24, 1990, Room 102, Courthouse,
Greenfield.

-£-
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for the Implementation Subcommittee
April 3, 1990 6:10 - 7:45 p.m.
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Greenfield
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Attendance
Bruce Lessels
Rick Hudson
Jim Dowd
Don Pugh
Charlie Olchowski
Bill Meyers
Marc Aroner
Leo Sicuranza
Larry Bandolin
Bill Lattrell
Gwen Hallsmith
Edward DeLuca
Charles Peabody
Betsy Abert (minutes)

Zoar Outdoor
Appalachian Mountain Club
Appalachian Mountain Club
Trout Unlimited
Franklin County Planning Board
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
Trout Unlimited
New England Power
Deerfield River Watershed Assoc.
Consultant
Franklin County Planning Department
Crab Apple Whitewater
Crab Apple Whitewater
Franklin County Planning Department

(Refer to the reverse side of the minutes for details of the
strategies for funding, implementation- and timeframe, etc.)

Bill Lattrell distributed, for review, the goals and
objectives (from the last Management Plan phase) and
strategies formulated by the subcommittee at the 3/21/90
meeting. Discussion was brief regarding the first goal.

He introduced rough strategies for the second and third
goals - "To Protect Open Space.." and "Manage the River
Flow.." - and opened up discussion to the group.

In summary, goals and objectives were reworded, funding
sources amended, criteria reevaluated, and conflict mitigated
or put on hold because of lacking data. The utilities will
likely not provide funding, but will undertake to implement
open space protection strategies. Would utilities consider
placing their 17,000 acres of land under Chapter 61 protection
strategies? "Ecosystem use " was challenged by Gwen Hallsmith.
She suggested that ecosystem enhancement be used as a
benchmark for evaluation of other uses' flow regimes.
Potential conflicts between anglers and boaters centered
around temporal and spacial separation of uses. Comprimise
between the two in terms of flow may well serve the needs of
another two river user groups together representing a larger
sector of the population: tubers and swimmers.

The next subcommittee meeting: Tuesday, April 17, at 6:00 p.m
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Advisory Committee Meeting

Wednesday April 18, 1990 6:00-7:30 PM

Those in attendance:

Mason Phelps
Charlie Olchowski
Bill Meyers
Don Biondi
John Bennett
Regina Barrett
Gwendolyn Hallsmith
Betsy Abert
David Boyer
Bill Lattrell
Mark Zenick
Harrison Parker
Larry Bandolin
Donald Pugh
Richard Thomas
Lawrence Yost
Norm
Bob Ledger
Leo Sicuranza
Harold Manners
Eileen Rannerberg
Sally Evans
Bob Gilmore
John Buck
Wallace Trumper
Susan Hosie
Lynn Rubinstein

Connecticut River Watershed Council
Franklin County Planning Board
Yankee Atomic
Northeast Utilities
at large
Franklin County Planning Department
Franklin County Planning Department
Franklin County Planning Department
Environmental Collaborative
Resource Management Assoc.
Franklin Land Trust
Hawley
Deerfield River Watershed association
Trout Unlimited
Northeast Utilities
Eaglebrook School
Appalachian Mountain Club
New England Power, Shelburne
New England Power Co.
Shelburne
Sierra Club
Sierra Club, 210 Elm St. Northampton
Sierra Club, 9 Conz Northampton
P.O. Box 744 Turners Falls
47 Anderson Rd. Shelburne
Shelburne Historical Commission
Franklin County Planning Department

Lynn Rubinstein announced that the Franklin County Planning
Department received a supplement to the grant from EOCD for
putting maps on GIS.



The following upcoming events will be held at the courthouse.

May 1 at 6 PM Action/Implementation subcommittee
May 2 at 6 PM Compact subcommittee
May 3 at 7 PM Planning and Zoning Board Workshop
May 10 at 7 PM Conservation Commission and Board of

Health Workshop
May 16 at 6 PM Final Advisory Committee Meeting and

Celebration

June 8 Report to printers
June 30 Report to the state

On May 26th, the final public presentation of the plan will
take place. The loaction and time to be finalized.
Leo Sicuranza annouced that the New England Power Co. Flow
Information phone line is now in service. The number is
(413) 625-8414. This information is updated in the afternoon
for the next days flows. The flow information covers
releases from Searsburg to the main branch and from Fife
brook down stream.

Bill Lattrell presented the Action/Implementation
subcommittee work in two tables that he handed out. The
tables included the agencies and town boards responsible for
the monitoring and enforcement of the goals listed below:

1) Improve and protect water quality throughout the river
basin

2) Protect open space within the river corridor to protect
habitat and rural character

3) Manage the river for multi-purposes, including hydropwer,
recreational and ecosystem enhancement

Bill Lattrell asks for public input on these efforts by next
April 25, 1990. Copies of these tables are attached.

David Boyer reported on the efforts of the Compact
subcommittee.

The subcommittee suggests that each town have a
representative and an alternate from each town within the
river corridor, a state representative, a county
representative, at large members, at least one representative
from Vermont and representatives from businesses that use or
abut the river.

Issues that the Compact may deal with are those of zoning,
land use, recreation, wetlands and aquifers.



The Compact will focus on outside issues that are brought to
the Compact by residents and trigger issues that fall under
MEPA.

The Compact may review activities within a certain distance
from the river.

The Compact should be a legislative one, so it has some
enforcement power.

The Compact could receive funding from property taxes, state
and federal funding and fund raising.

The conflicts that the Compact may incur are Home Rule
advocacy, duplication of County Futures efforts, duplication
of MEPA efforts.

The Compact subcommittee looked at the following models:
Westfield River, Cape Cod Commission, Martha's Vineyard
Commission and the Franklin County Land Use Legislation.

The Compact subcommittee suggests that the Compact may want
to begin as an Advisory Committee or Interim Compact without
enforcement to ea r into their function and to get organized

David Boyer requested input from the Advisory Committee.

Mark Zenick presented a summary of the input he has received
in his talks with town officials.

Mark said that town officials are reluctant to give up Home
Rule, but some believe that an advisory committee without
enforcement power would be a waste of time.

Most town officials support noncommercial use of the river
and are concerned about the demand on town services that
increased white water recreation will have. Town officials
are not confident that the economic benefits of white water
recreation will cover these costs.

Some towns have little town owned land along the river, but
are concerned about the management of private land that is
managed by the railroad and the utilities.

Some town officials suggested the formation of east and west
county Compacts due to differing concerns.

Mark found that the further a town is from the river, the
less interested the town is in the management of the river.

Following the presentations from the consultants, the
Advisory Committee discussed the following.



We need to express gratitude to towns for their efforts to
protect and manage the river as the plan suggests.

The advisory committee should meet informally to discuss the
progress of the implementation of the plan.

Advisory committee members need to express their concerns to
town officials.

Towns are waiting for more information in order to act on the
plan and Compact idea.

Letters should be sent to implementation agencies
demonstrating the support of the objectives by the towns.

Boards of Health should implement water quality objectives in
addition to conservation commissions because they have more
enforcement power.

A discussion on the licensing of commercial use of the river
will continue at the next implementation subcommittee
meeting.

The following studies are being done by New England Power
Co. :

1) in-stream flow and minimum flow for fish habitat;

2) recreation studies, including suitability studies for
white water recreation; and

3) water quality

The white water data will be available for review in about
two months, at which time the advisory committee can meet
informally to discuss it.

It was suggested that the advisory committee meet every two
months to follow up on the plan.

The advisory committee decided to give state agencies the
plan A.S.A.P., so they can evaluate it and be prepared for
future recommendations for adoption.

4
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for the Action/Implementation Subcommittee Meeting
Tuesday, May 1, 1990 6:00 - 9:10 p.m.

Attendance

:

3etsy Abert
Martha Kegeles
Pete Mitchell
Marion Kelleher
Charlie Olchowski
Don Pugh
Gwendolyn Hallsmith
Bill Meyers
Bruce Lessels
Jim Dowd
Norman Sims
Bill Lattrell
Susan Hosie
Henry Waidlich

Franklin County Planning Dept.
Appalachian Mountain Club
The Valley Advocate
Greenfield Planning Board
Franklin County Planning Board
Trout Unlimited
Franklin County Planning Dept.
Yankee Atomic
Zoar Outdoor
Appalachian Mtn Club/Trout Unlimtd
Appalachian Mtn Club
Consultant
Shelburne Historical Commission
Millers River Watershed Association

Bill Lattrell distributed the previous meeting's agreed-upon
goals and objectives (nos. 4 & 5) . They are typed on the
following page and accompany the final two tentatively
approved goals, objectives and implementation strategies.

The group proceeded to the final set of goals (nos. 6 & 7 )

.

Despite a conflict still existing within no. 6 (Increase
recreational use of all types and provide appropriate
facilities for these uses) , it was suggested that we proceed
and that the next goal would address some of the conflict that
may exist between fisheries, utilities and other recreational
uses.

The Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) will be used
to analyze some of the data coming up via three state
agencies.

Regarding the effects of bottom rolling on the ecosystem,
David Boyer thought that the best data we can expect for this
report will be observational, and that seasonal and annual
readings are important in effecting the overall assessment.



It was suggested that the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife should be
made aware whenever flow studies are done.

Anglers and boaters reported some dissatisfaction with the NSPCO phone
reporting system. They'd like more accurate updating.

A new objective was added regarding the addition of safety warning signs to
the river. Some areas are clearly not safe for tubers or inexperienced
boaters in high flow regimes.

Discussions of riverbed debris centered on a floodplain train wreck in
Charlemont, debris in the Monroe section and various other places along the
river. Another objective was suggested: that during low flow, cleanup take
place with volunteers and the utilities.

The seventh and final goal was addressed (Enhance Fisheries throughout the
river.

)

Regarding the second objective, "to encourage studies on river management",
Bill Lattrell suggested many different types of studies, some overlapping,
should be performed. Environmental Impact Statements (SIS) should be
performed by the lead agencies following any studies. These studies should
then be sent to ?SRC with SPA review. The SIS process would be set in
motion by any conflict found during the studies, with FSRC as the "trigger"
agency.

It was suggested that money invested in maintaining the indigenous trout
populations be better vised in the tributaries because of temperature
fluctuations in the main stem.

Some thought that there is a self sustaining breeding stock population
(trout) existing in the main stem of the river now.

^j1®*6
Vas a lon9 discussion around Don Pugh's suggestion for a new

objective, "to reduce maximum flows during periods of hydropower
generation." Gwen Hallsmith suggested that the objective read, "to
optimize the flows for fisheries habitat." With objections from some, the
objective to be raised to the Full Advisory Committee will read, "to study
the effect of maximum flows on fisheries habitat."

Henry Waidlich from the Millers River Watershed Association spoke about his
group's experiences putting together a management plan in 1983. He was
invited to share the lessons learned in the process, in order to assist our
own. Their plan failed to be endorsed by each town in the watershed due to
perceived^ threats on the part of some of the business community, water
quality litigation in Erving, rumours of threat to eminent domain, and a
last minute ammendment to a piece of legislation which resulted in the
plan's having reduced legislative capability. He agreed that education is
a key component in the success of any plan.

The final Full Advisory Meeting will be on Wednesday, May 16, at 6:00 p.m.
The meeting ended at 9:15 p.m.
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes for the Compact Subcommittee
Wednesday, May 2, 1990 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Attendance

Gwendolyn Hallsmith
Betsy Abert
Harold Manners
Charlie Olchowski
Susan Hosie
David Boyer

Franklin County Planning Dept.
Franklin County Planning Dept.
Franklin County Planning Board
Franklin County Planning Board
Shelburne Historical Commission
Consultant

The group discussed the Millers River Management Plan (MRMP)
following the previous night's presentation by Henry Waidlich
of its Advisory Board. There were a number of lessons to be
learned from their experiences.

The MRMP Greenway Plan ran into eminent domain roadblocks when
it recommended a 100' buffer in the primarily privately-owned
river corridor. This constraint would take a different form
in the Deerfield' s corridor which is mainly utility-ownec

.

A similar private ownership issue was cited as the reason for
the Westfield River's Management Plan not gaining more
support.

Education of a broad spectrum of watershed residents must be
accomplished before taking any legislative approach. Proceeding
slowly, as with the workshop (scheduled for Thursday, 5/3) for
town planning and zoning boards, and beyond, for conservation
commissions and boards of healtl , will ensure a broad base of
support for the plan's objectives.

Concern was expressed at the reduced number of participants in
this subcommittee process. Does it suggest, that the
implementation process may experience a lack of support?

Gwen Hallsmith expressed concern that the implementation
process be coordinated and that its ultimate goal, perhaps
well down the road, be a legislative one. There is need for
regional review process that will, for instance, allow
neighboring towns to have a say in bordering development,
zoning, etc.



Instead of creating a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for all towns in
.

the corridor, one suggestion had a followup objective being the drafting of
a letter, for town signature, identifying both the agencies mentioned in
the implementation process and management plan's expectations of those
agencies. These letters would, once the towns had signed on with their
support, be forwarded to the specific agencies identified as implementors.

If selectmen or planning boards balk at the letter recommendations, it may-

be a problem. Charlie Olchowski suggested a 2-step educational process:
first, all the boards and commissions in the corridor would be approached
with our recommendations as well as for idea sharing, followed by similar
meetings with selectmen in those towns. That would mean approximately 24
meetings; perhaps having a 3-town joint meeting would save us time. The
letter would go out in September after more data has been collected.

A video presentation might address the problem of poor board attendance at
local and county meetings; members could view it anytime. In addition, the
existing slide presentation could be added to graphically.

It will be advantageous to ask the towns what they want to include in the
Management Plan. Our approach should be to try to get towns to agree on
what and how we implement the Plan before we talk about how to gain some
type of legislative enforcement.

Our main goal now should be to finish the Management Plan, complete with
updates and, at the end of the first year after meeting with the 12 towns,
have a review and next-step assessment. Conceivably, the towns may guide
us as to who will be involved in the implementation process.

A Deerfield River Advisory Committee, made up of as many citizens as
possible and the Planning Department, would meet on a regular basis with
town boards. Citizen training sessions would help in educating the
Advisory Committee presenters while raising the concept of a regional
structure to the larger public. The committee would explore appropriate
legislative action relative to the structure.

The options for the next steps are to:
* do nothing
* stay with existing zoning
* draft a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
* have a phased approach
* draft a legislative approach

The phased approach garnered most of the support for the following reasons:
* it's a middle ground approach
* it stresses education
* it gets towns involved by investing them in decisions and structure
* it asks us to reconstruct the Plan's process and evolution for
various political .bodies who haven't been supportive thus far

* it respects Home Rule; the educational process will enhance towns'
understandings of how these concerns can be integrated for
collaboration and mutual benefits

The Final Full Advisory Meeting will be Wednesday, May 16, at 6:00 pm.
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Deerfield River Management Plan

Public Outreach Committee Report

Meetings with Town Officials and Citizen Groups

Meetings were held, with the officials from eleven towns and four
community groups to discuss specific information about the progress and
goals of the Deerfield River Management Plan and to elicet rsponses,
advice and suggestions from local citizens to strengthen the overall Plan.

1) Goals of the Plan

There was no opposition expressed to the need for a comprehensive
river management plan for the Deerfield River. All groups recognized
the Deerfield River as a dominat resource in the area. While some town
officials expressed protective appreciation for the power companies'
economic presence along the river, there existed a prevailing sense in
all of the meetings with town officials that purposeful planning in
behalf of the long term welfare of the river was in the best interests
of all communities with the watershed.

Interestingly, towns not directly abutting the Deerfield River
saw their involvement with the Plan and their influence on the river's
wellbeing as peripheral. The idea of a "watershed" and the interrela-
tionships it defines was an exotic and foreign one to officials of towns
not directly on the Deerfield River. This indicates a need to enhance
community education efforts which help citizens understand and appreciate
the interdependence of all natural resources within a watershed.

The two meetings with business focused community groups showed
that the Deerfield River was perceived and valued by these businesspeople
as a critical element in local tourism. The Deerfield River was acknow-
ledged as contributing mightily to the far reaching benefits of tourism
on the local economies of towns.

The two watershed organizations shared a more focused concern on
the need for the Plan to strongly represent environmental interests
within the watershed. Those attending these two meetings, also, pragmaticly
realized that many different interests needed to be balanced for the
watershed area to retain its viable rural characteristics.

Land Ownership

In the meetings with towns directly along the Deerfield River it
was pointed out by town officials that there is ,in fact, very little



land owned by local private citizens which immediately abuts the river.
In Rowe and Conway, town officials stated that the railroad and the
power companies owned all abutting property to the river within their
town boundaries. In towns with terrain along the river more conducive
to development, town officials took a cautionary stance to any actions
which might inhibit the rights of private citizens within the river's
corridor. This deeply ingrained sense of "home rule" shows itself most
assertively in the Town of Charlemont, but certainly colored the endorse-
ment of other town officials for the goals of the Plan.

Compact/Commission/ Advisory Board

The most spirited discussions in these meetings revolved around
the idea of establishing an organization to oversee the implementation
of the Management Plan . While all town officials could see the wisdom
of a coordinated effort between towns to effect protection of the river,
there was a cultivated reluctance, expressed to different degrees, on
a good number of officials' parts to give over the perogatives of local
control to a more regional body. The greatest kind of support seemed
to coalesce behind an organization which would be advisory and represent
the range of interests with the watershed area. One Selectman suggested
that since the many towns along the Deerfield River own different local
needs that, perhaps, more than one Advisory Board might prove appropriate
and far more effective.

For the Management Plan to be useful, it needs ongoing municipal
endorsement and support. In order to gain and keep active support from
the small towns within the watershed, the meetings with town officials
strongly suggested that because of a large allegiance to "home rule"

,

an organized effort to implement should not be regulatory, at least not
at first. To try to inflict town participation in an organization with
the power to regulate and enforce uses along the river would very likely
doom it to political failure. Much more education and concensus building
needs to occur within the local citizenry before a regional body with
more than advisory power would be acceptable to local sensibilities
within town governments.

Recreational Uses

All meetings confirmed the sense that up to this point the use of
the Deerfield River for recreational purposes has been decidedly non-
commercial, unorganized and quietly left to the whims of private citizens
The Deerfield River has earned great respect from local citizens for the
low profile recreational benefits it offers to local people.

Intensified recreational use of the river is an imposing prospect



for town officials worried about additional costs for municipal services.
Town officials unanimously cautioned against any action which would
draw large numbers of people to the river. Fearing the loss of rural
character as well as an unsustainable burden on hard pressed municipal
services, these officials worry that any exploitation of the river's
recreational potential would bring more grief than benefit to the towns.

The Connecticut River Watershed Association advised that the Plan
anticipate recreational demands which might not even seem likely at this
point. Citing the de facto ownership of the Connecticut River by motorized
boats as an example of how one kind of recreation can dominate a river,
the members of this group recommended that high powered boating use of
the river be addressed now before it arises as a problem.

A number of officials, mentioning instances within their own towns
of inundation by throngs of people seeking the pleasures of rural recreation,
strongly advised against marketing the recreational resources of the
area or providing maps and guidebooks highlighting the area's attractions.
These officials predicted that by increasing the profile of the river,
the consumption of the area's rural tranquility will become inevitable.

Environmental Concerns

While town officials are usually seen as the practical guardians
of municipal budgets, there was a consistent awareness if not sensitivity
on their parts towards the importance of maintaining viable wildlife
habitats and a productive fishery. The appeal of the Deerfield River
is pervasive throughtout all the towns visited. Water, clean enough
for healthy recreation, was desired by the town officials, even those
in towns struggling with local sewage disposal problems.

In speaking with a wide sample of town officials, it became obvious
that all of them acknowledged and respected the Deerfield River as the
major natural resource in western Franklin County. The challenge for
the implementation of the Management Plan would seem to focus upon ways
to galvanize this local sentiment and to help articulate its concern
for the river. An effective method which fortifies the river's protection,
needs to be developed which will elicet local involvement for many are
committed to the preservation of the rural way of life.

This challenge is immense and fraught with potential pitfalls. After
listening to the voice of the public, it would seem that the Management
Plan needs to become a living document which employs Yankee wisdom across
town boundaries to benefit the river's health. Continued education of
the public and a stubborn commitment to organize around small town concerns
productively should build a steadfast advocacy of the Deerfield River
as a precious local resource whose health reflects the general well being
of this, the most rural part of the state.



Two public workshops were held for town officials as part of the
Management Plan. On May 3rd a workshop for members of Planning Boards
and Zoning Boards discussed: .

1) Zoning for river and stream protection
2) Aquifer protection zoning
3) State program - Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

On May 10th members of Conservation Commissions and Boards of
health were invited to a workshop which addressed:

1) Wetlands protection by-laws
2) Enforcement responsibilities of both town boards
3) Legal distinctions between by-laws and regulations
4) Latitude of authority of Boards of Health

The fourth and final public workshop is scheduled for Saturday,
May 26th at which the Management Plan will be presented and explained
to the public.



Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan Public Outreach

Meetings were scheduled with town officials (Selectmen,
Planning Board, Zoning Board, Conservation Commission
and Board of Health were invited) within the watershed.
Mark Zenick, a consultant on the project, presented the goals
and objectives of the plan and encouraged town input. Their
comments and concerns are listed below by town.

FLORIDA

New England Power promised boating and fishing below one of
the dams. Now they do not allow it because of fluctuation
of water level.

Haremen and Shermon Reservoir are used for picnics.

Local concern for water quality for sport fish.

Local concern to keep the water clean for swimming.

Local environmentalist- Fred Andrews, may want to become
involved in the Compact.

Local concern that there is not enough space for increased
tourism.

There was a suggestion that commercial recreation apply for
permits to use the river and to control overuse.

ROWE

Suggestion to get maps of significant resources within
the corridor to towns they occur in.

Local concern for impact of increased recreational use of the
river. They believe it will cause traffic problems on rte.
2, road deterioration and trash along the river banks.

Question about sludge being dumped on fields by Kendall
Mills. What does this sludge contain?

Local concern that Westfield Paper Mill should be cleaned up.
Will sedimentation be created by new dam construction?

There is an endangered orchid on the power company land
between the Hoosac tunnel and Zoar (below Hoosac tunnel, east
of old Rd. )

.

Suggestion to obtain development rights of land along river.

How will pollution be monitored?

There is no town owned property along the river. All this



land is owned by Yankee and the railroad, so they believe
this town would have little power in the Compact.

It was agreed that minimum flow could be better along the
river.

Local concern about the herbicides that the railroad sprays
along the river may effect the ecosystems. One Selectmen
suggested they hire people to cut the brush rather than spray
harmful chemicals.

Townspeople would like access to railroad land for hiking,
skiing and river access for fishing.

Local concern for the disposal of used oil.

Local concern that boat access to the river be appropriate,
so it doesn't create erosion.

Local concern about strip development all along rte.2. they
do not feel that Home Rule will take care of this because
towns need the revenue it will bring in. Suggestion that
zoning should be regulated by the state.

CONNECTICUT RIVER WATERSHED COUNCIL

Concern that an increase in minimum flow may draw motor boats
and jet skis to the Deerfield River.

Suggestion that "natural flow" be an overall goal of the plan
and use runoff calculations to estimate what this is.

GREENFIELD

Concern about flooding on the Greenfield Golf Course.

This town has aquifer protection zoning.

This town recognizes the lack of zoning to protect the
watershed.

CHARLEMONT

There is serious concern about out-of-town management of the
land along the river.

Concern for hazardous chemicals being transported on the
railroad. One resident says that the conditions of the
tracks are terrible.

One Selectmen sees that scenic character of the river is good
for local businesses.

Two Selectmen wanted us to ensure that the Compact has no



authority over zoning decisions in town.

Suggestion for and East and West County Compact to deal with
the differing concerns of these areas.

CONWAY

The railroad and Northeast Utilities own all the land in
Conway along.

Local concern that white water demands will effect power
companies as well as commercial and industrial. Should out-
of- state users create stresses on the local community?

Tubers clog Bardwell's ferry bridge in the summer and get out
at Still Water bridge.

"150 cars on a good day"
"tubers from Amherst and Northampton"
"80 cars/minute on these roads"

Local concern about the spraying of herbicides being
regulated on the Federal level.

Would like trail development encouraged on railroad land on
the Federal level.

Will lack of involvement on the railroads part invalidate the
plan in the eyes of the state?

Request for samples or suggestions for specific towns.

Question a common goal for the Compact. Towns interests will
be very different depending on access points and varying
uses

.

Suggested that the County Planning Dept. implement the plan.

Also pointed out that the Compact would have regulatory power
that the Planning Dept. would not.

Agreed that we need an open forum to discuss how varying uses
influence other towns.

BERNARDSTON

Some question whether an increase in white water recreation
will contribute to the economy of the towns along rte.2.

There is a concern that erosion will be created by the
increase in flow that white water boating demands.

One selectmen indicated that an increase in white water
recreation will create an increased demand on police in the
towns within the watershed.



Another town employee does not think white water recreation
will have a great impact on towns.

There is a concern that passive recreation will be in
conflict with white water recreation.

One selectmen stated that white water releases are not
economically feasible for power companies and this could
result in an increase in use of other power sources such as
nuclear.



Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Public Outreach Subcommittee Report

March 22, 1990

Meetings :

Meetings are scheduled for every town in the watershed, and with
interested groups and organizations. The meetings are
facilitated by Mark Zenick, consultant to the project, and Regina
Barrett, staff assistant. The meetings are held with town
officials (Boards of Selectmen, Boards of Health, Conservation
Commissions, Zoning and Planning Boards), local civic and
environmental groups.

The purpose of the meetings is to:
1) inform those people who may assist in the planning process and

implementation

.

2) receive public feedback on the data collected and the goals
and objectives established by the advisory committee and
to discuss any factors that may not have been considered.

3) incorporate the new ideas and information collected from
these meetings into the recommendations phase of the Plan.

4) encourage the public to join the development process and
implementation of the Plan.

Meeting schedule:

Florida
Rowe
Connecticut River Watershed

Council
Ashf ield
Franklin County Planning Board
Green River Watershed

Preservation Alliance
Greenfield
Conway
Bernardston
Trout Unlimited
Colrain
Shelburne
Leyden

Public Hearing/Workshop: March 10, 1990, Buckland . Regional High
School, 10:00 - 11:30 a.m.

Mark Zenick presented the data collected to date in a slide show
format. Lynn Rubinstein lead a discussion of the goals and
objectives established by the Advisory Committee. All

February 26 8:00 p.m.
March 6 7:30 p.m.
March 13 3:00 p.m.

March 20 8:00 p.m.
March 22 7:00 p.m.
March 25 2:00 p.m.

March 27 5:00 p.m.
April 2 8:00 p.m.
April 11 7:30 p.m.
April 18 7:30 p.m.
April 23 7:30 p.m.
April 26 7:00 p.m.
May 7 8:00 p.m.



consultants were available to assist in facilitating the
discussion. A questionnaire was distributed asking participants
to add any actions that may be helpful in implementing the goals.

The purpose of the workshops is to inform town boards about
how they can assist in the implementation of the Comprehensive
Management Plan. In addition to the workshop held on March 10,
the following workshops are scheduled:

May 3 7:00 p.m. Boards of Health and
Conservation Commissions will be
presented with actions that they
can take to help implement the

Plan.

May 10 7:00 p.m. Planning and Zoning Boards will be
presented with actions that they
can take to help implement the

Plan.

May 26 10:00 a.m. Final recommendations and
implementation plans will be
presented in a public hearing.

Press releases were distributed to encourage participation
at the March 10th workshops, and will be used for future
workshops, as well as direct mailings, in the future.

On March 18, one of the consultants to the project, Bill
Lattrell, spoke about the Comprehensive River Management Planning
process for forty minutes on a local radio show. There has been
a strong positive response to this appearance.

8
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The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
Minutes of the Full Advisory Committee Meeting
Wednesday, May 16, 1930

Attendance

Leo Si cur an za
Marc Aroner
Bill Meyers
Don Fugh
Bob Ledger
Susan Hosie
Rich. Thomas
Johi ; J . V a 1 e r a

Thomas Chris tcphe:
Bill Gr is wold

Bon r.-. i ".ore
Henry

James

Waidlich

J. Dowd

Richard L. Hudson
Norm Sims
Mason Phelps

Harrison Parker
Charlie Olchcwski
Mark Zenick

Lynn Rubinstein

Harold Manners
Wallace Trumper
David Boyer

Betsy Abert

Bill Lattrell

Bruce Lessels
M.L. Zabre
Karen Blcm

Ne ; 7 Eng1 and Fow e r Co.
Trout Unlimited
Yankee Atomic Electric
Trout Unlimited
New England Power Co.
Shelburne Historic Commission
• Jortheast Utilities
Nev? England Kayak Club of
Boston
New England Flow
Greenfield Conservation
Commission
Sierra Club
Millers River Watershed
Council
Appalachian Mountain
Club/Trout Unlimited
Appalachian Mountain Club
Appalachian Mountain Club
CT River Watershed
Council/Sierra Club
Hawley Selectboard
Franklin County Planning Board
Consultant: Franklin Land
Trust
Franklin County Planning
Department
Franklin County Planning Board
Shelburne Historical Society
Consultant: Environmental
Collaborative
Franklin County Planning
Department
Consultant: Resource
Management Associates
Zoar Outdoor
Appalachian Mountain Club
American Whitewater Affiliates



Peter Franzoso
Gwendolyn Hallsmith

AiTierican Whitewater Affiliates
Franklin County Planning
Department

Lynn Rubinstein opened the meeting at 6:10 by reminding the
group that this is the last committee meeting within the
allotted nine month Planning process.

Posters for the final public presentation, scheduled for
Saturday, Hay 26, from 10 a.m. - noon, at the Shelburne-
Buckland Community Center, were distributed with the request
that all attending post them in their respective locale. The
next meeting will be Wednesday, July 11, 6 p.m. at the
Courthouse

.

The full Plan will be available after June 30. Those in
attendance were asked to sign up for the Plan. Plans will
be available to towns, state legislators, all Advisory
Committee members, and state agencies. The Water Resources
Research Center at University of Massachusetts, and
libraries were suggested as another place to which the
report should be sent.

Lynn Rubinstein suggested that Goal #3 be rewritten as the
result of comments received in subcommittee meetings.

After discussj.cn .. the goal was amended by a vote of 19-0 to
read

:

"Manage the rive:: for multipurpose uses, including
hydrcpower and recreation, in a manner which, wherever
possible, enhances the existing ecosystem and/or at least
minimizes the negative impact on that ecosystem."

Bill Lattrell then presented the final report of the
Implementation Subcommittee (copy attached) . The
subcommittee included in their report a proposal to add an
objective to goal #3. A motion was made to add the
objective

:

"Benefits to the ecosystem (and its enhancement)
should be an important criterion for evaluating any proposed
flow regime." This motion passed 19-0.

The subcommittee then recommended the addition of two
objectives under goal # 7. The first objective considered
was "to study the limit of maximum flows during periods of
hydropower generation to optimization of the fisheries."
After discussion, which included strong objections to
including the word "study," the Advisory Committee voted to
add the following objective:



"Study the impacts of maximum flows caused by
rono-wer aeneration on f isheries.•" Trie voto was 3- —

r of ths new cbjc

czor.d objective was proposed: "Optimize river flows fcr
triers habitat." There was an amendment offered to
uds the phrase "and coordinate" after "optimize". The

then discussed. The addition of the phrase
'

' a nd c o o r dina t e '

' drew s tr ong ob j e c tions because o f the
opinion that "it is not possible to coordinate fisheries,
only to coordinate fishing." A vote was taken on the
amendment', and it passed 11-8. This vote was challenged by
Charlie 01 chowshi on the basis of whether all those voting
were authorized to do so. Upon examination of records, two
people were determined to not be eligible to vote. Because
the vote had been challenged, another vote was taken on the
amendment. The amendment failed 7-12. The objective was
then voted on and passed 9 to 3. The accepted objective is
"to optimize river flows for fisheries habitat." An
objection war* made by Bruce Lessels about the second vote on
the amendment. He believed that it was unnecessary since
the amendment appeared to have passed despite the
<x j. s cu a 1 t. f li. e a vo f o

:

; r <- t .-.-. ->- n

Hark Z.snick then reported on the public outreach efforts,
which included eleven town presentations, two business group
discussions; and the May 3rd and 10th workshops for
conservation commissioners, boards of health, planning
boards and zoning boards of appeals. A copy of his final
repo :: t i s a 1 1 a c h e d .

The public meeting on May 26th will fulfill the EOCD
contract which states that we will provide four public
workshops

.

Ke reported that, in general, there was no strong opposition
to the proposals brought out. There was some stated support
for utilities' presence in various towns because of improved
tax bases. On the whole, select boards felt that the
Compact should be advisory in nature rather than regulatory.
The business community acknowledged that the river is a

critical element in supporting tourism in the region. Some
towns expressed fear that the cost of community services
would escalate dramatically if recreation on the river were
actively marketed with resulting increased use. Some towns
have no private ownership along the river, a fact which
heightened Mark Zenick's awareness of the lack of
participation in this process on the part of the railroad.

3



David. Dover then reported on the findings o.£ the Compact
subcommittee. Ke stressed the overall opinion that any
approach should be phased, and that an active interim entity
should be established prior to any legislative approach
i^eing taken. Some changes to the final report were
suggested. it was suggested that the interim Compact
membership should reflect that of the current y\dvisory
Ccsimittee. It was also recommended to clarify that there are
two members from each town. A representative from the
County Planning Board was recommended as well.

Bill Lattrell raised the point that the Advisory Committee
needed to make a decision as to how changes to the
Management Flan will be made in the future. He said that
the Plan must say specifically that this group be empowered
to make any changes.

Charlie Olchowski referred to the recent decision on the
par 7

; of the County Futures Committee to go forward again
with a Charter proposal. He reminded the Committer that
vrhataver form our Compact or decision-making entity takes,
it should work with the Futures Committee.

-.1 V -i. •-.« oyer suggested the Compact focus on the main stem of
the river in the first year, and work its way out to the
total k a t e r s h e d i n 1 I 1 e e ri s uing yea r s .

It was noted that the long term funding sources as noted in
the subcommittee findings would be made possible only if a
legislative approach or Compact is taken.

The final report of the Compact Subcommittee was unanimously
endorsed

.

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, July 11, at 6:00
p.m. at the Courthouse, room 102.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:30 p.m.

Minutes recorded by Betsy Abert.



Deerfield River
Comprehensive Management Plan

in Progress

View a slideshow while specialists discuss
the life forms, geology and human impact

DATA
that has been collected to date.

The GOALS and OBJECTIVES
of the plan

established by the advisory committee
will be presented.

"WE NEED YOUR INPUT ON HOW YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SEE THE RIVER MANAGED!"

Please attend this open hearing oh
Saturday March 10, 1990

10:00 AM-12:30 PM
Mohawk Trail Regional High School

Buckland, MA

For more information, call Regina Barrett
at (413)774-3167.

This hearing is hosted by the Franklin County Regional
Planning Department with a Regional Strategic Planning
Grant from the Executive Office of Communities and
Development.



Deerfield River
Comprehensive Management

Plan

Implementation Workshop
for

Planning and Zoning Board Members :

Thursday May 3, 1990

7:00 PM
j

Franklin County Courthouse ,

Planning and Zoning Board members in Franklin
j

County will look at model river and stream protection '

by-laws.
j

This workshop is hosted by the Franklin County Planning
j

Department with a Regional Strategic Planning Grant from I

Executive Office of Communities and Development . i

For more information, call Lynn Rubinstein at
774-3167. I

i

I



Deerfieid River
Comprehensive Management

Plan

Implementation Workshop
for

Conservation Commission
and

Board of Health Members

Thursday May 10, 199

7:00 PM

Franklin County Courthouse

Board of Health and Conservation Commisssion members will

look at model by-laws to protect wetlands and aquifers
within the Deerfieid River Watershed with Bill Lattrell,

Heath Conservation Commission Chairperson, who helped
design an innovative town by-law to protect the wetlands of

Heath.

This workshop is hosted by the Franklin County Planning Department
with a Regional Strategic Planning Grant from the Executive Office of

Communities and Development.

For more information, call Lynn Rubinstein at 774-3167.



ATTENDANCE

DEERFIELD RIVER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Public Forum
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ATTENDANCE

DEERFIELD RIVER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Public Forum

Saturday, March 10, 1990
Buckland
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Deerfieid River Comprehensive
Management Plan

Final Public Presentation

Saturday May 26
10:00 AM to Noon

at
Shelburne-Buckland Community Center

located on the corner of Main St. and Church St.

in Shelburne Falls. Use the Church St. entrance.

At this public hearing, Lynn Rubinstein, the
project coordinator, will present the objectives
of the plan and several ways that these
objectives can be carried out in the future.
Ideas that will be presented included the
formation of a Deerfieid River Compact and
other state and local implementation strategies.
All are welcome and encouraged to attend.

For more information, call Lynn Rubinstein of the Franklin County

Planning Department at (4: 2) 774-3: 57
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Franklin (Enuntg

Office of county Commissioners

COURT HOUSE, 425 MAIN STREET

GREENFIELD, MA 01301

(413)774-4015

MARGARET STRIEBEL, chr.

Gill

GREGORY P. WELLS
Conway

WILLIAM D. BENSON
Greenfield

DORIS G. DOYLE
Clerk

Administrator

"74-4015

Assessor/Consultant

774-3167

Engineer

774-3167

House of Correction

774-4014

Human Services

774-3167

Municipal Assistance

Coordinator

774-3167

County Planner

774-3167

Purchasing Agent

774-3167

Registry of Deeds

7-2-0239

Treasurer's Office

774-4S04

10

10

00 AM

15 AM

10:30 AM

Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan

Open Rearing
Saturday, March 10, 1930

Agenda

Public arrive.

Lynn Rubinstein, Franklin County
Planning Department,

will explain the purpose of the plan, its
funding, and the process that is underway.

Mark Zenick, Consultant to the project,
will present the data collected on the Deerfield
river corridor with a slideshow.

11:00 AM

11:15 AM

Lynn Rubinstein will present the goals and
objectives which have been developed by the
planning committee.

Open discussion of the plan. We would like to
hear suggested additional objecti.ves.

12:15 PM Closing
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1
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Human Services
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County Planner
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Purchasing Agent
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

iFranfelfn (tontg
Office of county commissioners

COURT HOUSE, 425 MAIN STREET

GREENFIELD, MA 01301

(413)774-4015

Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
March 10, 1990
Public Hearing

Questionnaire

The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Planning process
needs your help. Please give us your thoughts on these
important issues. The results of this questionnaire WILL be
included in the final plan.

I. Please add any ACTIONS that you think will be important
to see the stated goal achieved.

Goals and Actions:

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river.

2. Protect Groundwater



3. Protect Open Space within the basin in order to protect
habitat and rural character of the communities.

4. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement.

5. Establish Deerfield River Commission/Compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments.

6. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development. _
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.



7. Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these uses.

8. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

II. WHO should be responsible for taking these actions,
implementing the goals? Please be specific.



III. Are there any potential conflicts of interest in the

goals, objectives, or actions that you have seen or

heard discussed? If yes, WHAT are they?

HOW would you resolve the conflict?

IV. Other Comments:

Please return this questionnaire

By April 1, 1990 to:

Franklin County Planning Department
425 Main St.
Greenfield, MA 01301

THANK YOU.

*. -^
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
March 10, 1990
Public Hearing

Questionnaire

The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Planning process
needs your help. Please give us your thoughts on these
important issues. The results of this questionnaire WILL be
included in the final plan.

I. Please add any ACTIONS that you think will be important
to see the stated goal achieved.

Goals and Actions:

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river.

On'-fewuu -Sfi.t\jouj.\t s Ave/™ Y\vtirbQ.vvW. \=r\ aJ\ kvuX^S ftr

\§- AO<5<5.io\*

j^cis
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2. Protect Groundwater
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3. Protect Open Space within the basin in order to protect
habitat and rural character of the communities.

4. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement.

5. Establish Deerfield River Commission/Compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments.

6. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.



Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these uses.

8. Enhance fisheries throughout the river

II. WHO should be responsible for taking these actions,
implementing the goals? Please be specific.

^j^.oJb\s^y Jioouj> c^u\cL W p^sc^-c^ ^



III. Are there any potential conflicts of interest in the

goals, objectives, or actions that you have seen or

heard discussed? If yes, WHAT are they?

'' 4- -VajoVjs-n «-*_,&

HOW would you resolve the conflict?

C****u ^ ^V^VA uV ^\^*1p CO^^^.

IV. Other Comments:

OipcX. OOovlt '.

Please return this questionnaire

By April 1, 1990 to:

Franklin County Planning Department
425 Main St.
Greenfield, MA 01301

THANK YOU.
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Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
March 10, 1990
Public Hearing

Questionnaire

The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Planning process
needs your help. Please give us your thoughts on these
important issues. The results of this questionnaire WILL be
included in the final plan.

I. Please add any ACTIONS that you think will be important
to see the stated goal achieved.

Goals and Actions:

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river.

b. enumw \lwr wu± »wl ifo ffunraP puil-'c toiefw

Protect Groundwater

a.Bv)t(j>^m cso^^m^m "b euact ^omui^ AjpatwS
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3. Protect Open Space within the basin in order to protect
habitat and rural character of the communities. _

<*. Ev\ uoukuw toa>^ % ieufifop o\&k spic* om& vuo^pr pifcS

b, E\i<jM*m towf)^ fa flifpf tuJPau^ to Uc£^ cam © (*#•#&< p^ 1
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4. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement.

a k 5 facta 1k vwr to cf&faikMe fU; vet^n€ wmc^ I

5. Establish Deerfield River Commission/Compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments.

6. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development „
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.

cu 5uj>(br7 impact -fe ic*i6f*t«w w(ucl\ ^^



J, Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these uses. .

«.';/) sUl sUfd If porWW h> <*^

o*e^ wW can i?(waJe Cf Cft ~&* guu cuwfc

8. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

II. WHO should be responsible for taking these actions,
implementing the goals? Please be specific.

Hot Deei'fcefi PiuW" CoWMXiW /Compaq
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III. Are there any potential conflicts of interest in the

goals, objectives, or actions that you have seen or

heard discussed? If yes, WHAT are they?

%e ubuffidf om u>4% -Flofc* U%>m tt<s

flcfc&r Co. . $vslcr*A&u QjjA tolife \vcdH> ica^5

HOW would you resolve the conflict?

B^ keepm ^| ws \xUk *** <* *<Jm*P h

IV. Other Comments: TUW <>UjOll$i \i CM 0^fQjXJ <?&<&

ats possible, Hm each iae s toftfd 1^ ev*#w&l m

~fet\WS of th> Ui2C6M^ cU Its W)pftct oia ttUA

Please return this questionnaire

By April 1, 1990 to:

Franklin County Planning Department
425 Main St.
Greenfield, MA 01301

THANK YOU.
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. Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan
March 10, 1990
Public Hearing

Questionnaire

The Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Planning process
needs your help. Please give us your thoughts on these
important issues. The results of this questionnaire WILL be
included in the final plan.

I. Please add any ACTIONS that you think will be important
to see the stated goal achieved.

Goals and Actions:

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river.
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3. Protect Open Space within the basin in order to protect
habitat and rural character of the communities.

4. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement

crTcrj0^2

5. Establish Deerfield River Commission/Compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments

fa A**M pjsMof , y

6. Guide commercial and industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.
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Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these uses.
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Enhance fisheries throughout the river. / -^
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II. WHO should be responsible for taking these actions,
implementing the goals? Please be specific.
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III. Are there any potential conflicts of interest in the

goals, objectives, or actions that you have seen or

heard discussed? If yes, WHAT are they?

/[..

HOW would you resolve the conflict?

IV. Other Comments:

Please return this questionnaire

By April 1, 1990 to: C, fb j ovjr^

Franklin County Planning Department fy\j&/^jl^dy
&°

425 Main St.
Greenfield, MA 01301 c/1 fr/ic-fr***-

THANK YOU.
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A comprehensive management plan is prepared on behalf of the state in the

process for FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission).

In order to provide. this document,;,which would be otherwise done in Boston,

local officials and residents are working under the direction of and with funding

obtained by the Franklin County Regional Planning Office.

The Planning Office wrote the grant and is handling the administration. A very

detailed and specific workplan was developed. Three consultants were hired for

particular areas of expertise to work with the assistance of a group of volunteers

from the 'community. The project was begun September 15th and meetings have
been at least weekly for some aspect of the project or subcommittee. Full Advisory

board meetings (with all participants present) served to review the individual

subcommittee work at regular intervals.

For the first phase -initial data collection and resource mapping was done in

three areas (corresponding to the Consultants and each had a -graduate student to

assist them). The Geo/Land Subcommittee focused on bedrock, topography, soils,

open space, groundwater.surface water, etc. The Lifeforms Subcommittee
concentrated on wetlands, vegetation, wildlife, and fisheries. A Human Impact

Committee applied themselves to collecting data on land use, recreation,

historic/cultural, human resources, transportation, power generation, and economic
development.

Once the data was collected with a deadline of November 15, an evaluation

phase (II) commenced with the entire Advisory Committee reviewing the

information from all of the subcommittees to make recommendations for specific

goals and objectives. During this phase important discussions eventually led to a

priortization system with blind votes (each person rating the information without any
other persons' involvement).

For Phase III- Issues were identified and two subcommittees were formed for

this process. A conflict of interest subcommittee identified areas where one issue

group might conflict v/ith another by reviewing data in the goals and objectives.

The other subcommittee also reviewed the goals and objectives in order to identify

"hot spots" where there are significant issues or problems that need to be
addressed.

We encourage input into the plan and appreciate your attending this

meeting today.

The final Phase involves making recommendations. As this plan serves as

'The Comprehensive Management Plan" and a window of opportunity to influence

the future of the management of the Deerfield River— it is particularly important that

it be useful. An opportunity such as this is afforded due. to the relicensing of the

hydroelectric facilities along the Deerfield River and will not be available again fcr

some 30 years.

Thank you for attending.
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GOAL:

Improve and protect water quality throughout the river

ACTIONS

:

Identify pollution, both point and non-point
sources, along the river, potential new sources of.
pollution and areas with potential for hazardous spills
or leaks.

For both surface and ground water protection, gather
information in regard to hazardous materials being
transported through towns and examine community's
rights regarding controls of what is allovred to be
transported through communities.

Create a water quality monitoring program v:hich
involves schools and local groups.

Work to educate and reform identified polluters.

Maintain flows to ensure water quality standards.

Work with Boards of Health, Planning Boards and
Conservation Commissions in communities to develop and
adopt zoning by-laws and other appropriate regulations
to protect water quality.

Work with users, state, and towns to prevent hazardous
material spills and to ensure individuals and df£icials
are trained and equipped for proper control and
cleanup.

Work with farmers to ensure best use practices for
fertilizer and pesticide application, and to ensure
that vegetated strips are left between fields and the
river.

i

i

Work with foresters to use best management practices
for harvest near river and tributaries.

i



Help communities find funding for waste water treatment
construction or upgrades such as, Ashfield, Cnarlement,
Conway, and Greenfield.

Work with state and local officials to create a sludge
standard and sludge pretreatment for both public and
private producers of sludge.

GOAL:

2. Protect Groundwater

ACTIONS:

Delineate aquifers and critical recharge areas for
aquifers.

Locate all possible sources of ground water
contamination, including: underground storage tanks,
septic systems, dry cleaners, auto body shops, and road
salt piles.

Work with local officials to tighten underground
storage tank regulations, such as regular testing.

GOAL:

3. Protect Open Space within the basin in order to protect
habitat and rural character of the communities.

GOAL:

4. Manage the river flow for multipurpose uses including
hydropower, recreation and ecosystem enhancement.

ACTION:

Manage flow to optimize multipurpose use of the river

GOAL:

5. Establish Deerfield River Commission/Compact, to work
with communities to implement plan, ensure compatible
zoning and review developments.

ACTIONS:

Educate public and local government on the goals and
implementation of the comprehensive management plan.

Enhance interstate cooperation.



Protect and preserve floodplains and their critical
functions.

GOAL:

6. Guide commercial and. industrial development through
zoning to protect resources and to ensure new development
does not exceed infrastructure of towns.

GOAL:

7. Increase recreational use of all types and provide
appropriate facilities for these uses.

ACTIONS:

Create trail and access points along river.

Establish maps and guides to historical sites and
trails

.

GOAL:

8. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

ACTIONS

:

Install fish passages on dams

.

Research historic salmon runs.



The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee have established
the following environmental priorities for the Deerfield
River Comprehensive Management Plan.

1. Protection of unique habitats.

2. Water quality problems, particularly those related to
direct sewage dumping, and inadequate sewage treatment
plants

.

3. Minimum flow in' dewatered areas with regard to ecosystem
enhancement.

4. Preservation of scenic vistas and rural character of the
area.

5. Aquifer protection within the basin, and development of
protective aquifer zoning.

6. Development of long term monitoring tool for
implementation process of the management plan as a
compact.

7. Local education, for all age levels, to inform the public
of environmental issues that affect the Deerfield River.

8. Effect of power production and Whitewater releases on the
ecosystem of the river.

9. Erosion and soil stability along and in the Deerfield
River.

10. Floodplain protection and the development of floodplain
protective zoning.

11. Open space planning to protect the overall health and
beauty of the river corridor.

12. Railroad concerns with regard to the care of the tracks,
transportation of hazardous materials, and fiber optic
digging.
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Goals & Objectives for the
Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan

i -

Methodology

Goals and objectives were developed by the Deerfield River Advisory Committee.

The first step of goal development was for the three subcommittees, Life forms, Human

use and Geo/land forms, to meet separately. In these sessions the subcommittees

developed goals which pertained to their interest. These were prioritize and

presented to the entire committee.

At the next meeting of the Deerfield River Advisory Committee, the group met as a

whole, the various goals of the subcommittees were combined and compacted into 17

goals. These were voted on by the Advisory committed for acceptance, with a majority

voting to accept these goal for the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan.

These 17 goals were then prioritize by the Deerfield River Advisory Committee. This

was accomplished by having each member of the committee rank the goals

individually. The results were then tabulated by the consultants. The lowest

cumulative score for each goals determined its priority. The results of this ranking is as

follows.

1

.

Protect open space within the basin in order to protect habitat, species, and

the rural character of communities.

2. Improve water quality throughout the river.

3. Manage flow to optimize multipurpose use of the river.

4. Identify sensitive areas and direct growth and use away from these areas.

5. Educate the public and local government on the goals and implementation of

the comprehensive river management plan.

6. Manage river for multipurpose use; hydroelectric, recreational, and

ecosystem.

7. Establish Deerfield River Commission to work with communities to



implement plan and review development.

*8. Protect groundwater.

*8. Establish compact to work with communities to ensure compatible zoning.

9. Protect and preserve floodplains and the critical functions of floodplains.

10. Guide commercial and industrial development through zoning to protect

resources and to ensure that infrastructure of communities is not exceeded.

1 1

.

Increase recreational use and provide facilities for human use.

12. Install fish passages on dams.

13. Enhance interstate cooperation.

14. Create trail and access points along the river.

15. Establish maps and guides to historical sites and trails.

16. Research historic salmon runs.

* There was a tie for these goals

These goals were then examined and distilled into seven goals. Many of the original

goals were combined or stated as sub-goals under one of the seven. Others were

best suited as actions needed to achieve the goals. These were prioritize and voted

on by the Deerfield River Advisory Committee for acceptance into the Deerfield River

Comprehensive Management Plan. The committee then broke into four groups.

These groups were each given one or two of the goals and were directed to develop

objectives for these. These objectives were discussed by the full advisory committee,

the resulting goals and objectives are as follows.

1. Improve and protect water quality throughout the river basin.

-Identify pollution, both point and non-point sources, along the river, potential

new sources of pollution and areas with potential for hazardous spills or leaks.

-For both surface and groundwater protection; gather information in regards to

hazardous materials being transported through towns and examine
communities rights in regards to controls of what is allowed to be transported

through communities.



-Create a water quality monitoring program which involves schools and local

groups.

-Work to educate and reform identified polluters.

-Maintain flows to ensure water quality standards.

-Work with Health Boards, Planning Boards and Conservation Commissions in

communities to develop and adopt zoning bylaws and other appropriate

regulations to protect water quality.

-Work with users, state and towns to prevent hazardous material spills and to

ensure individuals and officials are trained and equipped for proper control

and cleanup.

-Work with State and local Department of Public Works to reduce, eliminate or

find alternatives to roads salt use in the watershed drainage area.

-Work with farmers to leave vegetated strips between fields and the river and
for best use practices for fertilizer and pesticide application.

-Work with foresters to use best management practices for harvest near river

and tributaries.

-Help communities find funding for waste water treatment construction or

upgrades such as, Ashfield, Charlemont, Conway and Greenfield.

-Work with State and local officials to create a sludge standard and sludge

pretreatment standard for both public and private producers of sludge.

Protect groundwater

-Delineate aquifers and critical recharge areas of aquifer.

-Locate all possible sources of groundwater contamination in this area;

underground storage tanks, failing septic systems, dry cleaners, auto body
shops, road salt, etc.

-Work with local officials to tighten underground storage tank regulations such

as regular testing, requiring double lined tanks and other applicable

measures
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2. Protect Open Space within the river basin in order to protect habitat

and the rural character of the communities.
V-

-Identify sensitive areas and direct growth and use away from these areas.

-Encourage and participate in streamlining the process for designating areas of

critical environmental concern.

-Work with landowners to accept voluntary conservation restrictions on their

land.

-Support private acquisition of land through land trusts to insure its long term

preservation.

-Encourage utility companies to purchase open space along the river and
impose conservation restrictions in coordination with acquisition of flowage

rights.

-Increase local technical assistance to town boards.

-Encourage towns to adopt bylaws which protect important open space in their

community, these may include:

a) Open Space Development Bylaws;

b) Transfer of Development Rights;

c) Aquifer Protection Bylaws;

d) Local Wetland Bylaws;

e) Erosion Control;

f) Floodplain Protection Bylaws;

g) Site Plan Review;
h) Scenic Road Bylaws.

-Support legislation proposed to supplement dairy farmers interests and other

efforts to keep area agriculture; horticulture and forestry businesses viable.

-Participate on the state level to increase money available for open space
protection.



3. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use, including, hydro power,

recreational and ecosystem enhancement.
>

i

This goal is one which presents the greatest controversy in how, where and when it

should be implemented. Three of four groups addressed this goal, further work will

occur during the conflict resolution stage of this project.

Groupl
Hydro power

-Hydro power is currently operated as efficiently as possible on the river within

existing economic restraints

-Continue to monitor evolving technology to maximize production

Recreation
-Have weekend releases at Monroe Bridge, Fife Brook and Shelburne Falls

throughout the summer for 4 hours each day suitable for Whitewater boating.

Ecosystem
-Manage flow so erosion is not a problem, gather data to identify critical erosion

areas.

-Protect environmentally sensitive areas

-Wastewater treatment abatement project should be developed where
required.

Group 2
-Establish minimum flows at Monroe Bridge as requested by Massachusetts

Division Fisheries and Wildlife.

-Establish minimum flows from dam # 4 to confluence of the North River.

-Maintain minimum flows that will support macroinvertebrate populations

throughout length of river.

-Continue to generate hydroelectric in a fashion that is compatible with

aquatic ecosystem.

-Optimize flow for aesthetic reasons.

-Maintain flood control in river.
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Group 3

-Encourage RE.R.C. to provide equal consideration for non Hydro-power use.

-Provide for coordinated minimum flows at all dams.

-Maintain a minimum flow that enhances the ecosystem and that will maintain a
quality fishery.

-Provide seasonal opportunities for Whitewater boating activities.

-Provide an 800 phone number for flow release information.

4. Establish Deerfield River compact, to work with communities to

implement plan, ensure compatible zoning and review developments with

a regional impact.

-Explore the most appropriate forum for this commission/compact to operate

from in terms of legal, business and political considerations.

-Solicit representation from the leadership in each community to meet
regularly to establish the issues that the commission needs to address.

a) At least two representatives from each town;

b) Develop procedure for choice of these people and terms of

commitment;

c) representation should also include nonprofit conservation groups,

private business and the Franklin County Planning office.

-Educate public and local government on the goals and implementation of the

comprehensive management plan.

-Enhance interstate cooperation.

-Draft legislation with specific procedures for reviews, designation of critical

environmental areas and funding.

-Become involved in outreach and publicity for referendum and /or town
meeting efforts.



5. Guide residential, commercial and industrial development through

zoning and other appropriate measures to protect resources and to

ensure new development does not exceed infrastructure of towns.

-Use the Deerfield River Commission/ Compact as a vehicle for coordinating

zoning and appropriate restrictions along river corridor.

-Educate public on the need to protect river basin resources.

-Encourage buffer strips of natural riparian vegetation along the river.

-Determine what types of uses are compatible within the river corridor, that will

minimize impact on natural resources; and work with communities to

encourage these uses.

6. Increase recreational use of all types and provide appropriate

facilities for these uses.

The group that worked on the objectives for this group were divided into two view

points on some issues, both are presented.

View 1

-Contact A.M.C. and MA Division of Fish and Wildlife for input into recreation

objectives.

-Identify sensitive areas where trails would have a negative impact.

-Create trails and access points along river.

-Establish maps and guides to the historical sites and trails.

-Optimize flows on weekends and holidays to meet peak Whitewater recreation

demands.

-Provide flows for all ranges of difficulty from closed boat to open boats to

tubers.

-Optimize weekly releases to increase skill level of paddlers from beginners to

U.S. Olympic team members by controlling temporal, spatial and volume

approaches.

-Provide flow information at all points along the river including tributaries.

-Provide timely notice of releases.
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-Provide signs to identify recreational opportunities and hazards.

-Develop appropriate facilities for recreation use while maintaining aesthetics.

-Identify safe swimming areas.

View 2
-Identify present use and access appropriateness.

-Do not increase recreational use.

-Maintain passive recreation use as is now present.

-No enhancement of other recreation opportunities for fear of negative human
impact.

-Provide elderly, handicap and other non-energetic access to enjoy visual

resources.

7. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

-Install fish passages on dams consistent with State Fisheries Management
plan.

- Research historic salmon runs.

-Encourage studies of existing biosystem.

-Increase minimum flows below dams.

-Control ramping rates so fish and macroinvertebrates are not disrupted.

-Research and establish self sustaining population of wild trout

-Improve in-stream habitat

.

-Coordinate efforts with Division of Fisheries and Wildlife professionals.

I
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Conflict Analysis

The Deerfield River Advisory Committee (DRAC) of the is composed of many interest

groups and concerned citizens. Within each of these interests there comes many

ideas and desires of how the river is to be managed. Phase 3 of the, Deerfield River

Comprehensive Management Plan, will help these parties articulate their views and

present a forum for potential resolution of these conflicts.

It has been possible within the first two stages of the plan's development to anticipate

where these conflicts will occur. Parties involved in the process have shown a desire

to compromise on some of these issues while others seem to be a sticking point for

many.

The following issues are those in which there seems to be the most agreement

between Advisory Committee members.

1

.

Protection and improvement of water quality within the river basin.

2. Protect Open Space within the river basin in order to protect habitat and the rural

character of the communities.

4. In order to Achieve the goals of the River Management Plan, a Cooperative effort

between; States, business, regional and local groups will be necessary.

5. Guide residential, commercial and industrial development through zoning to

protect resources and to ensure new development does not exceed infrastructure of

towns.

Within the DRAC, there seem to be a generally agreement that the above goals should

be done. The ideas and objectives presented to accomplish these goals had support

from a majority of the committee. Differences in opinion primarily dealt with the best

approach for success of the goals. When these issues were discussed interest groups

appeared to be open to compromise and were focused on what was best for the river

as a whole.
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The following goals were faced with greater disagreement within the Advisory

Committee. There was concerned expressed that aspects of these goals would have a

negative way or effect various uses on the river.

3. Manage the river flow for multipurpose use, including, hydro power,

recreational and ecosystem enhancement.

Goal three has the greatest disagreement. How to best manage the flows on the river

varies within the groups. Three major perspectives have seemed to emerge from the

committee.

-Manage the river in the most effective manner in which to produce hydro

power.

-Manage the river as a natural river allowing seasonal flow variation or by

simulating natural flow variation.

-Manage the river for recreation with schedule release of varying volume for

Whitewater boating.

It was felt by some in the advisory committee that managing the river for Whitewater

and recreation could have a negative impact on the biological community. It was

perceived that high water flows would wash aquatic life down stream and make it

difficult for fisherman to wade and fish. This approach in flow management would

greatly impact hydro power production through loss of revenue that would result by

loss of water for generation or generating when there was no peak power demand.

A more natural approach to flow management would manage the river to reflect

seasonal high and low flows which would naturally occur. Managing the flow in a

more natural manner would impact hydro power production and have impacts on

recreation, especially fishing, which is successful in the Deerfield because of the

control of water volume and temperature the dams allow.

Managing the river strictly for the most efficient hydro power production has many draw

backs as far as river users are concerned. This approach will limit recreation potential,

be aesthetically unpleasing and impact the aquatic community from lack of water in the

river.

10



As The Deerfield River Advisory Committee has work to develop the plan they have

heard all sides of controversy over flow management. It appears that all interests

recognize that compromise will be import if the plan is going to have success.

Other conflict issues which centered around flow include:

-The need for higher minimum flows so there will be no dry sections of river.

-Whitewater boater would like water to be released at dam #5 on weekends

rather than be used for generation.

The need for minimum flows has been expressed by fisherman, MA Division of Fish

and Wildlife and people who feel its necessary for aesthetics. The power companies

find this to be a conflict because it will reduce generation potential.

Dam #5 is a focal point for the boating community. The water at this dam is diverted

into a penstock resulting in the river bed below the dam to be dry or to receive only

leakage for the dam Boaters would like the water to be allowed to flow over the dam

on weekends. This would require the power company to not utilize Dam # 5 for

generation on weekends, the removal of 15 megawatts from the system.

6. Increase recreational use of all types and provide appropriate

facilities for these uses.

This goal conflicts with people would like to keep the river in a natural, more wild state.

Developing recreation facilities would encourage more people to visit the river

resulting in increased human impact. There could also be problems associated with

increased traffic. Impact on the local communities may result, from lack of police

officers, to not being equipped to provide the emergency medical needs that may be

required by boaters, hikers etc that would utilize the river. If trails are built they may

impact environmentally sensitive areas. It is also possible that the river could be over

used, becoming too crowded, ruining the experience for all.

11



7. Enhance fisheries throughout the river.

The conflict within this goal lies primarily with the desire to build fish passages in the

dams. This may not be acceptable to the power companies because of the cost

involved. In addition, the power company is concerned if the river is slated to be

utilize as a Atlantic Salmon restoration area or management area. If it is used as a

restoration area there is much more stringent requirements which they must meet. It

has been noted that there is no historical evidence that there were ever salmon above

Salmon Falls in Shelburne. •

•i
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As the Deerfield River Comprehensive management Plan goes into the third stage of

i its development all parties will have an opportunity to examine these areas of conflict

,
in more detail. It is quite possible that new areas of conflict will arise. Interest groups

may also find that what first appeared to be a conflict is in actuality an issue where

there is some common ground.

j

i
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Conflict Resolution Subcommittee

s

The Conflict Resolution Subcommittee met four times to discuss issues of conflict. This
i

subcommittee was composed of representatives from New England Power Company,

j
boating interest, fishing interest and citizens. The following issues were discussed by

i

the committee. One of the obstructions for coming to agreement of issues lies in the

fact that we do not presently have all the data needed to fully evaluate an issue.

Studies on recreation, instream flow and economic will not be completed until after the

Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan has been completed. It will be

important for the parties involved in conflicts to meet again when this information is

available so they may have the means to resolve any remaining conflicts.

12



Conflict Issue:

Timely flow release information not being available for boaters or fisherman. Often

when release information was given it was incorrect causing credibility problems for

commercial operators and inconvenience for those who traveled long distance to the

river.

Actions to resolve conflict.

It was agreed to establish a 1 -800 phone number that would have a recording or live

operator. A one year trial period would be had with this number to workout any

problems and to collect data on the percentage of time the information was incorrect.

Conflict Issue:

recreation access, facilities and trails that are in need of maintenance, informally used,

or need marking. This results in not having adequate facilities for recreation use.

Actions to resolve conflict.

It was agreed that these area should be inventoried to determine where informal use

areas occur and to formalize them if appropriate. New England Power Company is

now working with the Deerfield River Watershed Association Trail Committee to

establish new trails and upgrade those that exist. A cooperative effort should be

establish between NEPCO, MA Department of Environmental Management and

Deerfield River Watershed Association to provide signs and guides for these areas. In

addition, a recreation study being done by the Power Company will give more

information on recreation needs.

Conflict Issue

Lack of minimum flow standards in most sections of the river, especially in de-watered

areas.

Actions to resolve conflict.

It was stated by NEPCO that very few if any FERC relicensing has been approved

without higher minimum flows. At the present time in was inappropriate to suggest

what those increased flows should be in the Deerfield because a Instream Flow

13



Incremental Methodology study was not completed at this time and this data in

essential for making those decisions. This issue needs to be further discussed upon

completion of the study.

Conflict Issue

If water releases are scheduled for white water boaters there is potential for conflict

with those who are fishing.

Actions to resolve conflict.

During the summer season fisherman usually fish in the early morning and evening

hours. It was agreed that if releases started at no earlier than nine thirty AM and

curtailed by four PM during this season, conflict would be avoided. During spring and

fall seasons prime fishing is during the warm hours of the day. Conflict at these time

could be avoided by having releases occur early in the morning. The representative

for fishing and boating both agreed that this system would avoid most conflicts.

Conflict Issue

The boating community wants water available at Monroe bridge, dam number 5, on

weekends from March through November. This requires New England Power

Company to allow all the water to flow over the dam resulting in loss on generation

capabilities.

Actions to resolve conflict.

This conflict could not be resolved, both sides stood firm with their respective positions.

The boating community feels that this is a unique white water resource that is only

found in a few locations on the east coast. The opportunity it presents for recreation is

of an equal or greater use than that of power production. They want all the water to

flow over the dam on weekends from march through April.

New England Power Company feels that water should only be allowed to spill over the

dam when it is seasonally available, such as in the spring freshet. They are willing to

14



improve access. The loss of generation would result in too great of a loss of revenue

for the company and would violate agreements with the New England Power Pool.

Conflict Issue

Weekend releases at Fife Brook Dam for boating.

Actions to resolve conflict.

After much discussion it was determined that when generation occurs at this dam there

is generally enough water for reasonable boating. The problems revolved mainly

around accurate release information. The Subcommittee hoped that the installation of

the 1-800 phone would solve this problem. It would be helpful for both boaters and

fisherman to have timely release information so each group would know the

appropriate time to utilize the river. New England Power Company also suggested

that larger, scheduled releases may be possible for special events at Fife Brook but

would have to be discussed on an individual basis.

Conflict Issue

The goal to protect open space and rural character in the river basin may be in conflict

with those who wish to seek economic development.

Actions to resolve conflict.

This issue was difficult to debate because there was no person present who

represented those who desired increased development. As a committee we perceived

that this could be a potential conflict so we tried to explore the issue. It was felt that our

goal is not to stop development but to promote appropriate development within the

corridor. Increased recreation on the river could benefit local business in adjacent

communities. Those businesses such as restaurants, hotels and stores, which

presently gain income from tourist visits, could benefit by those people attracted to the

recreation opportunities of the Deerfield River.
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I

Other potential conflicts

Much of the focus of the Conflict Resolution Subcommittee was centered around flow

issues. This was due to the people present in the committee and their strong interest

in water levels in the Deerfield River. We acknowledged that we were likely over

looking other conflicts but with out people to represent those potential conflicts we

were unable to fully explore them. We determined that the following issue may

present conflict,
i

; The operations of the railroad, which is the major riparian landowner, and

potential for spills of hazardous materials, oils, and other rail cargo that could

I affect the river. The application of herbicides on rail right of ways is also of

concern.

*

j

t

\

j

The creation of a River Compact to implement the plan may run in to conflict

over home rule issues.

The old Glassine factory in Rowe has been closed but still may contain

i
hazardous materials and is the source of debris in that section of the river.

A potential conflict exists between goals of the Vermont Deerfield River

Management Plan and those of the Massachusetts plan. Keeping water levels

in the reservoirs from fluctuating and withdrawing additional water for

snow making will affect the quantity of water available for instream use in

Massachusetts.

While many issues of conflict were explored at this stage of the plan's development, it

must be kept in mind that this is not the final word on these issues or others that may

arise. The creation of a comprehensive management plan is a dynamic process. The

planning document and the implementation of that document will require continued

input and support from the parties that have been involved in its creation. The steps to

implementation will likely bring forth other issues of conflict. These will need to be

16



discussed and it will be important to have a forum available for conflict resolution.

Equally important is the need for conflicting parties to reconvene when requested

studies have been completed in order to resolve those conflict we unable to fully

broach due to lack of current information.
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Final Report-Environmental Priorities Subcommittee/ Deerfield

River Management Plan Advisory Board

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee met on four occassions,

1/31/90, 2/7/90, 2/70/90, and 3/6/90. The group developed a

list of environmental concerns. The top five of these concerns

were ranked by using a quantitative tabulation. The subcommittee

reviewed this ranking twice to assure it represented a consensus

of the group ranking. Those environmental priorities not in the

top five are still of considerable importance.

The Environmental Subcommittee also worked on developing lists

of potential mitigations for the five ranked environmental pri-

orities. These proposed mitigations do not represent comprehensive

solutions, but rather steps that may be taken towards a solution

where a problem exists.

The environmental priorities that were understood to be the

most important with regards to the Deerfield River Management

Plan were:

1.) Protection of Unique Habitats

2.) Water Quality Problems, Particularly Those Related to Direct

Sewage Dumping, and Inadequate Sewage Treatment Plants.

3.) Minimum Flow in Dewatered Areas with regard to ecosystem enhanceme

4.) Preservation of Scenic Vistas and the Rural Character

of the Area

5.) Aquifer Protection Within the Basin, and the Development of

Protective Aquifer Zoning

The other environmental priorities that were understood to be

very important with regards to the Deerfield River Management

Plan were:

Box 141 A, R.R. 2 Colrain, MA 01340 (413) 337-5792



-Development Of A Long Term Monitoring Tool For The Imple-

mentation Process Of The Management Plan Such As A Compact

Group

-Local Education/ For All Age Levels , To Inform The Public

Of Environmental Issues That Effect The Deerfield River

-Effect Of Power Production And Whitewater Releases And

Fluctuations On The Ecosystem Of The River

-Erosion And Soil Stability Along And In The Deerfield River

-Floodplain Protection And The Development Of Floodplain

Protective Zoning

-Open Space Planning To Protect The Overall Health And Beauty

Of The River Corridor

-Railroad Concerns With Regard To The Care Of The Tracks,

Transportation Of Hazardous Materials, And Fiber Optic

Digging

Following is a discussion of each listed priority. Those

priorities ranked in the first five contain a discussion of

activities that would help to mitigate some of the environmental

problems and concerns.

Unique Habitats

Unique habitats are areas, both small and large, that contain

rare and endangered spe.ies, breeding habitats, nesting habitats,

and feeding habitats that may be difficult, if not impossible,

to replace. They remain as unique habitats to flora and fauna

species alike because they have not been interfered with by

man. A few of these habitats have been identified within

the Deerfield River Basin through the Natural Heritage Rare

and Engangered Species Program (See Natural Heritage Overlay

Map). However, because much of the area is sparsely populated



and receives little traffic there are many potential areas of

protection that have not been identified. Areas not identified

as being unique because they are the habitat to rare, endangered,

or threatened species often fall victim to man's unknowing

destruction.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee proposes two sets of

distinct actions to preserve the unique habitats of the Deer-

field River Basin. The first is to discourage use of sensitive

areas by directing traffic (hiking trails, boat launchings,

swimming areas, etc.) to areas that are known to not contain

unique habitats. Well developed, and publicized access points

should encourage people to go to areas with a lesser degree

of critical concern. The second action is to encourage groups,

led by trained naturalists, biologists, and botanists to work

within the basin to identify as many rare, endangered, and

threatened species as is possible. An example of this might

be for an existing local group to concentrate on a particular

section of the river corridor each year. Identification of these

unique habitat areas would help to ensure their protection.

Water Quality Issues, Particularly Those Related To Direct

Sewage Dumping, Inadequate Sewage Treatment Plants, Etc.

As ifficult as it is to believe, direct dumping of sewage into

the Deerfield River and its tributaries still exists. This has

particularly deleterious effects during periods of low flow.

Low flow is a common occurrence due to power production,

particularly in summer months.

Raw sewage leads to significant elevation of total and fecal

coliform bacteria counts. These counts serve as warnings to

overall human and ecosystem health when elevated. The testing

done to determine the level of coliform in the river is currently

done by the state about once a year. These tests in the past have

revealed counts many times those allowed within the Class B

water category. More frequent data is needed.



The sewage/water quality problem can be divided into three

subgroups. The first are those locations dumping raw sewage

directly into the river basin's surface water. Currently this

occurs in the Towns of Charlemont and Ashfield. The second

subgroup are those treatment plants that occassionally pollute

the river due to unundation, undersized capacity, and system

failures. Both the Greenfield Sewage Treatment Plant and the

Buckland/Shelburne Sewage Treatment Facility seem to fit into

this subgroup. The third group is as of yet hypothetical,

private wastewater facilities. The current rate of the areas

development would indicate that they are in our near future.

Massachusetts has recently paved the way for these facilites

with the development of an approval process and regulations

that must be met before an operating liscense is issued.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee discussed several

actions that would help to mitigate or releave this water

quality difficulties. First, the subcommittee recognizes the

sensitivity and difficult politics of the issue. They did

feel, however, that the problem needed, more aggressive attention.

Considering the current fiscal crisis of both state and local

governments the subcommittee was not encouraged that immediate

action would take place. In the meantime, until fiscal difficulties

are softened, several actions are in order. The state, federal,

and local governments need to agree upon a solution, a time

frame, and a funding strategy. Committments and agreements

of an irreversible nature need to be amongst these three plo-

itical bodies if the problem is ever to be solved. A water

quality monitoring program, possibly operated by local citizens,

needs to developed and implemented in order to watchdog the

fecal, and total coliform problem, along with other water

quality issues on a regular basis. An educational program needs

to be developed to inform local citizens what the water

quality of the Deerfield is, and what can be done about it.

For instance, with regard to existing treatment plant problems,

the citizens of Buckland and Shelburne could be urged to come



forward prior to the 5 year permit renewal process and promote

public review and discharge monitoring programs. This would

highlight discharge irregularities and help to ensure that

system correction takes place to mitigate those problems recurring

frequently.

With regard to private or package treatment facilities there

is a strong concern for the newness of this process, the accuracy

of the established discharge parameters, and, in particular,

the cumulative effect of a number of these facilities on the

overall health of the river. It was recommended that this needs

to be monitored closely.

Minimum Flows In Dewatered Areas With Regard To Ecosystem Enhancemen

There exist along the Deerfield River dewatered areas that

are the result of power production diversion canals and conduits.

A minimum flow of 25 cfs is currently prescribed below the No. 5

impundment. Below the impoundments at No. 4, 3, and Gardner

Falls there are no prescribed minimum flows.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee felt, in general,

that impoved minimum flows were needed in each of these areas

to enhance the natural river ecosystem. However, the amounts

of these minimum flows is difficult to determine without very

sophisticated methodologies and data. Currently the Massachusetts

Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Environmental Law

Enforcement is studying this phenomenon of low/no flows in

dewatered areas below impoundments areas. Their methodology

considers the needs of fish and wildlife in the area of consid-

eration, and employs the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology.

The subcommittee decided that the management plan should support

their efforts, and wait until their results are available before

making any specific minimum flow flow recomendations . These

results should be reviewed by the proposed Compact Group, or

other recommended implentation group that will monitor the

employment of the Deerfield River Management Plan.



Preservation of Scenic Vistas and Rural Character of the Area

While tine concept of beauty varies with individual observers,

one experience is clearly shared by residents and visitors

alike in the Deerfield River basin: the commanding and combined

effects of outstanding natural features and rural characteristics

that help to carve out a defined "sense of place". The sub-

committee concluded that because this scenic character is fragile,

challenged by, until this time, unmanaged growth, and most

importantly, irreplaceable, it deserves high prioritization.

Advocating for the preservation of the Deerfield River's scenic

values requires consistent local and regional planning and

upgraded, federal, state, and private funding. The completion

of open space plans in several of the river basin's communities

has been important in two ways affecting scenic preservation:

first, on a town-by-town basis it has led to a more personal

and historical process of identifying parcels of land with valuable

viewsheds and second, has set forth some specific goals and

objectives for local initiative.

Unmanaged growth's most serious impact on scenic vistas comes

with the loss of active farm and forestland to housing and

commerce. The adoption of special zoning by town planning

boards can successfully manage growth and work to preserve our

scenic heritage. Some special zoning techniques include Cluster

Zoning, Transfer of Development Rights, Agricultural Zoning,

Agricultural Preservation and Incentive Districts, and more.

Federal, state, and private funding will be necessary to fill

any holes that exist with zoning through land aquisition strat-

egies such as Agricultural Preservation Restrictions Program

and private, non-profit Land Trusts. Delineation of places

where growth should and should not take place must be reflected

in any Town Master and Open Space Plans. As well, vigourous

and oansistent applications of those recommendations must take

place if scenic vistas and rural character of the Deerfield

River Watershed are to be preserved.



Aquifer Protection Within the Basin , and the Development of

Protective Aquifer Zoning

River basins often contain excellent groundwater storage areas.

The Deerfield River is no exception. Within the basin many

different potential aquifer reserves exist. These groundwater

storage areas vary in potential. Class A aquifers are those

areas that have the potential to deliver more than 200 gpm,

and are suitable for community aquifer use. Class B aquifers

are those that have the potential to supply 51-199 gpm, and

are suitable for residential developments, and commercial use.

Class C aquifers have the potential to provide 10-50 gpm and

are suitable for residential use.

Virtually all potential aquifer areas are important not only

for thtir wellhead potential, but because of the role they

play in recharge of wetland and riverine systems. The major

yield aquifers will be of greater benefit to both human and

ecological needs.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee decided to target

the large yield aquifers for immediate protection. These are

those aquifers that have Class A potential in the Deerfield

River Basin. These aquifers have the largest effect on the

ecosystem of the Deerfield, and may have excellent potential

for future and current human use.

Within the basin, the Class A potential aquifers are located

along several areas of the North River in Colrain. (One of

these areas is currently being used for municipal water supply)

,

and in the Green River basin, parallel to the Leyden town line,

where municipal wells are located for the Town of Greenfield.

Current protections of these aquifers are nonexistent, or in-

adequate.

The Class B aquifers located in the Deerfield River Basin are

also important to protect, and should be prioritized by individual

communities for protection. There are two Class B aquifers



located in the Deerfield River basin in Towns of Deerfield

and Charlemont.

Aquifer Protection Zoning is necessary if these critical

resources are to be protected from pollution. Even single

source pollution areas can ruin an entire aquifer for gener-

ations to come. However, because aquifers do not respect

political boundaries, and may require intracommunity agree-

ment and participation, comprehensive aquifer protection

can only be accomplished through intensive groundwater planning.

This is certainly an area where the proposed compact group

could be effective.

Minimally, aquifer protection districts should seek to protect

aquifers from pollution caused by salt, petroleum products,

industrial hazardous waste, household hazardous waste, sewage

systems, agricultural pesticides and herbicides, agricultural

wastes, and other pollutants. There are many strategies to

attain these protections. It is suggested by the Environmental

Priorities Subcommittee that existing aquifer protection plans

be studied to determine the elements that might be used in

protecting groundwater resources in the Deerfield River basin.

Development of a Long Term Monitoring Tool for the Implementation

Process of the Deerfield River Management Plan Such as a Compact

Group

The writing and acceptance of the Deerfield River Management Plan

document is but step one in providing adequate environmental

protections for the Deerfield River basin. To ensure that the

river management plan is implemented and effective, a monitoring

and advisory group needs to be developed. The Environmental

Priorities Subcommittee endorses the proposal of developing a

Compact Group, comprised of representatives from local political

entities, environmental groups, and river use groups, both comm-

ercial and private, such as boaters, utilities, and fishermen.

This group would continue the efforts of the management plan

process by overseeing the implementation of the plan and reviewing



its effectiveness, and by making adjustments as deemed necessary.

A group serving this purpose is absolutely necessary if the

management plan is to implemented effectively.

Local Education, for All Age Levels, to Inform the Public of

Environmental Issues the Effect the Deerfield River

There is little question that the Deerfield River is taken

for granted by the majority of the people that live within its

basin. The river and its health are a barometer of the overall

ecological health of the area.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee felt strongly that

education about the river was necessary to heighten interest

and concern for the Deerfield River. Education with community

groups, schools, business associations, etc. about the history,

ecology, use and needs of the river will serve strongly to

ensure the river's health, and its importance in the public eye.

This educational process could take place through groups like

the Deerfield River Watershed Association, the Audubon Society,

Historical Societies, etc.

Effect of Power Production and Whitewater Releases and Fluctuations

on-the ! Ecosystem of the River

The flows, ramping rates, and durations of water releases from power

production facilities for the purpose of power production and

recreational Whitewater use may have an impact on the overall

ecological health of the river. These releases may have effects on

bank erosion, bottom scouring erosion, macroinvertebrate habitat,

and fisheries habitat.

It was felt that current release rates did not seem to be seriously

damaging the ecology of the river, but that future studies were



needed to assess this situation accurately. The Environmental

Priorities Subcommittee did feel strongly that before any permanant

releases in excess of current release structure were employed

comprehensive analysis should be conducted to determine if there

would be any negative effects.

Erosion and Soil Stability Along and In the Deerfield River

Soil erosion with a river system is a natural process. Soil

is eroded from some sections and redeposited in other sections

as the result of stream flows, meanderings/ and other natural

processes. The subcommittee was concerned with erosion that

was created by man's activities and its effect on land use,

water guality, and the habitat of the river.

Very little study has occurred within the Deerfield River Basin

to identify and study eroded areas. It was felt by the Environmental

Priorities Subcommittee that a survey of eroded areas needed to

be conducted. Mitigation of eroded areas was also discussed.

There was general agreement that areas in need of stabilization

should be studied for natural vegetation erosion control and other

bio-engineering techniques, since they had the least future

environmental impact.

Floodplain Protection and the Development of Floodplain

Protective Zoning Within the Deerfield River Basin

Floodplain protection in the 100 year floodplain is mandated

by the Wetlands Protection Act in Massachusetts. This protection

is necessary for human health and safety, and ecological health

reasons. Many towns in the Commonwealth have recognized that

the protections provided under Chapter 131, Section 40 are

inadequate, or vaguely worded so as to provide adequate protection

of these vital areas. The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee

therefore recommends the adoption of protective floodplain

zoning by communities within the Deerfield River Basin. This

is another issue that could be studied by a Compact Group to

see how it could be coordinated from community to community.



Open Space Planning to Protect the Overall Health and Beauty

of the River Corridor

Open Space not only preserves the rural integrity of an area,

it may also serve to protect biological and botanical habitats,

resource areas, and contribute to lower levels of environmental

pollution.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee recommends the use of

open space plans and techniques within the river basin. The

development and coordination of plans between communities

would be another appropriate area for a Compact Group to consider.

Railroad Concerns With Regard to Care of the Tracks, Transportation

of Hazardous Materials, and Fiber Optic Digging

Miles upon miles of river frontage is tied up by railroad use.

The Guilford Railways people did not respond when asked to be

involved in the development of the Deerfield River Management Plan.

The Environmental Priorities Subcommittee understood this to

be a major problem in the development of a comprehensive manage-

ment plan.

Several major concerns were mentioned when discussing the railways

along the Deerfield River. The first was that the tracks were

poorly maintained, increasing the chances of a derailment and

spills and pollution that could be hazardous, if not deadly, to

the river. The second major concern was the transportation of

hazardous materials by the railway system. Because this occurs

l.t^ is absolutely necessary that the railroad - tracks-.. bee perfectly

maintained. A third concern was with regard to the stockpiling

of old, creosote soaked railway ties along the banks, or near the

banks of the river. A fourth concern was expressed about the

fiber optic digging that was done along the railway corridor,

and the loss of containment berms as the result of that install-

ation which can result in direct runoff into the river.
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Action Subcommittee
Report





Resource Management Associates wniiam uttreu

Environmental Planner

Comprehensive Environmental and Land Use Planning Wetland Scientist

Phase Four Final Report-Action Plan for Deerfield River r

Comprehensive Management p lan

The Action Plan Subcommittee met on four seperate occassions

during the period March 15 to May 15. These meetings vere held

on March 21, April 3, April 17, and May 1. The meetings

were well attended as indicated by the minutes of these

gatherings. The committee chose to examine the seven primary

goals and their stated objectives in determining appropriate

actions for the mangaement plan. At times certain objectives

were updated, and some were added to reflect the current

state of events or earlier oversites. Any changes in objectives

can be noted by comparing those proposed and voted upon by

the entire Deerfield River Management Plan Advisory Board, and

those listed by the subcommittee in the Action Plan Work Sheet.

Much consideration was given to each goal and objective.

Categories of consideration are implementation responsibility

(who may be responsible for implementation of each objective),

potential funding, if applicable, for each objective, the timeframe

in which each objective should be accomplished ; . and notes,

additional information required, and additional data that might

be needed to accomplish each objective. This information was

then placed on a simple worksheet to aid the use of this in-

formation.

There is the potential for changes in this Action Plan as

the development of the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management

Plan continues. There is little doubt that new information

will become available that will have an effect upon these

proposed actions. However, as of this time the subcommittee

Box 141A, R.R. 2 Colrain, MA 01340 (413) 337-5792



feels this proposed action plan reflects the most up to date

material available, and can be accomplished in the timeframes

proposed

.

The subcommittee did experience some differences of opinion

on Goal 7-Enhance Fisheries Throughout the Deerfield River.

Much of the debate revolved around previously unresolved

differences between the Whitewater contingency, and some of

those concerned about the biosystem of the river system. The

full Advisory Board will be asked to approve an added objective

to "Study the Limit of Maximum Flows During Periods of Hydro-

Power Generation to Optimization of the Fisheries". This

proposed Objective, in essence, states there is a need to

have a better understanding of the effects of Maximum flows

on fisheries (including habitat, food, and shelter). The

full Advisory Board will be asked to vote on this objective

at our final meeting on May 16, 1990.

Finally, attached are the worksheets completed by the

Action Plan Subcommittee. The subcommittee should be congradu-

lated on its efforts and accomplishments during these final two

months of the four phase process.
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DEERFIELD RIVER COMPACT

INTRODUCTION

Goal number four of the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management

Plan, states the need to establish a Deerfield River Compact. The purpose

of this compact would be to implement the Management Plan, ensure

compatible zoning along the river corridor, and to review developments

with a regional impact. This goal has been viewed by the Advisory

Committee as a means to continue the development and implementation of the

Management Plan.

Methodology

A subcommittee was formed from members of the Deerfield River

Advisory Committee to study the formation of a River Compact . This group

was charged with exploring the most appropriate forum for this Compact to

operate. Issues to be examined included; legal, business, and political

considerations. The group met three times and considered the purpose of

the Compact and various scenarios in which the compact or objectives of the

Compact could be taken forward

.

Subcommittee Findings

The purpose of the Deerfield River Compact should be

:

1

.

Continue work on the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management
Plan.

2 . Implement , manage , and maintain the goals of the Management
Plan.

3 . Provide local technical assistance to towns in the watershed

.

4. Provide a forum to resolve issues and conflict, concerning the
river, that arise.



5. Protect resources in the watershed by reviewing development with

a regional impact.

The following are the objectives of the Deerfield River Compact:

1 . To continue the development of the Comprehensive River

Management Plan, which will include including additional information

as studies are completed.

2 . Educate public and local government on the goals and
implementation of the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management
Plan.

3. Become involved in outreach and publicity concerning

implementation of the Plan.

4 . Enhance interstate cooperation on the management of the Deerfield

River.

5 . Draft legislation with specific procedures for reviews , designation

of critical areas and funding for the compact, if the communities and
involved interest groups support this approach.

Important issues and activities which should be taken on by the

Deerfield River Compact are as follows

:

* Zoning

* Land Use

* Recreation

* Natural resources

* Act as an educational group to encourage comprehensive planning.

* Review of activities which occur within a certain distance of the

river (perhaps 150 feet).

* Other issues of importance as they arise in the watershed

.



The subcommittee discussed whom should be represented in the

Deerfield River Compact. Through round table discussion the following

representation was proposed

:

*

* 2 representatives from each town, along with an alternative.

* 1 state agency representative from each interested agency.

* 1 Franklin County Planning Board representative (1 from

Berkshire County?)

* At large members

.

* Vermont representation from Windham Regional Commission or

equivalent

.

It was also felt that there should be representation from business and the

larger land owners, such as New England Power Company, and Guilford

Transportation. The best way to ensure fair representation from these

interests was not decided.

There will need to be an Interim Compact in order to form the

Compact . The membership of the Interim Compact should reflect that of the

Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee to this planning process will

act as the Interim Compact until that entity decides otherwise.

The Compact subcommittee explored four possible avenues from

which the Compact could operate. These alternatives were discussed in

terms of their ability to accomplish the objectives and public acceptance of

the approach. The four approaches are:

1 . Use existing land use zoning and additional bylaws to achieve

goals of the Compact

.

2 . Utilize a Memorandum of Understanding between communities that

would ask towns to adhere to the goals and objectives of the

Management Plan.



3 . A phased approach that would utilize an interim Deerfield River

Compact composed of members of the Advisory Committee and other

interested persons.

4. A legislative approach similar to the Cape Cod Commission.

After discussion of these alternatives, numbers 1 and 2 were dismissed

because it was felt that they could not be effective in achieving the overall

goals and objectives of the Compact or Management Plan . The majority of

the subcommittee members felt that a legislative approach would ensure that

the Deerfield River Compact would have the ability to review developments

and enforce actions that would benefit the river. In addition, legislation

would come with attached funding. Although this approach initially

appeared attractive, the committee decided that at this time it was

premature . It was concluded that the real need was to finish the Deerfield

River Comprehensive Management Plan, initiate education on the goals of

the Plan, and to begin building trust and support within the communities.

With this in mind, the subcommittee agreed that a phased approach could

achieve the desired effects and perhaps lead to legislative action in the

future, if support for this was established.

A phased approach for the Deerfield River Compact would work in

this way. An Interim Compact would be composed of members from the

Deerfield River Advisory Committee and other interested persons . This

committee would be responsible for bringing together the information to

complete the Management Plan and to begin outreach and education to

communities . Through this process the Committee would create a

productive relationship with the towns and examine ways in which town

boards feel the Management Plan could best be implemented.

The Interim Compact could be trained to give zoning workshops to

communities and to begin development for a permanent Compact. It is

hoped that this approach will build support for a permanent Deerfield River

Compact for within the communities , give time to develop the basis for a

legislative Compact, and eventually lead to a legislative Compact, if

support from within the watershed warrants this approach.



It has been suggested that this Interim Compact should meet every

two months . A paid position would be useful to update the Plan and to

assist the Interim Compact in its presentation of the completed

Comprehensive Management Plan to the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission. Figure 1 illustrates the initial creation and objectives of

the Interim Deerfield River Compact.

Justification for this approach was discussed by the subcommittee. It

was felt that this approach:

* Stress education.

* The educational process will enhance towns 1 understanding of how
their concerns can be addressed

.

* Get communities involved in the decisions and structure of the

Compact

.

* Gives the opportunity to reconstruct the Plan's process and
evaluation for various political bodies that have not been supportive

thus far.

* Respects home rule.

POSSIBLE FUNDING SOURCES FOR OPERATION OF A COMPACT

It was felt that funding should be shared by all involved to ensure
fair representation. The following could be explored for possible short and
long term funding.

* Fund raising.

* Federal and state grants

.

* Foundation monies.

Long term funding sources — only possible with legislative action.

* Fees for development reviews

.



* Real estate transfer tax.

* Percentage of property tax

.

* Per capita assessment to towns

CONCLUSION

The creation of a Deerfield River Compact is best approached

through a phased program that builds support from within the communities

of the watershed . An Interim Compact should be created from members of

the existing Deerfield River Advisory Committee and other interested

persons

.

This Interim Compact would be responsible for completion of the

Management Plan and adding new information that will be made available

from ongoing studies. In addition, the Interim Compact would meet with

towns in the watershed to get input from town boars on the best way to

implement the Plan in their towns . This information should be combined

with the recommendations of the Deerfield River Advisory Committee and

submitted to agencies that have been identified for implementation of the

Plan's objectives . The information could be presented in letter form to

each agency, outlining their responsibilities and signed by the selectmen of

the watershed communities . Throughout the process of meeting with towns

and other interest groups , the Interim Compact would solicit support for a

permanent Compact to implement the Deerfield River Comprehensive

Management Plan and explore support for a legislative Compact.
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TROUT UNLIMITED POSITION PAPER ON DEERFIELD RIVER FLOW REGIME

Submitted To:

THE DEERFIELD RIVER COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Trout Unlimited's role in the Deerfield River Comprehensive Management Plan is a

reflection, in part, of the organization's philosophy of conserving, protecting

and enhancing cold water fisheries . While acknowledging that the Deerfield is

already a highly managed river system, it is Trout Unlimited's objective that

protection of the environment should be foremost in all decisions concerning
power production and recreation.

Trout Unlimited represents anglers and concerned conservationists who are

interested in the ecological welfare of the entire river, as well as the improvement
of the cold water fishery. We consider the Deerfield River watershed to be the

major recreational fishery in Western Massachusetts and are interested in seeing a

biological restoration of river habitat for trout, shad and Atlantic salmon.

Of major concern to Trout Unlimited is that the rapid, radical and unnatural

fluctuation of the river level has a deleterious effect on the ecology of the entire

river system. We would like to see as much mitigation as possible of these effects.

With regard to flow levels, it is Trout Unlimited's position that:

minimum flows in all sections of the river be increased so as to

enhance and expand the river's ecosystem. This includes both the

"dewatered" bypassed sections of the river as well as those sections of the

river downstream of hydro generation discharges;

maximum flows be reduced during periods of hydro power
generation;

the means of more efficient generation be incorporated into

existing facilities allowing hydro power generation within these more
restrictive flow patterns

;

ramping rates on the river should be established so as to minimally

affect both aquatic and benthic life as well as human users of the river.

This would mean a more gradual raising and lowering of the water levels to



allow adjustment by all life forms and users to the changed water level;

an effective warning system should be established, throughout the

river basin, to alert users of the river to the dangers of rising waters;

all flows should be measured at or near dam sites . Measurement at

such points will better protect and provide for aquatic life in stretches

upstream of current gauging stations . This will also ensure that all users

of the river are referring to the same flow numbers in all discussions

thereof;

flows should be compatible with the reestablishing of Atlantic

salmon to the Deerfield River. Flows must take into account all phases of

salmon life including, but not limited to, smolt and adult migrations;

measures should be undertaken, by the utility, to prevent forced

turbine passage of both salmon smolt and native fish species at all stations;

the longnose sucker, designated as a species of "special concern"

by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program, should be given special

consideration in the development of flow programs for the Deerfield

;

the shortnose sturgeon is both a federally and state endangered
species which may inhabit, at times, the lower Deerfield. A major food

source for sturgeon are mussels and clams , species severely effected by
rapid and radical water level changes. Flow regimes must be regulated to

protect these fish and invertebrates;and

the varied flows of the Deerfield river directly affect the

Connecticut River in the area of the confluence of the two rivers

.

Significant detremental effects to certain mussel populations ( Lampsilis

cariosa, now listed as endangered species by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, for one) have resulted from unnatural flows in this part of

the Connecticut River. In addition, shortnose sturgeon breed at the
confluence of the Connecticut and Deerfield Rivers . It is imperative that an
examination of the effects of flow patterns and levels of the Deerfield must
extend beyond the mouth of the river.

In order to enhance, maintain, and conserve the river's ecosystem, it is Trout
Unlimited's concern that the final river flow regime should closely approximate the
natural river flow , with normal seasonal fluctuations , while maintaining a minimum
flow during the summer months that will protect and enhance aquatic and benthic
inhabitants of the river.

Already the Deerfield is the major recreational fishery in Western Massachusetts.
Its relatively unpolluted waters represent an ever diminishing resource. With the



identification of pollutants such as PCB's in other rivers of the state (e.g. , the

Millers and the Hoosic), shrinking the number of rivers available to anglers, the

value of the Deerfield as a fisheries resource correspondingly increases . The
Deerfield River is also the site of two (of the few) Catch & Release areas in the

state. The importance of these areas to anglers cannot be overstated.

The Massachusetts Department of Fisheries & Wildlife estimates that currently

20,000 to 25,000 angler trips per year are made to the Deerfield. This represents

a major positive economic impact on the area. The improvement of the fishery, as

a result of the relicensing process , coupled with diminishing angling

opportunities elsewhere, will result in an increased number of angler trips and an
increased economic benefit to local communities.

Establishing flow regimes which benefit the ecological health of the river is the

primary goal of Trout Unlimited . Restoration of biological habitat is far more
important in the process of flow regulation than simple recreational or commercial

interests.
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Position Statement - Whitewater Recreation Groups

1. The Deerfield River is a public resource.

2. It is presently managed to maximize hydropower generation
with the minor exception of minimum flows which are provided on
some stretches of the river.

3. The Electric Consumer Protection Act mandates that equal
weight be given to recreation, environmental considerations and
power generation in managing river resources.

4. The following sections of the Deerfield are high-quality
Whitewater runs in wilderness settings close to the major
population centers of the Northeast. The stretches: below
Searsburg reservoir (VT) , below Harriman reservoir (VT), below
the #5 impoundment (MA) and below Fife Brook dam (MA).

5. Such a concentration of quality Whitewater is matched in the
Eastern U.S. only in the North Carolina/Georgia/Tennessee area.
In fact, "Seventeen river segments totaling less than 300 miles
are the backbone of the reliable opportunities for Whitewater
rafting in the eastern U.S." (Eastern Professional River Outfit-
ters). In contrast, hydropower development is commmonplace on
New England rivers.

6. The demand for water-based recreation in the Connecticut
River Valley area of Massachusetts (as defined in the 1988 SCORP
to include the Deerfield River valley) far exceeds the supply for
such recreation opportunities in this region (1988 Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan).

7. The variety of Whitewater runs makes the Deerfield accessible
to large numbers of people with varying levels of skill and
experience, so any enhancement of its recreational opportunities
would benefit a large segment of the public.

8. Interest in Whitewater sport is growing rapidly in the U.S.
Nearly one million people annually go Whitewater rafting on the
East Coast (statistic compiled from Eastern Professional River
Outfitters Association, Knoxville, Tennessee from statistics
provided by managing agencies and outfitters, 1987).

9. Times of peak recreational demands for this resource are
weekends and holidays during the daylight hours (9:00am to
4:00pm) from March through November. During these times, the
river should be managed to optimize recreational opportunities.



10. Management to enhance recreational opportunities on the
Deerfield River could significantly benefit the local economy and
would outweigh any impacts such development would have on local
infrastructures. On the Gauley river in West Virginia, where a
21-day release program supports the Whitewater rafting industry,
$16 million in direct and indirect revenues were generated in
1983 (Economic Impacts of Whitewater Boating on the Gauley River,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, August 1984.).
In 1981 on the Nantahala River in North Carolina, outfitters
accounted for 4.2% of the county's total employment and had
combined annual payrolls of over $1M (An Economic Impact Study of
the Whitewater Resource of the Nantahala River Gorge on Swain
County and the Region, North Carolina Dept. of Natural Resources
and Community Development, April 1982).

11. Development of such an industry is clean and low impact.
The 1990 Annual Report of the Whitewater Advisory Committee in
Maine states that the "safety and environmental record of the
(rafting) industry appears excellent" and cites an accident rate
of 14 per 10,000 passengers in 1989 and minimal environmental
degradation. It would not require much if any new building,
since the area of Franklin County in which such an industry would
develop is presently in poor economic health. A Whitewater
industry would simply provide another season of use for the
existing facilities that are now either closed or barely viable,
with their peak seasons coming during the winter as a result of
Berkshire East Ski Resort in Charlemont.

12. Specific release levels, times and dates that should be
considered are due to be studied in the coming year. Therefore,
to make any concrete recommendations at this time would be
premature. A number of considerations should enter into the
decision about what levels, times and dates to recommend: quality
of the Whitewater experience, safety of the Whitewater experi-
ence, impact on the river environment, impact on other potential
users, impact on the demand for power, impact on the local
economy/infrastructure.

13. A number of concerns should be addressed when considering
the above recommendations.

A. Releases should be structured so that any negative impact on
local infrastructure is offset by a positive economic impact.

B. Impacts should be monitored so that steps can be taken if
necessary to reduce or eliminate negative impacts by channelling
use of the resource to appropriate areas and away from
high-impact areas.

C. Commercial use of the river should be limited by legislation
as is the case in most other areas where commercial rafting
industries exist. Through state or federal controls, the quality
of the river experience can be maintained while providing
additional economic benefits to the local region.



D. Access points should be studied and improved where necessary,
or eliminated, with access being encouraged instead at another
area if they are deemed to be inappropriate for environmental or
other reasons.
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% NewEngland Power

New England Power Company
25 Research Drive

Westborough, Massachusetts 01582-0010

Tel. (508) 366-9011

March 28, 1990

Ms. Lynn Rubinstein, Project
Coordinator, Planning Office
Franklin County Office of Commissioners
Court House, 425 Main Street
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301

Dear Lynn:

RE: New England Power Company's Hhite Hater Recreation Policy

On behalf of New England Power Company (NEP), I am forwarding to you
NEP's Statement of Intent to provide white water recreational opportunities
at its Deerfield River Project under the terms of a new Federal license which
is expected after December 31, 1993. This Statement was requested through the
Deerfield River Management Plan Project, of which NEP is a participant. I

believe that the enclosed Statement meets the needs of the Project to document
NEP's policy toward Whitewater recreation on the Deerfield.

Very truly yours,
For New England Power Company

Leo P. Sicuranza
Supervisor, Environmental Audits
New England Power Service Company

LPS:gv/5274

Enclosure

cc: D. Boyer, Environmental Collaborative

A Kin... C«„l



March 1990

NEH ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
DEERFIELD RIVER HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT

CURRENT INTENTIONS FOR WHITE WATER
RECREATION UNDER A NEW FERC LICENSE

POST-1993

Preamble

New England Power Company (NEP, or the Company) is in the process of
relicensing the Deerfield River Project with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). NEP intends to submit its proposed project recreation plan
when it files for a new FERC license on or before December 31, 1991. The
current license expires after December 31, 1993. Information important to
determining NEP's post-1993 project recreation plan includes a determination
of the use of existing facilities, a projection of future recreational demand
and an assessment of the project's capacity to reasonably provide facilities
and opportunities to meet expected demand. Consideration of other resource
uses, the costs of providing facilities and opportunities and the need to
generate electricity also are important to determining NEP's recreation plan.
Subject to changes due to the consideration of additional pertinent
information and the relative values of competing resource uses, as well as
specific FERC license conditions, the following are NEP's current intentions
for providing post-1993 white water recreation.

Statement of Intent

NEP intends to provide safe and reasonable white water recreational access
and facilities for the purpose of enhancing existing white water recreational
opportunities provided by the Deerfield River Project. The Company intends to
provide public information which will facilitate the safe and reasonable use
of the River below Project dams for white water recreation at times when water
is available in volumes which exceed power generation needs and during normal
generation periods. The Company does not intend to release water out of
storage for the express purpose of providing regularly scheduled white water
releases. The Company intends, by making public information available, to
enhance opportunities for white water boating without adversely affecting
other water resource users. The Company's long-standing policy is not to
encourage or otherwise facilitate recreational uses which the Company believes
would impact sensitive environments, significantly reduce use of other Project
resources, contradict Company land use practices, overburden municipal and
State services or disrupt local socio-economic conditions.

Bear Swamp Project

NEP also owns and operates the Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Project, which
includes the Fife Brook Development on the Deerfield River under a separate
FERC license that does not expire until the year 2020. In order to enhance
white water recreational opportunities on the Deerfield River below Fife
Brook, NEP intends to include this river reach in its public information
service. This should provide additional white water user days on the River.
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BEDROCK

Starting at the Vermont-Massachusetts line, to a point near the

confluence of the Smith Brook and the Deerfield River the metamorphic rock

is primarily Hoosac schist. This is a schist and gneiss based rock that

contains albite, quartz, biotite, chlorite, and garnet. This brown to gray

schist is well bedded and is generally found close to the surface level

.

From the Smith Brook confluence north to an area near the town of

Florida, on the Rowe town line, there is an area of amphibolite bedrock

identified as Rowe schist. This bedrock is a medium grained schist

containing amphibolite , quartz, muscovite, chlorite, and phylite. This well

bedded rock varies widely in color, has poorly developed schistosity, and

quartz lenses.

Between the eastern most edge of the watershed and an area near the

confluence of the Cold River and the Deerfield River the Moretown schist

formation is found. This formation is characterized as a silvery gray, fine

grained quartz, muscovite, plagioclase, biotite, chlorite schist with a fair

amount of garnets. This formation is also likely to contain horneblende,

plagioclase, amphibolite and feldspar schist, and is well bedded.

At a point about halfway between the confluence of the Cold and

Deerfield Rivers is the Hawley Formation. This metamorphic formation

contains amphibolite, greenstone, feldspathic granulite, and minor

feldspathic schist and phylite. Within the Deerfield River corridor this

bedrock ranges greatly in its depth from surface level. On nearby

hillsides the bedrock is exposed, and in areas along the Deerfield River it

may be more than fifty (50) feet deep.

This formation continues east to a point slightly west of the Charlemont-

Buckland town line where another metamorphic formation is identified on

some maps as the Conway Formation and on others as the Goshen



Formation. These two similar formations are characterized by containing

amphibolite interbedded with feldspathic quartzite, marble interbedded

with quartz-mica schist, and some interbedding with gneiss. The bedrock

within this part of the corridor varies greatly in depth from the surface,

although much of it is outcropped in the eastern most part of the area

.

This formation continues east until it meets predominantly sedimentary

rocks in Deerfield.

The principal sedimentary formation arises near the Deerfield-

Shelburne-Conway town line and runs to a point near the confluence of the

Deerfield and Connecticut Rivers exists the Sugarloaf Formation. It is a

shale and sandstone containing large amounts of arkose . This sedimentary

bedrock is quite thick, ranging from 6,000 to 8,000 feet thick and thinning

outwards in a north and southerly direction.

Near the confluence of the Deerfield and Connecticut Rivers there is a

small area of igneous rock . This area is identified as Deerfield Diabase and

has its origins in lava flows millions of years ago. This bedrock is

relatively thin (about 400 feet) and may be intermixed with nearby

sandstone.



Soils





SOILS

Stoney, acid soils containing schist and gneiss :

Starting in the western region of the Deerfield River corridor, the first

general catagory is found from the Sherman Reservoir downstream to the

general area of the confluence of the Cold and Deerfield Rivers . This soil

is a glacial till that is characterized by their stoney and acidic soil

containing schist and gneiss . The predominant soils found in this area

have been identified by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) as Lyman,

Berkshire, Peru, Marlow, Hollis, and Charlton. These soils are found on

rough terrain and vary greatly in depth ranging from inches to feet

,

although large areas are of very thin depth. Some of these soils have

severe constraints with regard to construction and septic systems either

because of this shallow depth to bedrock or because of the presence of

hardpan

.

Sandy, gravelly soils formed on terraces :

The next general soil category in the Deerfield corridor is found

between the confluence of the Cold and Deerfield Rivers and Shelburne

Falls. This soil is sandy, gravelly soil generally formed on terraces. The

SCS has classified these soils as Hinkley, Windsor, Merrimac, and Ondawa.

These are brown, acid soils formed in crystalline rocks from stratified

drift.

From the engineering standpoint, these soils are excellent for septic

systems , but may be connected to ground water recharge areas ; caution is

advised.

Some of these soils are classified as floodplain soils and may be

subject to frequent flooding.

Stoney, moderately acid soils :



The third area between the eastern side of the Shelburne Falls area and

the Connecticut River valley contains another glacial till soil that are much

more stoney, moderately acidic soils. These soils are classified by the SCS

as Westminster, Colrain, and Buckland soils. They tend to be fine sandy

loams generally formed in glacial till derived from schist, gneiss, silicieous

limestone, and quartz.

Generally steep slopes and bedrock limit the suitability of some of

these soils for septic system use.

Soils formed in lacustrine deposits :

The fourth area lies within the Connecticut River valley in Deerfield and

the southern portion of Greenfield in the vicinity of Routes 5 and 10. This

is a soil formed in lacustrine deposits . These soils are finely textured

containing a large amount of clay and other fine sediments. The SCS has

classified soils in this area as being Hartland, Ninigret, and Silty

Belgrade.

These soils have moderate limitations for septic fields ,
primarily due

to shallow hardpan and wetness

.

Stoney, acid soils containing diabase :

The fifth classification of soil is found (just to the east of the

preceeding area) before the confluence of the Deerfield and Connecticut

Rivers. The soil is stoney, acidic, and contains diabase (an igneous rock

common to the area. ) The SCS has identified soils within this area to be

Holyoke, Sunderland, and Gloucester soils.

These soils are glacial till derived from diabase rock, most being too

shallow for septic field construction.

Silty soils in the Floodplain :



Finally, a sixth general soil classification is found at the confluence of

the Deerfield and Connecticut Rivers. Silty, floodplain soils, they are

Hadley, Winooski, and Limerick soils, finely textured and formed in

alluvium

.

They are not suited for septic fields because they are subject to

flooding. They are generally very good agricultural soils.





Massachusetts Water
Quality Classifications for

Inland Waters





TABLE 4-5

MASSACHUSETTS WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR INLAND WATERS

Minimum Criteria for all Surface Waters.

Parameters

1. Aesthetics

Criteria

All waters shall be free from pollutants in con-
centrations or combinations that:

a. Settle to form objectionable deposits;
b. Float as debris, scum, or other matter to

form nuisances;
c. Produce objectionable odor, color, taste, or

turbidity; or

d. Result in the dominance of nuisance species.

2. Radioactive Substances

3. Tainting Substances

4. Color, Turbidity, Total
Suspended Solids

5. Oil and Grease

6. Nutrients

7. Other Constituents

Shall not exceed the recommended limits of the

United States Environmental Protection Agency's
National Drinking Water Regulations.

Shall not be in concentrations or combinations
that produce undesirable flavors in the edible
portions of aquatic organisms.

Shall not be in concentrations of combinations
that would exceed the recommended limits on the

most sensitive receiving water use.

The water surface shall be free from floating
oils, grease, and petrochemicals and any concen-
trations or combinations in the water column or

sediments that are aesthetically objectionable or
deleterious to the biota are prohibited. For oil
and grease of petroleum origin the maximum allow-
able discharge concentration is 15 mg/1.

Shall not exceed the site-specific limits
necessary to control accelerated or cultural
eutrophication.

Waters shall be free from pollutants in

concentrations or combinations that:

a. Exceed the recommended limits on the most
sensitive receiving water use;

b. Injure, are toxic to, or produce adverse
physiological or behavioral responses in

humans or aquatic life; or
c. Exceed site-specific safe exposure levels

determined by bioassay using sensitive
species.



TABLE 4-5

(continued)

MASSACHUSETTS WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR INLAND WATERS

Inland Waters - The following additional minimum criteria are applicable to
inland water classifications.

Parameters

For Class A Waters:

1. Dissolved Oxygen

2. Temperature

3. pH

4. Total Coliform Bacteria

5. Turbidity

6. Total Dissolved Solids

7. Chlorides

8. Sulfates

9. Nitrate

For Class B Waters :

1. Dissolved Oxygen

2. Temperature

3. pH

4. Fecal Coliform Bacteria

Criteria

Shall be a minimum of 5.0 mg/1 in warm water
fisheries and a minimum of 6.0 mg/1 in cold water
fisheries.

Shall not exceed 83°F (28.3°C) in warm water
fisheries or 68°F (20°C) in cold water fisheries
nor shall the rise resulting from artificial
origin exceed 4.0°F (2.2°C).

As naturally occurs.

Shall not exceed a log mean for a set of samples
of 50/100 ml during any monthly sampling period.

None other than of natural origin.

Shall not exceed 500 mg/1.

Shall not exceed 250 mg/1.

Shall not exceed 250 mg/1.

Shall not exceed 10 mg/1 as nitrogen.

Shall be a minimum of 5.0 mg/1 in warm water
fisheries and a minimum of 6.0 rag/1 in cold water
fisheries

.

Shall not exceed 83°F (28.3°C) in warm water
fisheries or 68°F (20°C) in cold water fisheries,
nor shall the rise in resulting from artificial
origin exceed 4.0°F (2.2 8 C).

Shall be in the range of 6.5 to 8.0 standard
units and not more than 0.2 units outside of the

naturally occurring range.

Shall not exceed a log mean for a set of samples
of 200/100 ml, nor shall more than 102 of the

total samples exceed 400/100 ml during any
monthly sampling period except as provided in

310 CMR 4.02(1).



Parameters

TABLE 4-5

(continued)

MASSACHUSETTS WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR INLAND WATERS

Criteria

For Class C Waters:

1. Dissolved Oxygen

2. Temperature

3. pH

4. Fecal Coliform Bacteria

Shall be a minimum of 5.0 mg/1 in warm water
fisheries and a minimum of 6.0 mg/1 in cold water
fisheries.

Shall not exceed 83°F (28.3°C) in warm water
fisheries or 68°F (20°C) in cold water fisheries,
nor shall the rise resulting from artificial
origin exceed 4.0°F (2.2°C).

Shall be in the range of 6.5 to 9.0 standard
units and not more than 0.2 units outside of the

naturally occurring range.

shall not exceed a log mean for a set of smaples
of 1,000 per 100 ml, nor shall more than 10Z of
the total samples exceed 2,500 per 100 ml during
any monthly sampling period, except as provided
in 310 CMR 4.02(1).

Ref: Environmental Reporter, Massachusetts Water Quality Standards, Last
Amended December 20, 1984. p. 806:1001-1003.



TABLE 4-4

MASSACHUSETTS WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS FOR INLAND WATERS

Class A Waters designated for use as a source of public water supply.

Class B Waters designated for uses of protection and propagation of fish, other
aquatic life and wildlife and the primary and secondary contact
recreat ion.

Class C Water designated for the uses of protection and propagation of fish,

other aquatic life and wildlife and for primary and secondary contact
recreat ion.

Ref: Environmental Reporter, Massachusetts Water Quality Standards, Last
Amended December 20, 1984. P. 806:1001-1003



Fish Habitat Description





4.2.2 Fishery Resources

During recent stream surveys conducted by the Company's con-

sultant (Stetson-Harza) , the following stream reaches were analyzed for physical

habitat characteristics: the East Branch of the Deer field River downstream of

Somerset Dam (Somerset Dam Segment); the Deer field River between the Searsburg

Dam and Powerhouse (Searsburg Dam Segment); the Deer field River downstream of

the Searsburg Powerhouse (Searsburg Powerhouse Segment); the Deerfield River

between Harriman Dam and Powerhouse (Harriman Dam Segment); Deerfield River

between No. 5 Dam and Powerhouse (No. 5 Dam Segment); the Dunbar Brook between

the diversion dam and confluence with the Deerfield River (Dunbar Brook

Segment); the Deerfield River between the No. 4 Dam and Powerhouse (No. 4 Dam

Segment); the Deerfield River downstream of the No. 4 Powerhouse (No. 4 Power-

house Segment); the Deerfield River between the No. 3 Dam and Powerhouse (No. 3

Dam Segment); the Deerfield River, downstream of the No. 2 Powerhouse (No. 2

Powerhouse Segment). Each of these reaches is illustrated in Figure 26. It

should be noted that the 0.1 mile reach of Bond Brook between the Searsburg pen-

stock and the brook's confluence with the Deerfield River was not surveyed due

to the fact that this segment is an extremely steep rock chute that appears to

provide little or no habitat for fish.

4.2.2.1 Physical Description

(1) Somerset Dam

The 6.0-mile long segment of the East Branch of

the Deerfield River below Somerset Dam receives continuous releases from the

Somerset Dam. NEP releases a minimum flow of 4 cfs at Somerset Dam under an

agreement with the State of Vermont. The majority of the time that the dis-

charge from Somerset Dam is only 4 cfs occurs during March, April, and May, a

period during which natural river flows are high. Over the 6.0-mile long river

reach below Somerset Dam, there is a 33 percent increase in drainage area. The

drainage area increases from 30 square miles to 40 square miles.
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The river falls 260 feet from Somerset Dam to

the Searsburg Impoundment, with an average slope of .0082 feet/foot. Average

stream widths are on the order of 30 to 40 feet. As shown on Figure 27 and in

Appendix A, the East Branch of the Deerfield River for a distance of 3.2 miles

downstream of the Somerset Dam is mostly riffle/run and riffle/pool habitat with

a substrate of boulder and cobble interspersed with the pockets of sand and

gravel. There are two major pools in this reach. The more upstream and smaller

of these pools, located 1.3 miles downstream from Somerset Dam, is approximately

2,500 feet long and has a substrate of boulders, sand, and cobble. The second

and larger pool is formed by a natural constriction and the remnants of a timber

crib dam (known locally as the "flood dam") located 3.2 miles downstream of

Somerset Dam. Both of these pools are associated with vegetated wetlands. The

river channel entering the flood dam pool has a substrate composed of gravel and

small cobble, while the river channel entering the more upstream pool has a sub-

strate composed mostly of silt.

(2) Searsburg Dam

The 3.0-mile long segment of the Deerfield River

between the Searsburg Dam and Powerhouse receives leakage from the dam and local

runoff from 3 square miles of drainage except during spillage when flows are

higher (Figure 26). The river falls 200 feet from the dam to the power plant

for an average slope of .0126 feet/foot.

As shown in Figure 28 and in Appendix B, this

segment of the Deerfield River is a repeating riffle/pool sequence with an

average width of 50 to 75 feet. The substrate in the segment is dominated by

boulders with some cobble and gravel in the voids. For the most part, the pools

in this segment are relatively shallow. However, there are large, relatively

deep natural pools located 2,000 feet downstream from the dam and immediately

downstream of the Route 9 Bridge.
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(3) Searsburg Powerhouse

The 0. 7-mile long section of the Deerfield River

downstream of the Searsburg Powerhouse receives leakage from the dam and power-

house and local runoff from 3 square miles of drainage area during periods when

the powerhouse is not generating and water is being stored in the Searsburg

Impoundment (Figure 26). Flows in this section increase when Searsburg Dam

spills. The average slope under maximum headwater conditions at Harriman is

.0069 feet/foot.

As is illustrated on Figure 28 and Appendix B,

this segment of the Deerfield River varies from 75 to 200 feet wide. However,

average widths are 100 to 125 feet. The physical habitat is a repeating riffle/

run (pool) configuration with a substrate dominated by small boulders and large

cobble. Sand and gravel are found in the voids of the dominant substrate.

There are three islands in this segment. These islands are located immediately

downstream from the powerhouse; approximately 3,350 feet downstream from the

powerhouse; and approximately 4,100 feet downstream of the powerhouse, respec-

tively.

(4) Harriman Dam

The 3.25-mile long segment of the Deerfield

River below the Harriman Dam receives leakage from the dam and local runoff

except during high flow conditions (when the Morning Glory Spillway in Harriman

Reservoir is spilling) (Figure 26). The drainage area at Harriman Dam is

184 square miles. Approximately 1.15 miles upstream from the Harriman Power-

house the West Branch of the Deerfield River joins the raainstem. The West

Branch has an unregulated drainage area of 33 square miles and increases the

total drainage area of the Deerfield River by 18 percent. The confluence of the

West Branch marks a point of significant physical habitat change. Upstream of

the confluence to the dam, the riverbed is grown in with trees and shrubs and is

relatively narrow. Downstream of the confluence, the river is wide open and

steep. The river drops 210 feet from the dam to the powerhouse for an average

slope of .0090 feet/foot.
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As shown on Figure 29 and in Appendix C, the

Deerfield River from the Harriraan Dam to the confluence of the West Branch is a

repeating riffle/pool sequence with an average width of 30 feet. The vegetation

in this segment appears to provide good cover for fish. The substrate in this

segment is dominated by boulder and cobble. Immediately upstream of the Route 8

Bridge, the remains of an old timber crib dam form a shallow pool.

Downstream of the confluence of the West Branch,

the habitat is a riffle/run configuration with a steep gradient. The average

stream width in this area is on the order of 100 feet, and substrate is domi-

nated by boulders.

(5) Deerfield No. 5 Dam

The 3.3-mile long segment of the Deerfield River

between the Deerfield No. 5 Dam and Powerhouse receives leakage from the dam,

local drainage, and a minimum continuous release of 25 cfs from the Deerfield

No. 5 Dam except during periods of spillage, when flows are greater (Figure 26).

The 25 cfs minimum flow is released under an agreement with the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts for the purpose of maintaining water quality in the Deerfield

River downstream of the Deerfield No. 5 Dam. However, a prior major source of

pollution in this segment, the Deerfield Specialty Products Company, is no

longer in operation.

The river drops 170 feet from the Deerfield

No. 5 Dam to the powerhouse. The average slope over this segment is .0098 feety

foot.

As can be seen from Figure 30 and Appendix D,

this segment of the Deerfield River is a repeating sequence of riffle/run habi-

tat with relatively deep pools in between. The substrate is dominated by

boulders with sand, gravel, and cobble present in the voids. Stream widths in

this segment are typically on the order of 30 to 50 feet.
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(6) Dunbar Brook

The 1,500- foot long segment of Dunbar Brook

between the diversion dam and the confluence of the brook with the Deerfield

River receives leakage from the diversion dam and local drainage, except during

spillage, as a result of the diversion of Dunbar Brook into the Deerfield No. 5

canal system. This extremely short segment of brook drops 60 feet for an

average slope of .040 feet/foot. This stream segment is a mix of riffle/run

area and short falls varying in width from 10 to 30 feet. The substrate in the

segment is dominated by boulders with some cobble. Due to its steepness, this •

short segment of brook has limited fish habitat value.

(7) Deerfield No. 4 Dam

The 1.0-mile long segment of the Deerfield River

between the Deerfield No. 4 Dam and the confluence of the North River receives

leakage from the dam and local runoff except during spillage when flows are

higher (Figure 26). The drainage area at the Deerfield No. 4 Dam is 404 square

miles. The North River, which drains an area of 93 square miles, enters this

segment of the Deerfield River approximately 0.5 mile upstream of the No. 4

Powerhouse. Upstream of the confluence of the North River, the Deerfield River

is on the average of 50 feet wide; downstream, the average width is 150 feet.

The Deerfield River drops 30 feet from the

Deerfield No. 4 Dam to the No. 4 Powerhouse. The average slope in this segment

is .0038 feet/foot.

As is illustrated on Figure 31 and in Appen-

dix E, the habitat in the river segment between the Deerfield No. 4 Dam and the

North River confluence is a repeating sequence of riffle/runs divided by pools.

The substrate in this segment is boulders over bedrock. The mouth of the North

River has a substantial cobble bar. Downstream of the North River, the

Deerfield widens to a width of 150 feet. A major pool immediately downstream of

the North River empties through a riffle/run area into a second pool that

extends to the No. 4 Powerhouse. Substrate in the pool areas is dominated by

sand with boulders.
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(8) Deerfield No. 4 Powerhouse

During periods when No. 4 Powerhouse is not

generating, the 0. 4-mile long river segment between the No. 4 Powerhouse and the

Deerfield No. 3 Impoundment receives leakage from the dam and powerhouse, local

runoff, and the flow from the North River except during periods of spillage when

flows are higher (Figure 26). NEP has an agreement with the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts to release a minimum average flow of 100 cfs from the Deerfield

No. 2 Powerhouse. In order to accomplish this release, the powerhouse at the

Deerfield No. 2 Development is shut down for no more than 4 hours during non-

peak periods.

As is illustrated on Figure 31 and in Appen-

dix E, there is a riffle area approximately 100 feet long immediately downstream

of the Deerfield No. 4 Powerhouse. This riffle is approximately 100 feet wide

and has a boulder and cobble substrate. Downstream of this riffle the river

widens to a pool that extends downstream to near the Route 2 Bridge. Stream

width varies from 100 feet at the upstream end of this pool to 200 feet near the

Route 2 Bridge. Substrate in the pool varies from sand and cobble at the

upstream end of the pool, to gravel and cobble midway between the riffle and the

bridge, to cobble near the bridge.

(9) Deerfield No. 3 Dam

The 0.4-mile long segment of the Deerfield River

between the Deerfield No. 3 Dam and Powerhouse receives leakage from the dam and

local runoff except during spillage when flows are higher (Figure 26). The

Deerfield River drops 10 feet from the base of the falls at the No. 3 Dam to the

No. 3 Powerhouse. As illustrated on Figure 32 and in Appendix F, this segment

is a riffle/run with the exception of the plunge pool at the base of the falls.

Average widths in this segment are on the order of 200 feet. The substrate is

dominated by large boulders with large cobble in the voids. The riffle/run

habitat meets the backwater created by the Gardner Falls Hydroelectric Power

Project (FERC No. 2365) downstream of the Deerfield No. 3 Dam.
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(10) Deerfield No. 2 Powerhouse

During periods when the No. 2 Powerhouse is not

generating, the 9. 0-mile long segment of the Deerfield River between the

Deerfield No. 2 Dam and the backwater of the Connecticut River receives leakage

from the dam and runoff from numerous tributaries in the drainage area below the

dam except during periods of spillage when flows are higher (Figure 26). The

drainage area in this segment varies from 500 square miles at the dam to

558 square miles at a point immediately downstream of the South River con-

fluence. The powerhouse is operated to provide an average minimum flow of

100 cfs downstream of the Deerfield No. 2 Development with no shutdown longer

than 4 hours as agreed to by NEP and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The

river drops 90 feet from the No. 2 Powerhouse to the Connecticut River back-

water. The average slope in this segment is .0019 feet/foot.

As is illustrated on Figure 33 and in Appen-

dix G, the habitat in this segment can be divided into two types. Upstream of

the Stillwater Bridge, the river is relatively narrow (50 to 150 feet wide) with

an average width of approximately 125 feet. This segment is a repeating

sequence of riffle/pool habitat under lower flows and riffle/run habitat under

higher flows. The substrate in this segment is a mixture of boulders and cobble

with bedrock in some of the deep natural pools. There is a deep natural pool in

the segment that extends 2,500 feet downstream from the Bardwell Ferry Road

Bridge. Downstream of the Stillwater Bridge, the river widens and is 150 to

175 feet wide. The habitat in this segment is a riffle/pool; however, the slope

is much milder than that found upstream. The substrate in this segment is small

boulders and cobble. There are numerous islands in this segment that have

cobble and gravel deposits on the edges.

4.2.2.3 Description of Fish Resources

The following information was compiled from various

sources including the States of Vermont and Massachusetts; the Yankee Atomic

Electric Company; and the New England Power Company. A summary of the fishes of

the Deerfield River from the report entitled Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Hydro-

electric Project Fishery Study, January 1972 - December 1976 is included as

Table 4-16.
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(1) Somerset Development

The following discussion of the fish resources

of the Somerset Reservoir was developed based on the Fisheries Management

Summary for Somerset Reservoir provided by the regional office of the Vermont

Fish and Wildlife Department. The reported fish population of Somerset Reser-

voir is listed in Table 4-17. The only recreational fishery provided by

Somerset Reservoir at the present time is for brook trout. This fishery is

largely supported through the annual stocking of yearlings. Brown trout and

residual stocked rainbow trout are reported as being rarely taken by anglers.

In the past, landlocked Atlantic salmon were stocked in the reservoir, but this

program was discontinued in the 1970s because of poor survival and growth.

Acidification, low dissolved oxygen, and water level fluctuations have been

cited by the Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife as the limiting factors in

the development of a satisfactory fishery in this water body.

(2) Searsburg Development

No data is currently available.

(3) Harriman Development

The following discussion of the fish resources

of the Harriman Reservoir was developed based on the Fisheries Management

Summary for Harriman Reservoir provided by the regional office of the Vermont

Fish and Wildlife Department. Table 4-18 lists the composition of the reported

fish population of Harriman Reservoir. Table 4-19 lists the fish species

collected by the Yankee Atomic Electric Company at Harriman Reservoir from 1976

to 1986 (excluding 1977). Currently, sport fisheries for brown trout, rainbow

trout, smallmouth bass, yellow perch, and rainbow smelt are emphasized. Year-

ling brown trout have been stocked annually since 1960, as have yearling rainbow

trout since 1970. Stocked brown trout are reported to supplement wild popula-

tions in the impoundment and major tributary streams. There has been no known

successful reproduction of rainbow trout in the area, and this fishery is essen-

tially put and take. In the past, both lake trout and landlocked Atlantic
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SOMERSET RESERVOIR KNOWN FISH SPECIES

(Ref: 1987, Personal Communication with Ken Cox, Vermont
Department of Fish and Wildlife, North Springfield, VT.

)

SPORTS FISHES

Common Name Species

Brown trout

Brook trout

Chain pickerel

Brown bullhead

Pumpkinseed

Rock bass

Smallraouth bass

Yellow perch

Salmo trutta (Linnaeus)

Salvelinus font inalis (Mitchill)

Esox niger (LeSueur)

Ictalurus nebulosus (LeSueur)

Lepomis gibbosus (Linnaeus)

Ambloplites rupestris (Rafinesque)

Micropterus dolomieui (Lacepede)

Perca flavescens (Mitchill)

NONGAME FISHES

Golden shiner

Creek chub

Fallfish

Longnose. sucker

White sucker

Notemigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill)

Semot ilus atromaculatus (Mitchill)

Semotilus corporalis (Mitchill)

Catostomus catostomus (Forster)

Catostomus commersoni (Lacepede)



HARRIMAN RESERVOIR KNOWN FISH SPECIES

(Ref: 1987, Personal Communication with Ken Cox, Vermont
Department of Fish and Wildlife, North Springfield, VT. )

SPORTS FISHES

Common Name Species

Rainbow trout

Atlantic salmon

Brown trout

Brook trout

Rainbow smelt

Chain pickerel

Brown bullhead

Rock bass

Smallmouth bass

Yellow perch

Salmo gairdneri (Richardson)

Salmo salar (Linnaeus)

Salmo trutta (Linnaeus)

Salvelinus fontinalis (Mitchill)

Osmerus mordax (Mitchill)

Esox niger (LeSueur)

Ictalurus nebulosus (LeSueur)

Ambloplites rupestris (Rafinesque)

Micropterus dolomieui (Lacepede)

Perca flavescens (Mitchill)

NONGAME FISHES

Golden shiner

Mimic shiner

Creek chub

Fallfish

Longnose sucker

White sucker

Notemigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill)

Notropis volucellus (Cope)

Semotilus atromaculatus (Mitchill)

Semotilus corporalis (Mitchill)

Catostomus catostomus (Forster)

Catostomus commersoni (Lacepede)



FISH SPECIES COLLECTED

BY YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

AT HARRIMAN RESERVOIR

Species
Year:
1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 1978* 1976

Yellow perch X X X X X X X X

Golden shiner X X X X X X X

Salmon X X X X

White sucker X X X X X X X X

Fallfish X X X X X X X X

Rock bass X X X X

Smelt X X X X X x

Chain pickerel X X X X X X X X

Brown trout X X X X X

Rainbow smelt X

Brown bullhead X

* Species collected from Sherman Pond, Deerfield River, and its tributaries
in Massachusetts.



salmon have been stocked in the reservoir or its tributaries (salmon fry). How-

ever, both programs have been abandoned due to low returns. The latter program

was abandoned in 1985.

Since 1985, the Deerfield Valley Sportsmens Clut

has sponsored an annual ice fishing derby on the reservoir. In its management

plan, the Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife has identified extreme water

level fluctuations, as well as fish entrainment into the penstock intake, as

environmental issues in the reservoir.

(4) Sherman Development

The sources of information for what follows are

the Ecological Survey of Sherman Reservoir and Adjacent Waters, January -

December 1975 prepared by Aquatec, Inc, and fish survey data collected by the

Yankee Atomic Electric Company. Two primary locations downstream of Sherman

Reservoir were surveyed for this report. These locations are illustrated in

Figure 34. These sites were surveyed in February, May, August, and October

1975. In addition, there were several other locations (unidentified) within th<

reservoir that were surveyed in February 1975. Experimental gill nets, trap

nets, and minnow traps were used to collect fish. A summary (from Aquatec) of

fish taken is illustrated in Table 4-20. It will be noted from Table 4-20 that

both brown trout and lake trout were taken from the impoundment.

Table 4-21 lists the fish species collected by

the Yankee Atomic Electric Company at Sherman [Pond] sic, from 1976 to 1986

(excluding 1979).

Over the years, several brown trout of notable

size have been taken from Sherman Impoundment. In addition to the brown trout

and lake trout mentioned above, fishermen have also reported taking rainbow

trout and brook trout from the impoundment.
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YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

SHERMAN RESERVOIR

SUMMARY OF FINFISH COLLECTIONS

(1975)

(Ref: Aquatec, Inc. 1976. Ecological Survey of Sherman Reservoir and Adjacent
Waters, January-December 1975, prepared for Yankee Atomic Electric
Company.

)

Number /Grams
Sherman Reservoir

Species Station 1 Station 2 (all Stations)

Brown trout 2/572 7/1,988

Lake trout 1/101

Chain pickerel 1/220

Golden shiner 1/45 35/2,789

Fallfish 13/4,412

Longnose sucker 7/1,816

White sucker 4/3,609 38/30,543

Brown bullhead 77/10,103

Rock bass 2/136 47/4,024

Yellow perch 1/134 683/37,177

Totals 3/270 7/4,226 909/93,173



FISH SPECIES COLLECTED

BY YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

AT SHERMAN POND - MONROE/ROWE

Species
Year:
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1978* 1977 1976

Brown bullhead X X X X X X X X X

Yellow perch X X X X X X X X X X

Golden shiner X X X X X X X X X

White sucker X X X X X X X X X

Chain pickerel X X X X X X X X X

Pumpkinseed X X X

Rock bass X X X X X X X X

Fallfish X X X X X X X X

Smallmouth bass X X X X

Sunf ish X

Bluegill sunfish X X

Minnow X

Rainbow trout X X X

Smelt X X X

Common shiner X

Longnose sucker X X

Sucker X

Brown trout X

* Species collected from Sherman Pond, Deerfield River, and its tributaries in

Massachusetts.



(5) Deer field No. 5 Development

Other than the data presented in Table 4-20

(Station 2), there is no site-specific data available on fish resources in the

Deer field No. 5 Impoundment. However, the Bear Swamp Pumped Storage Hydro-

electric Project Fishery Study, January 1972 - December 1976 provides data on

the Fife Brook Impoundment that is pertinent to the Deer field River between the

Deerfield No. 5 Dam and Powerhouse. This impoundment was sampled by use of boat

electroshockers and experimental gill nets once each summer during two pre-

operational years (1972, 1973), one transition year (1974 - reservoir filling), *

and two post-operational years (1975, 1976). The results of these surveys,

listed in Table 4-22, indicate that the dominant game species found in this seg-

ment was smallmouth bass.

The 17-mile river segment between the Fife Brook

Dam and the Deerfield No. 4 Impoundment is free-flowing and is not within the

project boundaries of the Deerfield River Project. This segment is populated by

both stocked and naturally reproducing populations of brown trout, rainbow

trout, and brook trout, as well as smallmouth bass.

(6) Dunbar Brook

Dunbar Brook was sampled by use of rotenone in

1974 as part of the above-referenced study on the Bear Swamp Project (Table

4-23). In the 500-foot segment studied, a total of 72 fish were recorded.

Seventy of these fish were brook trout; the other two were brown trout.

(7) Deerfield No. 4 Development

Data on the fish and invertebrate species col-

lected in the Deerfield No. 4 Impoundment is available from the above-referenced

report for the Bear Swamp Project. As part of the referenced report, fish sam-

pling was conducted once each summer from 1972 to 1976 using a boat electro-

shocker and experimental gill net. It is reported that smallmouth bass, brown

trout, rainbow trout, and brook trout were present within the No. 4 Impoundment.

S-H No. 4222
34



FISH PRESENT IN THE BEAR SWAMP RESERVOIRS

(Ref: Frost, J.N., and W.E. Easte. 1977. Final Report, Bear Swamp Pumped
Storage Hydroelectric Project Fishery Study, January 1972-December 1976
New England Power Company and Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife.)

Species

Lower Reservoir
1973
8/27

Lower Reservoir
1974 1975 1976

9/17 7/23 7/27

Upper Reservoir*
1974 1975 1976

9/23 8/01 7/27

Longnose sucker

White sucker

Rock bass

Bluegill

Sraallmouth bass

Pumpkinseed

Longnose dace

Golden shiner

Fallfish

Brown bullhead

Chain pickerel

Yellow perch

16

26

8

16

6

1

4

93

5

53

16

66

1

71

6

10

12

3**

11

1

1

* The pond in the Upper Reservoir site was treated with rotenone before
filling of the Upper Reservoir. No fish were present.

** Two were dead, found floating on the surface.



FISHES OF DEERFIELD RIVER TRIBUTARIES

(Dunbar Brook sampled with rotenone, the rest with stream shocker, 1974)

(Ref: Frost, J.N., and W.E. Easte. 1977. Final Report, Bear Swamp Pumped
Storage Hydroelectric Project Fishery Study, January 1972-Deceraber 1976

New England Power Company and Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife.)

Deerfield River
Mile Location

East
Dunbar Pelhara Cold Chickley Avery Wilder Oxbow Clesson
Brook Brook River River Brook Brook Brook Brook

39 30 29 27 22 21 + 21 20

Longnose sucker
White sucker

3

6

Pumpkinseed
Smallmouth bass

1

1

Slimy sculpin

Blacknose dace
Longnose dace

Brown bullhead

15

4

1

1

1

2

1

17

88

13

Yellow perch 2

Rainbow trout
Brown trout
Brook trout

2

70

2

3

Total Number
Fish 72 36 2

Length Sampled
(feet) 500 750 300

13

_2

18

8

13

10

66

7

450 300 300

10 203

300 750



The Yankee Atomic Electric Company sampled

Deer field No. 4 Impoundment in 1976, 1980, 1981, and 1982 and found rainbow

trout, brown trout, white sucker, fallfish, and minnows (Table 4-24).

(8) Deerfield No. 3 Development

There is currently no fish data available on the

Deerfield No. 3 Development.

(9) Deerfield No. 2 Development

As part of the above-referenced studies for the

Bear Swamp Project, fish and invertebrate sampling stations were established

both within the Deerfield No. 2 Impoundment and downstream of the No. 2 Dam, at

RM 13. Each location was sampled for fish once each summer between 1972 and

1976. Experimental gill nets were used for the No. 2 Impoundment survey, while

boat and stream electroshockers were used at RM 7. Smallmouth bass was reportec

as the dominant game fish, and no trout were reported.

S-H No. 4222
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FISH SPECIES COLLECTED

BY YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

AT DEERFIELD NO. 4 IMPOUNDMENT

Species
Year:
1982 1981 1980 1976

Rainbow trout X X X X

Brown trout X X

White sucker X X X

Fallfish X X X

Minnow X
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DRAFT
MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION OF FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

FISHERIES MANAGEMENT PLAN
DEERFIELD RIVER

1990 - 2010

Introduction

:

The Deerfield River Easin occupies narrow steep valleys in the
mountains of western Massachusetts and southern Vermont which
promote rapid runoff following storms. About half of the basin lies
within the boundaries of each state. From the Vermont border the,
the river flows eight miles southwestward and then turns
southeastward 'for » and additional 35 miles until it joins the
Connecticut River in Greenfield Massachusetts, dropping 1,000 feet
in the process.

The Deerfield is also one of the most highly developed rivers for
electrical production in the United States. Presently two
hydroelectric projects (FERC L.P. 2323), owned by. the New England
Power Company and (FERC L.P. 2334), owned by Northeast Utilities
Service Company, are in the relicensing process. In Massachusetts,
the former project includes 5 dams and 5 generating stations while
the latter includes one dam and one generating station.'

As part of the licensing process the applicants are required to
consult with federal and state fisheries agencies to develop plans
and for studies designed to determine the effects of continued
operation of the projects upon the fisheries and associated aquatic
resources. The purpose of this plan is to serve as a guide in the
development of these studies and implementation of actions
necessary to assure and enhance the integrity of the resource base
that supports the existing fishery.

As with any long range planning document focusing on the dynamics
cf living resources, it must be continually updated and revised in
accordance with information generated by the evaluation of
implemented actions.

Go_ali

To protect, preserve and enhance the fishery resources of the
Deerfield River for the benefits of the Citizens of Massachusetts.



AnadramQUS-JLLshsnifis

:

With the recent return of Atlantic salmon to the Connecticut River
Basin and the formation of the Connecticut River Atlantic Salmon
Commission, concerted state and private efforts are currently
directed at restoring the species throughout the basin. Although
historical records relative to the size of the salmon run are
incomplete, they are known to have traveled up the Deerfield River
and are believed to have spawned in the main stem as well some
tributaries in the area below Shelburne Falls. In years of high
river flows they may well have used viable habitat above the falls.

Although the river has been greatly modified during the past two
hundred years, recent surveys indicate that a considerable amount
of spawning and nursery habitat still exists throughout the basin.
The 1982 "Strategic Plan for the Restoration of Atlantic Salmon to
the Connecticut River Basin" , conservatively notes that about
thirteen percent of all salmon nursery habitat within the entire
basin lies within the Deerfield Watershed. Recently the stocking
of salmon fry and subsequent biological monitoring of the South.
Bear, and Cold Rivers as well as Poland and Creamery Brooks has
demonstrated the ability of the habitat to produce essentially wild
high quality salmon smolts.

Eecause wild smolts or smolts produced via the planting of fry are
less expensive to produce and have proven to generate higher
returns of adult fish than hatchery reared smolts, this Division
is "currently gearing up to eventually stock approximately 33,500
salmon nursery habitat units within the basin with 1,000,000 salmon
fry.

The safe passage of smolts around river turbines must be assured
if adult salmon are to once again inhabit the river and provide the
recreational, aesthetic and economic benefits to our citizens and
future generations.

Objective: To initiate and maintain a run of at least 500 adult
Atlantic salmon for natural production, sport
fishing and aesthetic purposes by 2010.

Strategy 1: Initiate and maintain the production of
approximately 100,000 Atlantic smolts via a
combination of natural production and the
annual release of 1,000,000 salmon fry into
the basin.

Subobjective A: Secure incubation equipment sufficient
to produce 500,000 Atlantic salmon
fry by 1993.

B: Stock 500,000 fry in the basin by 1993.



C: Develop a volunteer network capable of
stools ing 500,000 fry within the
critical planting period by 1993.

D: Develop the capability to rear and
release an additional 500,000 fry by
1995.

E: Maintain the quality of the smoit
production habitat.

Strategy 2: Assure optimal salmon smolt escapement via
the installation and operation of functional
smolt bypass facilities.

Subob.jective A: Design functional smolt bypass
facilities capable of safely passing
•all of the approaching smqlts
at Dam 4 , Gardner Falls, Dam 3 and Dam
2, by 1991.

B: Design studies to assess the efficiency
of the installed smolt passage
facilities within six months following,
the acceptance of the functional
designs.

C: Install and operate smolt bypass
facilities by March 1995.

D: Conduct bypass efficiency studies upon
installation of the facilities in 1995.

E: Modify facilities as needed based upon
efficiency.

Strategy 3: Install an adult salmon trap at NEPC0 Dam 32 to
secure sufficient returning adults and facilitate
management objectives.

Subob.jective A: Install an Adult salmon trap below Dam
$2 by April 1, 1997

Subobjective B: Remove captured adults for brood
purposes and/or transport to designated
spawning or fishing areas.

Strategy 4: Designate salmon fishing areas and open the season
when sufficient numbers of fish are in the river.



Resident Fisheries :

Coldwater:

Although the valley can be considered to be remotely settled by
Massachusetts standards the Mohawk Trail (Rt.2) and the Zoar Road
provide easy access ' to this exceptionally scenic river from
Shelburne Falls to Fife Brook Dam. Owing to its public
accessibility and the pristine nature and size of the Valley, the
Deerfield continues to be the most intensively fished and managed
trout fishery in Massachusetts

.

The implementation of an instantaneous 100 cfs minimum flow of cold
water as part of the license agreement of the 1975 Bear Swamp
Pumped Storage Plant significantly' improved the trout habitat below
the Fife Brook Dam. A creel survey conducted on the seventeen mile
stretch ofs river between Fife Brook Dam and the No. 4 impoundment
in Shelburne Falls indicated that this section supports at least
'8000 - 10,000 angler trips each spring. Although a creel survey
was not conducted on the lower twenty miles of river, the reach is
frequently stocked and it is known to be heavily fished for trout
during the spring. The recent institution of catch and release
regulations in two reaches of the upper river coupled with a fall
stocking program and a year round fishing season in 1977 have
likely increased the angling effort throughout . the basin. It is
estimated that the' river currently supports approximately 20,000
to >25,000 angler trips per year, representing annual expenditures
( 1987 ' dollars) of about $545,000, the user value of the fishery is
about $300,000.

Because the water is low in nutrient and flows vary considerably
on-an annual and daily basis the fishery is heavily dependent upon
the annual stocking of 15,000 to 20,000 catchable trout. The 1972 -

1976 creel indicated that 90% of the catch was of hatchery trout
stocked directly in the river and that 10% was composed of wild
and stocked fish that drifted from the tributary streams. Some
limited production of wild brown is known to occur in the upper
reaches of the river.

Objective 1: Maintain and enhance the recreational value of
the stocked trout fishery in the mainstem of
Deerfield River.

Strategy 1: Annually stock at least 15,000 to 20,000
catchable trout into the Deerfield River

Strategy 2: Maintain and/or enhance the cold water •

habitat below all mainstem impoundments.



Saiibob.iecfcive A: Assess the role of the existing
100 cfs instantaneous cold water
release emanating from the Fife
Brook Dam on the survival of trout
stocked between Fife Brook Dam and
the 24 Dam impoundment.

Subob.iective B: Assess the trout fishery potential
of all bypassed reaches by 1993.

Strategy 3: Assess the extent of stocked trout
mortality associated with entrainment at
and passage through all mainstem turbines by
1993.

Strategy 4. Determine existing angler use, catch data
and economic value of the stocked trout
fishery of the Deerfield by 1993.

Warmwater:

Although smallmouth bass are found throughout the river, with the
exception of the lower few miles, they seldom exceed the minimal
statewide creel length of twelve inches. Throughout most of the
river there does not appear to be an active fishery for the
species. They are caught incidently by trout fishermen. Although
some smallmouth may grow to a desirable size in the numerous
impounded waters the division has not conducted any biological
surveys to estimate the potential of these small impoundments to
support desirable populations of warmwater game fish cr panfish.
An active smallmouth fishery is supported in the lower river near
the confluence with the Connecticut River.

Objective 2: To assess the recreational fishery potential of
the resident fish inhabiting the Deerfield
River.

Strategy 1: Collect routine physical,
chemical and biological fisheries
information to assess the fisheries
potential of the Deerfield' s impounded
waters by 1991.

Subobjective A: Produce a depth and bottom
composition map of the Dam S4.
Gardner Falls, Dam 33 and Dam 22
impoundments by 1991.



B: Conduct late summer D.O and
temperature profiles as well as
•sediment chemical analysis below
Shelburne Treatment Plant by
1991.

C: Determine species composition and
relative abundance of impounded
sections during the mid to late
summer by 1991.

D: Determine existing angler use,
catch data and economic value of
the resident fish of the Deerfield
River by 1993.

Strategy 2: Initiate resident fisheries management
actions predicated upon- the

• recommendations emanating from the above
strategy.

Species of Special Concern:

The Longnosed sucker listed as a species of special concern by the
Natural Heritage section of this Division is known to occur in the
upper reaches of the river.

Objective: Maintain the habitat for the Longnosed Sucker.
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Appendix 1. Fish found in the Deerfield sub-Basin. C

Catadromous ; A = Anadromous; N = Native; I

Introduced; SHR = Sherman Reservoir.

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME STATUS.
40

SURVEY SHR
42 59 76 85

American eel
Atlantic salmon
American shad
Banded killifish
Banded sunfish
Black crappie
Blacknose dace
Blueback herring
Bluegill
Brook trout
Brown bullhead
Brown trout
Carp
Chain pickerel
Channel catfish
Common shiner
Creek chub
Emerald shiner
Fallfish
Golden shiner
Goldfish
Lake chub
Lake chubsucker
Lake trout
Largemouth bass
Longear sunfish
Longnose dace
Longnose sucker
Northern pike
N. redbelly dace
Pumpkinseed
Rainbow smelt
Rainbow trout

Anguilla rostrata
Salmo salar
Alosa sapidissima
Fundulus diaphanus
Enneacanthus obesus
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Rhinichthys atratulus
Alosa aestivalis
Lepomis machrochirus
Salvelinus fontinalis
Ictalurus nebulosus
Salmo trutta
Cyprinus carpio
Esox niger
Ictalurus punctatus
Notropis cornutus
Semotilus atromaculatus
Notropis atherinoides
Semotilus corporalis
Notemigonus crysoleucas
Carassius auratus
Couesius plumbeus
Erimyzon sucetta
Salvelinus namaycush
Micropterus salmoides
Lepomis megalotis
Rhinichthys cataractae
Catostomus catostomus
Esox lucius
Phoxinus eos
Lepomis gibbosus
Osmerus mordax
Oncorhynchus mykiss

Redbreast sunfish Lepomis auritus
Rock bass
Sea lamprey
Slimy sculpin
Smallmouth bass
Spottail shiner
Swamp darter

Amplotlites ruprestris
Petromyzon marinus
Cottus cognatus
Micropterus dolomieui
Notropis hudsonius
Etheostoma fusiforme

Tessellated darterEtheostoma olmstedi
Yellow bullhead
Yellow perch
Walleye
White perch
White sucker

Ictalurus natalis
Perca flavescens
Stizostedion vitreum
Morone americana
Catostomus commersoni

C
A
A
N
N
I

N
A
I

N
N
I

I

N
I

N
N
I

N
N
I

N
N
I

I

I

N
N
I

N
N
I

I

N
I

A
N
I

N
I

I

I

N
I

I

N

x x

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X X
X X
X

X X

X X
X
x- X

X
X
X
X
X
X X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X X

X X X X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
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Fish Stocked in the

Deerfield River,

1887 - 1989





Appendix A

FISH STOCKED IN THE DEERFIELD RIVER 1887-1989

Source:

Deerfieid River Project, Vermont & Massachusetts.

Initial Stage of Consultation, FERC Project 2323.

New England Power Co. March 1988.



FISH STOCKED IN THE DEERFIELD RIVER DRAINAGE SYSTEM
MASSACHUSETTS, 1887 - 1912

RIVER TRIBl

EBT

JTARIES

EBT EBT
Fingerlings FRY Fingerlings

1887 - 1900 Yes
1901 20,000
1902 60,000 900
1903 45,000 4,050
1904 60,000 1,200
1905 85,000 1,750
1906. 25,000 1,000
1907 50,000 1,000
1908 20,000 1,000
1909 A 00 20,000 4,800
1910 1,600 35,000 3,200
1911 10,000 4,500
1912 Yes Yes



FISH STOCKED IN. THE DEERFIELD RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS, 1913 - 1931

WALLEYE
FRY

YELLOW PERCH
FRY

LARGE MOUTH
FRY

SMALL MOUTH TROUT
FRY FINGERLISG ADULT FINGERLING ADULT

13 300,000 4,500

14 600,000 5,1

15 300,000 3,000,000 8,000 10,000
16 400,000 2,000,000 3,000 . 3,000 100

17 7 cans Yes1

18 100 100
19
20 200,000 6,000
"«s

450,000 4,000
875

2,400
-»o 6,000 m

24 8,000 8 cans Yes z

25 Yes 3
'. 786

26 13,060
27 • 2,340
28 3,176 7

19 6,650
1,686

51 7,340

9 cans + 400
5 cans + 2,000
5 cans + 12,000
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EXHIBIT 10
FISHING IN THE DEERFIELD RIVER BETWEEN NEPCO'S #5 GENERATOR
AND #4 DAM DURING APRIL TO JULY (Frost, 1973a, 1975)

Year

Catachable
Stocked Trout

Number % Harvest

Number
Trout

Harvested

Catch Rate
(Trout/Hr.)

Avg. Range**

Number of
Fishing
Trios

1946 1 12,955 33-50 - .33 3-5,000

1947 1 13,800 31 5,300 .21 -

19S92 12,600 52 8,000 .20 .08-. 26 12,000

I9603 12,000 49 9,700* .26 .18-. 43
'

11,000

1961 4 12,000 42 6,400 .24 .07-. 37 7,000

1972 10,5S0 43 5,510 .18 .0 -.30 9,000

1973 10,550 S3 , 6,550 .26 .0 -.35 7,000

1974 10,550 54 6,490 .22 .0 -.33 9,340

*Includes returns from 3,000 additional catchable trout stocked in the

fall of 1959. Thirteen percent of these were harvested that fall and
19 percent the following spring.

**
For biweekly periods.

iFrom Swartz, 1946-1947
2From Mullan and Schlotterbeck, 1959
3 From Mullan and Schlotterbeck, 1960
4 From Schlotterbeck, 1961



Commonwealth of Massachusetts

SraStaXSSfifiC Director

Wayne MacCallum

David Eoyer
Environmental Collaborative
P.O.Box 904
Hadley, MA 01035

Dear Mr. Boyer

October 20,1 989

The following information vas requested for your office by Regina Earrett.

Trout stocking Upper Deerfield River:

Year
1989
1988
1987
1986

1985
1984
1983
1982
1981

1980

1979

Charlemont
4000
4350
4831
4820
4178
5500
45C0
3540
4000
4500
4620

Florida
35C0
43C0

3727
4560
5050
4500
4050
3540
4300
4600

3994

Buckland
5C0

500

832
500

1C00

1C00
700
500

533
500
500

All of the above trout are in the 12 inch plus category, with the
individaual weights ranging from 3/4 of a pound to 1; pounds. The average weights
wereapproximatley one pound each.

The Deerfield River is normally stocked at the rate of once each week,
beginning the first week in April and ending the week after Memorial Day.

The fall program allows us to stock from one to two times in October
depending on the number of trout available. We normally stock 500 trot approximatly
one half pound each at this time.

If you need adcitional information or I can be of further assistance
please contactme.

r
Sincerly v

y /

Western WiJdlife District

400 Hubbard Avenue, Pinstield, Massachusetts 01201 (413) 447-9789

An Aiscncy of the Or, vim tent of Fisheries. Wildlife 5t Environmental Law Enforcement



Game and Nongame
Species of Mammals Found
Within the Deerfield River

Watershed, Bird Species
and Corresponding
Habitats





MAMMAL SPECIES THAT MAY OCCUR THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT AREA*

MARSUPIALIA

Virginia Opossum Didelphis virginiana

INSECT IVORA

Masked Shrew

Water Shrew

Smoky Shrew

Long-tailed Shrew

Short-tailed Shrew

Hairy-tailed Mole

Star-nosed Mole

Sorex cinereus cinereus

Sorex palustris albibarbis

Sorex fumeus

Sores dispar dispar

Blarina brevicauda

Parascalops brewer

i

Condylura cristata

CHIROPTERA

Little Brown Bat

Keen's Bat

Silver-haired Bat

Eastern Pipistrelle

Big Brown Bat

Red Bat

Hoary Bat

Myot is lucifugus

Myotis keenii

Lasionycteris noct ivagans

Pipistrellus subf lavus

Eptes icus f iscus

Lasiurus borealis

Lasiurus cinereus

LAGOMORPHA

Eastern Cottontail

New England Cottontail

Snowshoe Hare

Sylvilagus f loridanus

Sylvilagus trans itionalis

Lepus amer icanus

RODENTIA

Eastern Chipmunk

Woodchuck

Gray Squirrel

Red Squirrel

Southern Flying Squirrel

Northern Flying Squirrel

Beaver

Deer Mouse

White-footed Mouse

Gapper's Red-backed Mouse

Tamias striatus

Marmot a monax

Sciurus carolinensis pennsylvanicus

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

Glaucomys volans

Glaucomys sabrinus macrotis

Castor canadensis

Peromyscus maniculatus

Peromyscus leucopus

Clethrionomys gapperi



(continued)

MAMMAL SPECIES THAT MAY OCCUR THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT AREA*

RODENT IA

Meadow Vole

Rock Vole

Pine Mouse

Muskrat

Sothern Bog Lemming

Northern Bog Lemming

Norway Rat

House Mouse

Meadow Jumping Mouse

Woodland Jumping Mouse

Porcupine

Microtus pennsylvanicus

Microtus chrotorrhinus

Microtus pinetorum

Ondatra zibethicus

Synaptomys cooperi

Synaptomys borealis

Rattus norvegicus

Mus musculus

Zapus hudsonius

Napaeozapus insignis

Erethizon dorsatum dorsatum

CARNIVORA

Coyote

Red Fox

Gray Fox

Black Bear

Raccoon

Marten

Fisher

Ermine

Long-tailed Weasel

Mink

Striped Skunk

River Otter

Bobcat

ARTIODACTYLA

White-tailed Deer

Moose

Canis latrans

Vulpes vulpes

Urocyon cine re oar gen teus

Ursus americanus

Procyon lotor

Martes amer icana americana

Martes pennant i pennanti

Mustela erminea cicognanii

Mustela frenata

Mustela vison

Mephitis mephitis nigra

Lutra canadensis

Lynx rufus

Odocoileus virginianus borealis

Alces alces americana

* Adapted from: Godin, A.J. 1977. Mammals of New England. The Johns Hopkins

University Press, Baltimore, MD. 304 pp.
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